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.W It'll be a reference data, so please check it.* Professor :J~=i > r-::-? "public information 

support gold of ... Korea which has received money from National Intelligence Service" 

(a) The New York Times places an advertisement to impeach the uniform of 2014 Brazil 

soccer World Cup representatives from Japan.jpg; ( b) The New York Times places an 
advertisement to impeach the uniform of 2014 Brazil soccer World Cup representatives from 

Japan.jpg; ( c) The New York Times places an advertisement to impeach the uniform of 

2014 Brazil soccer World Cup representatives from Japan.jpg; ( d ) The New York Times 
places an advertisement to impeach the uniform of 2014 Brazil soccer World Cup 

representatives from Japan.jpg; ( e) Air Jordan 12 nostalgic The Master basketball shoes I 
A red line lengthens radially, and the design of the sole lets you feel force. However, this is 

indication called the sun flag .. jpg; ( f) Air Jordan 12 nostalgic The Master basketball shoes I 
A red line lengthens radially, and the design of the sole lets you feel force. However, this is 
indication called the sun flag .. jpg; A Korean government office brings the Sea of Japan 

regimental colors into question.jpg; ~ il&1~ : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University 

professor I Seo_Kyoung-DukCD.png; ~ il&1~ : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University 

professor I Seo_Kyoung-Duka>.png; ~ il&1~ : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University 

professor I Seo_Kyoung-Duk@.jpg; ~ il&1~ : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University 

professor I Seo_Kyoung-Duk@An inherent territory of Japan Takeshima (the Korean name 

DTok-do).jpg; Air force helmet of the stationing U.S. forcesCD.jpg; Air force helmet of the 

stationing U.S. forcesa>.jpg; Air force helmet of the stationing U.S. forces@.jpg; Air force of 

the stationing U.S. forcesCD.jpg; Air force of the stationing U.S. forcesa>.jpg; Emblem (Korea 

brings it into question) of the stationing U.S. forcesCD.jpg; Emblem (Korea brings it into 

question) of the stationing U.S. forcesa>.jpg; Emblem (Korea brings it into question) of the 

stationing U.S. forces@.jpg; Emblem of the US Navy Sasebo baseCD.jpg; Emblem of the US 

Navy Sasebo basea>.jpg; Japan-U.S. naval joint strategy training I Command flag.jpg; 

Stationing U.S. forces airplaneCD.jpg; Stationing U.S. forces airplanea>.jpg; Stationing U.S. 

forces airplane@.jpg; Stationing U.S. forces airplane@.jpg; Stationing U.S. forces 

airplane®.jpg; The navy of the stationing U.S. forces.jpg; ( I ) It is penal servitude for a 

Korean former professor I I gave a return order of 7,200,000 dollars that I received for penal 

servitude four years six months.jpg; (II ) ~~ ( Han DON PYO ) defendant I Former 

professor of Iowa State University biomedicine department.jpg; Margaret Cho/ Cho Mo-

ran ( ~ Uft) A comedian, actress, fashion designer from California San Francisco.CD.jpg; 

Margaret Cho I Cho Mo-ran ( ~ Uft ) A comedian, actress, fashion designer from California 

San Francisco.a>.jpg; Margaret Cho I Cho Mo-ran ( ~ Uft) A comedian, actress, fashion 

designer from California San Francisco.@.jpg; Margaret Cho I Cho Mo-ran ( ~ Uft) A 

comedian, actress, fashion designer from California San Francisco.@.jpg; Margaret Cho I 
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Attachments: Cho Mo-ran ( 11 Uft ) A comedian, actress, fashion designer from California San 

Francisco.®.jpg; Margaret Cho I Cho Mo-ran ( 11 UR-) A comedian, actress, fashion 

designer from California San Francisco.@.jpg; Margaret Cho I Cho Mo-ran (~UR-) A 

comedian, actress, fashion designer from California San Francisco.0.jpg; 

Flag_of_Kiribati.. png; Coat_ of_arms_ of_Kiribati.. png; 
Kiribati_on_the_globe_(Polynesia_centered) .. png; A sun flag design and a ninja are painted 

the whole outer wall of the building of the Los Angeles Korean town neighborhood. I Around 
paths of invasion of the Alvarado ST101 freeway.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I protest" lution declaring September 17, mfort Women Day 

in the City and County of n nci ff 

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

occurred outside of this country. 

I k 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n n municipal assembly. 

* d u 

n . 

(Professor ( ng ) 
11 public information suppo gold 

Ko which has received money from National Intelligen Service" ] 

( September 08, 2017 ) 

* nal I I d a n p hi 

d a 

le 

a a 

a g (1st). 

As it is to have already passed mo than five years, it is the situation that is 

not easy to find a. trace at the time, but the clue which is important to a 
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ment by Natio I Intell d prosecution 

that there is it. 

*One of 18 private citizens that Korean National Intelligence Service asked the 

prosecution for the additional investigation in conjunction with public opinion 

operation sent the news that was already found to the receipt which the name 

was written in conjunction with ( ) professor in the 

( ) professors of ( n ) 

of the Korean public information expert yesterday (4th). 

The ( ) professor announced, "I have received 

support of the money from National Intelligence Service" in our coverage 

formation, but insisted when it was not for comment operation and was money 

of support for public information projects of Korea. 

The ( ) professor told you to have had received 

money by a call with JTBC from National Intelligence Service. 

It was said, "money was supported by National Intelligence Service and has 

signed" and announced, "but it was the support of transportation costs of the 

Hangul Alphabet work display of the UN 

In addition, I added, "it was unrelated to the activity of comment and Twitter 

and has not received it as a personal expense". 

However, it is opaque why National Intelligence Service supports an event of 

the N 

The ( ) professor answered just "the staff of 

National Intelligence Service which I knew helped me". 

However, it is opaque why National Intelligence Service supports an event of 

the UN 
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The ( ) professor told you "to do not remember 

that I signed a receipt of National Intelligence Service" by the interview with 

other media. 

These; National Intelligence Service and the prosecution collect clues while is 

whether ( ) professor was related to a public opinion 

operation activity of National Intelligence Service. 

When therefore money of support of 20 million won (11,000 dollars) was 

devised in a purpose to have to leave the making of national public information 

plan about the achievements of the President to ( ) 

professor in the internal information in one year, I was informed it. 

After such contents grasped that it is one's own drama of the staff of National 

Intelligence Service according to the claim of the ( k ) 

professor, the ( ) professor calls it soon, and the 

prosecution is going to investigate it. 

( I servitude, the .S. university a Ko n former p r; findings 

the AI vaccine operation = "these past years wo fo ery ] 

( July 3, 2015 ) 

· The China media belonging to it conveyed the rgery of n former 

professor in the .S. university on 3rd. 

hu an b 

is fi 

When Associated Press gave a return order of 7,500,000 dollars 

(approximately 920 million yen) that American Federal court received for 
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Defendant former professor ~~ ( Han DONPYO ) of the Iowa State University 

biomedicine department for penal servitude four years six months on 1st (local 

time), on July 3, 2015, according to the Chugoku Shimbun-sha network, I told. 

Defendant ~~ ( Han ) reportedly mixed human blood with the blood of the 

rabbit intentionally to operate the findings of own AIDS study in university 

studies. 

f i g ii 

) . 

The person concerned of NIH pointed out, "it is the forgery case of the worst 

findings in these 20 years". 

It is detection that Defendant~~ ( Han DONPYO ) received research funds in 

a different study before it from NIH, but a human antibody is mixed in the blood 

of the rabbit in January, 2013. 

NIH started an investigation, and Defendant ~~ ( Han DONPYO ) finally 

accepted the operation of findings. 

Defendant ~~ ( Han DONPYO ) left the university in the same year and 

received study qualification suspension of the license for 3 years. 

However, there was indication that disposal might be light from Charles 

Member of the Upper House of the state, and U.S. federation prosecution 

prosecuted it afterwards. 

[ Ko n actress Margaret Cho shock 

. I was not ha med have good rewa . 11 
] ( November 03, 

2015) 

*South Korean comedian, Margaret Cho who were active in the United States 

confessed past prostitution experience. 
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Margaret Cho 

SNS rustled in her too frank and shocking confession. 

A Margaret Cho such as the saw while a certain follower asked a question on 

Twitter, the remark began. 

I asked about the thought for her always developing an affirmative claim for 

prostitution. 

In contrast, a Margaret Cho "I it is said, support a sex worker";, as for "1: 00 

period, I was alone of the inside, too. I insisted, law and the group have a right 

to be under the protection. 

In addition, she ught the sexual ult to the acquaintance of the mily 

at the age of 14 yea old, and after confiding the fact to a friend, a rumor was 

put up at ool and confessed it when insulted adversely. 

• a ( Korean : 1i!2.1l1i!2.11o~/512.11512.11 o~ ) is slang pointing 

at a disheveled woman of the nature in Kiribati. 

a n girl) If 

n a n. 
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u n 

* . " I n, 

and u t a ny al 

I believe SF must not make a historical judgement without verifications. you 

very much. 

* 

ong. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city ,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~Ll.J)i <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Tuesday, September 19, 20171:19 PM 
'brent.jalipa@sfgov.org'; Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

[It'll be a reference data, so please check it.] Public vessel bodily crash in China, 

Vietnamese fishing boat sinking ... South China Sea I I build the new military affairs shelter 
and radar, communication facilities in China, the South China Sea 
The Vietnamese patrol boat assaulted by a Chinese patrol boat (China sea Police ship) by fire 

monitorCD.jpg; The Vietnamese patrol boat assaulted by a Chinese patrol boat (China sea 

Police ship) by fire monitorCT>.jpg; The Vietnamese patrol boat assaulted by a Chinese patrol 

boat (China sea Police ship) by fire monitor®.jpg; The Vietnamese patrol boat assaulted by a 

Chinese patrol boat (China sea Police ship) by fire monitor@.jpg; The Vietnamese patrol boat 

assaulted by a Chinese patrol boat (China sea Police ship) by fire monitor@.jpg; The 

Vietnamese patrol boat assaulted by a Chinese patrol boat (China sea Police ship) by fire 

monitor@.jpg; ( 1 ) Artificial island Fiery Cross Reef of the South China Sea released at the 

end of June. I understand that becoming it goes ahead through the military affairs base .. jpg; 

( 2 ) As for the Asian maritime transparency initiative (AMTI) affiliated with the strategic 

diplomatic problem research institute (CSIS), construction G 1c C. C:::: ~ identified new military 

installation with a satellite image .. jpg; ( 3 ) Constructing artificial island in China and South 

China Sea ( Fiery Cross Reef) .jpg; ( 4 ) Constructing artificial island in China and South 

China Sea ( Fiery cross reef) .jpg; ( 5 ) Constructing artificial island in China and South 

China Sea ( Mischief Reef) .jpg; ( 6 ) Constructing artificial island in China and South China 

Sea ( Mischief Reef) .jpg; ( 7 ) Constructing artificial island in China and South China 

Sea ( Su bi Reef) .. jpg; ( 8 ) Constructing artificial island in China and South China 

Sea ( Subi Reef) .jpg; ( 9) Scarborough Reef (the Chinese name 'M!5~) of the Zhongsha 

Island (the Chinese name, cp)j>).jpg; ( 10 ) Paracel_lslands and Spratly_lslands.gif; ( 11 ) 
The possession insistence reach of the South China Sea (Chinese Nine-dash Line and 7 

artificial islands).png; (a) s_ice_screenshot_20161217-020241.jpg; ( b) s_ice_screenshot_ 

20161217-020334.jpg; ( c) The U.S. forces unmanned submersible collected by a war 
vessel of Chinese military at the South China Sea (After that, it's returned to USA.).jpg; 

( d ) 93009237 _5676696c-113c-491 c-9970-b11 a38f1 e66a.jpg; ( e ) 93015038_capture.jpg; 

( f) The middle national military an artificial island (para-cell Islands Spratly Islands) of the 
South China Sea a military base (the United States presents navigation operation of the 
freedom).jpg; About having been reported that I filled it up in middle sand archipelago, 

Scarborough Reef, and the Spokesperson ¥ ~~ ( Hua Chunying) of Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of China started construction within this year.jpg; Permanent arbitration court in the 

Netherlands HagueCDChinese South China Sea territorial claim, legal groundsless Permanent 

Court of Arbitration (the Netherlands Hague).jpg; Permanent arbitration court in the 

Netherlands HagueCT>The international judiciary makes first decision without accepting the 

South China Sea, Chinese sovereign power.jpg; Permanent arbitration court in the 

Netherlands Hague®Chinese South China Sea territorial claim, legal groundsless Permanent 

Court of Arbitration (the Netherlands Hague).png; Permanent arbitration court in the 

Netherlands Hague®The international judiciary makes first decision without accepting the 
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Attachments: South China Sea, Chinese sovereign power.jpg; Flag_of_ Vietnam.png; 
Vietnam(Vietnam_centered).png 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against the "Comfort Women monument" and 

an" in 

* 

* 

" What a the evid 

the historians. 

k 

or 

d 

( Saint Mary Park ) 

n I 

ry sou to proof al leg 

p I. 

r name 

( Public vessel bodily crash in China, Vietnamese fishing boat sinking ... South 

China Sea) (August 17, 2017) The Yomiuri Shimbun 

* a publ hurl a 

hi 

a whe and 

d lnlU . 

A person concerned with fishermen's association of country central part Quang 

Ngai where a fishing boat belonged to clarified it in this newspaper on 16th. 

More military affairs base of the South China Sea is the form that showed that 

China pushing forward becoming it lets you enter in this year and activate a 

fishing boat surprise attack in Vietnam again some other time. 

According to the person concerned, the Chinese Coast Guard (public vessel) 

chases a Vietnamese fishing boat operating on the evening of 7th, and it is said 

that I hurled myself. 
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The fishing boat sank soon, but six crews were saved to a consort ship nearby 

and were safe. 

In addition, on the afternoon of 12th, two small size boats mounted with the 

same China public vessel attack a different fishing boat (11 crews) of the 

association position. 

I destroyed fishery facilities, and it is said that it prevented putting a medicine 

into the storage of storage of a fish and the food and from using it. 

( It is approximately completion - - South China Sea, the scenario of the U.S. 

and China collision the military affairs base of the artificial island ) 

(July 3, 2017 ) Newsweek 

* While it was given priority to persuasion of North Korea, and the cards 

government closed its eyes, making it it almost finished the military base of 

artificial island "big 3" in the Chinese South China Sea. 

China will be in danger of being driven into the attack in future if the U.S. 

forces perform military training again near an artificial island. 

Artificial island Fiery Cross Reef of the South China Sea released at the end of 

June. 

I understand that becoming it goes ahead through the military affairs base. 

China, a military of "big 3" in the ina comp 

it n. 

An American think tank released a satellite image on June 29, 2017 and clarified 

it. 

An artificial island called "big 3" is Fiery of and 

and in the United States. 
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These comprise a runway and can manage a fighter and a bomber, and I am 

equipped with interceptor missiles, and the ability for air defense of the base is 

high, too. 

However, it does not prove right because the military affairs base of the artificial 

island which China built in the South China Sea completes becoming it to be 

surprised. 

g up 

It. 

Because the cards government did it with a priority in the security in preventing 

a North Korean nuclear warhead and ICBM (Intercontinental Ballistic Missile: an 

intercontinental ballistic missile) development, the South China Sea problem will 

be done with business materials. 

However, the importance of the South China Sea for China does not change 

even if handling of the issue of South China Sea for the United States changes. 

r I build the new military affairs shelter and radar, communication facilities in 

China, the South China Sea ] ( July 3, 2017 ) Newsweek 

*When the U.S. think tank, the Asian maritime transparency initiative (AMTI) 

affiliated with the strategic diplomatic problem research institute (CSIS) built 

the military installation which China was the South China Sea, and was new on 

29th, a thing announced that it became clear with a satellite image. 

It is said that I can confirm that a shelter and a radar, communication facilities 

storing away a missile in the (5-kw) of the S a s (the 

Chinese name, i¥J)J>) archipelago, M (~jg), are built 

with the image 
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According to AMTI, China builds four shelters in addition to eight existing missile 

shelters newly in Fiery Cross Reef. 

AMTI made clear that there were eight shelters in the 

each before. 

In February, China built the hangar of the long-distance land-to-air missile in 

three reefs, and Reuters reported that construction was finished soon. 

[ Is China Zhongsha Island, h landfill start within this year? ] 

(April 26, 2016 ) 

*I emphasized, "Huangyan island is a territory peculiar to China" after the 

( ) spokesperson of Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China 

beginning the landfill construction of the h (the Chinese name: 

of the South China Sea which China controlled effectively by a regular 

news conference within this year on April 25, 2016, and having said, "I do not 

hear such situation" about having been reported that the construction of the 

runway was planned. 

China News Service conveyed it. 

The Hong Kong paper south China morning coat post conveyed it as a story 

of the circle near the national military during 25th. 

I protest the Philippines, a structure construction plan in the Chinese 

gh ( March 22, 2017 ) 

Philippines fishermen "unfairness" 

dominium suspension, China to stay in (August 7, 2017) 

[ The national military captures the remotely operated submersible of U.S. 

forces among in the South China Sea! ] ( December 17, 2016) 
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* Information that the national military captured the remotely operated 

submersible of U.S. forces among in the South China Sea on December 16 

became available. 

The U.S. forces request the middle national military for the return of the 

remotely operated submersible, but the Chinese side is likely to continue 

hostility with capturing it. 

The Chinese navy picks quarrel with the United States, and they recapture an 

unmanned diving machine of America one step of war illegally toward you in 

the South China Sea 

With the thing which the unmanned diving machine that the United States was 

going to collect is robbed of it earlier, and was collected, an opinion and an 

opinion to "be too poor so that the U.S. forces remain" that "China is the South 

China Sea and does an again illogical thing" in the world seem to drift to this 

news. 

* nu II e 

*And al 

and th 

it will drive a wedge amo 

will only make Commun Chi 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

r u 

South 

and North Ko 

, and 

happy. 

n 

n alliance, 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~Ll.J~ <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1:19 PM 
'brent.jalipa@sfgov.org'; Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* It'll be a reference data, so please check it. * Ecuador protests China: "I damage the 
resources", and caution, President Moreno "are crimes against whole earth," is a Chinese ship 
rare shark indiscriminate hunting near an economic zone? 
Flag_of_Ecuador.s.png; Ecuador_(orthographic_projection).png; On person concerned with 
Galapagos national park= 13th (Galapagos national park offer, AP= combination) checking 
the Chinese ship which acquires approximately 300 tons including the rare shark, and was 

cap.jpg; Flag_of_lndonesia .. png; lndonesia_(orthographic_projection).svg.png; ( a) Susi 

Pudjiastuti, Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries/ • lndonesia.jpg; ( b) Susi Pudjiastuti, 

Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( c ) Susi Pudjiastuti, Minister of Maritime 

Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( d ) Susi Pudjiastuti, Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; 

( e ) Susi Pudjiastuti, Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( f) Susi Pudjiastuti, 

Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries I A fishing boat blast in China!.jpg; ( g ) Susi 

Pudjiastuti, Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries I A fishing boat blast in China!.jpg; ( 1 ) 

A fishing boat blast in China! I Indonesia_ Susi Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; 

( 2 ) A fishing boat blast in China! I Indonesia_ Susi Minister of Maritime Affairs and 

Fisheries.png; ( 3) A fishing boat blast in China!/ Indonesia_ Susi Minister of Maritime 

Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( 4 ) A fishing boat blast in China! I Indonesia_ Susi Minister of 

Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( 5 ) A fishing boat blast in China! I Indonesia_ Susi 

Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( 6 ) A fishing boat blast in China! I 
Indonesia_ Susi Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( 7 ) A fishing boat blast in 

China! /Indonesia_ Susi Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( 8 ) A fishing boat 

blast in China! I Indonesia_ Susi Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( 9 ) A fishing 

boat blast in China! I Indonesia_ Susi Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( 10 ) A 

fishing boat blast in China! I lndbnesia_Susi Minister of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; 

( 11 ) A fishing boat blast in China! I Indonesia_ Susi Minister of Maritime Affairs and 

Fisheries.jpg; ( 12) A fishing boat blast in China!/ lndonesia_Susi Minister of Maritime 

Affairs and Fisheries.jpg; ( 1 ) Chinese fishing boats which depart to Japan Senkaku

shoto.png; ( 2 ) Chinese fishing boats which depart to Japan Senkaku-shoto.jpg; ( 3) 

Chinese fishing boats which depart to Japan Senkaku-shoto.jpg; ( 4 ) 1000 Chinese fishing 

boats which depart to South China Sea, the East China Sea.jpg; ( 5 ) Chinese fishing boats 

which depart to Japan Senkaku-shoto.jpg; ( 6 ) The Chinese fishing boat which presses 
against Senkaku-shoto (the fishing boat armed by which a militiaman gets on a medium).jpg; 

( 7 ) The Chinese fishing boat which presses against Senkaku-shoto (the fishing boat armed 

by which a militiaman gets on a medium).jpg; ( 8 ) The Chinese fishing boat which presses 
against Senkaku-shoto (the fishing boat armed by which a militiaman gets on a medium).png; 

( 9 ) The Chinese fishing boat which presses against Senkaku-shoto (the fishing boat armed 

by which a militiaman gets on a medium).jpg; ( 10 ) The Chinese fishing boat which presses 
against Senkaku-shoto (the fishing boat armed by which a militiaman gets on a medium).png; 
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Attachments: ( 11 ) The Chinese fishing boat which presses against Senkaku-shoto (the fishing boat 

armed by which a militiaman gets on a medium).jpg; ( 12) The Chinese fishing boat which 
presses against Senkaku-shoto (the fishing boat armed by which a militiaman gets on a 

medium).jpg; ( 13 ) The Chinese fishing boat which presses against Senkaku-shoto (the 

* 

fishing boat armed by which a militiaman gets on a medium).jpg; ( 14) 230 Chinese fishing 

boats which press against Ogasawara Islands (I poach for a red coral reef.).jpg; ( 15) 230 
Chinese fishing boats which press against Ogasawara Islands (I poach for a red coral 

reef.).jpg; ( 16) 230 Chinese fishing boats which press against Ogasawara Islands (I poach 

for a red coral reef.).jpg; ( 17 ) 230 Chinese fishing boats which press against Ogasawara 

Islands (I poach for a red coral reef.).jpg; ( 18 ) 230 Chinese fishing boats which press 
against Ogasawara Islands (I poach for a red coral reef.).jpg; How to take it a red coral reef, 
(a fishing ground is wasted by sink trawl fishing fishing, and I close Poaching of a Chinese 

ship)CD.jpg; How to take it a red coral reef, (a fishing ground is wasted by sink trawl fishing 

fishing, and I close Poaching of a Chinese ship)~.jpg; Red coral machined to jewelryCD.jpg; 

Red coral machined to jewelry~.jpg; Red coral machined to jewelry@.jpg; Red coral reef 

(after Chinese processing)CD.jpg; Red coral reef (after Chinese processing)~.jpg; Red coral 

reef (after Chinese processing)@.jpg; The red coral which perishedCD.jpg; The red coral which 

perished~.jpg; The red coral which perished@.jpg; The red coral which perished@.jpg; The 

wreckage of the net which I used to take the red coralCD.jpg; The wreckage of the net which I 

used to take the red coral~.jpg; The wreckage of the net which I used to take the red 

coral@.jpg; The wreckage of the net which I used to take the red coral@.jpg; The wreckage of 

the net which I used to take the red coral®.jpg; The wreckage of the net which I used to take 

the red coral®.jpg; ( a ) Senkaku Islands (inherent territory of Japan) . I Fisheries factory 

ruins.jpg; ( b ) Senkaku Islands (inherent territory of Japan) . I Fisheries factory ruins.jpg; 

( c ) Senkaku Islands (inherent territory of Japan) . I Fisheries factory ruins.jpg; ( d ) 

Senkaku Islands (inherent territory of Japan) . I Fisheries factory ruins).jpg; ( e ) Senkaku 

Islands (inherent territory of Japan) . I Fisheries factory ruins.jpg; ( f ) Senkaku Islands 

(inherent territory of Japan) .. jpg; ( g ) The map started in 1868 hand atlas. One copy is 
different in Shimana with present, but a borderline is attracted by the west side of Hoapin - su 
(Senkaku-shoto and Kubashima) .. jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against the "Comfort Women monument" and " 

n" in ( Saint Mary Park ) 

d n e 

n 
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* 

"What are the evidence or primary source to proof these allegations? Or name 

the historians. 

I k th down pro I. 

( Ecuador protests China: "I damage the resources", and caution, President 

Moreno "are crin1es against whole earth," is a Chinese ship rare shark 

indiscriminate hunting near an economic zone? ] ( August 20, 2017 ) 

* a s 1p p u 1 g 

a d 

Ecuador developed into a situation to protest the Chinese government. 

I strengthen caution to damage the marine resource of the Chinese fishing 

fleet and can read the Ecuadorian side. 

According to the news from the field, the Chinese ship was captured off east 

approximately 64 kilos of the San Cristobal Islands Island located at the east 

end of Galapagos Islands on the night of this month 13. 

n a (I 

n 

e 

in 

) in Id. 

On 18th, Ecuadorian Ministry of Foreign Affairs calls a Chinese ambassador to 

the country, and they protest it. 
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Mo no criticized "th by a for natio for 21 days, criminal 

to the whole not only the ecosystem of the la but al rth II, 

The court of the San Cristobal Islands Island announced fine 5, 900,000 dollars 

(approximately 640 million yen) in total to 20 crew for imprisonment 4-1 years 

on 27th. 

The Chinese ship belongs to a Chinese fishing fleet to operate near EEZ of the 

archipelago south from the end of July. 

The Ecuadorian navy sends high speed boats to the spot sea area and 

continues watching it. 

I point out that a scale and the way of approach of the fleet may give 

environment, economy a blow even if the person concerned with navy does not 

invade in the local media. 

II 

(The Susi ocean fisheries minister( Susi Pudjiastuti, Minister of Maritime Affairs 

and Fisheries ) of the Indonesian woman blows up an illegal Chinese ship in 

sequence [do not live on play] ) (July 22, 2016) 

* rt a on of N a s an d on, ei 

lnlU Chin on "did al 

g unds" on July 12, 16. 

* s an n 

Ii In 

on LI 12, 1 II 

g n 
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I ncluded without bei a II pl wh rward 

landfill "an nd" legally when I could n insist on n and interests 

to be concern with the exclusive economic (E 

*About a marine advance of China by international arbitration (the Philippines 

brings an action in 2013) a Chinese claim all; is denied, and stern eyes are 

turned from the world. 

In Indonesia in particular, I blow up the illegal Chinese ship which Susi 

Pudjiastuti, ocean fisheries minister captured in sequence and come into the 

limelight. 

Behind Minister sushi "not to have possibilities to live on play, and to be", and 

to talk so about, a China ship is blown up in sequence. 

I carried the illegal fishing boat which performed the capture to the offing and 

I set an explosive and destroyed it and was able to set in the bottom of the sea. 

In May, 2015, I blew up a Chinese fishing boat and attracted attention from 

the global community. 

n 

a a all 

[ When the red coral poaching (plunder) of Japanese Ogasawara Islands of the 

Chinese fishing boat (fleet) is too terrible, is foreign countries, but in a topic! ) 

( November 05, 2014 ) 

* 
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The Chinese government must stop the crime of the fishermen of the own 

country promptly. 

I cannot deny that the control of the Japanese side for a large number of 

fishing boats which flocked fell behind the curve, but it is not permitted 

overlooking it. 

I want to demand determined disclosure to blockade a further rule buster. 

While the (Hua unying) spokesperson r Ministry Foreign 

Affai was a p and it was id, "I the law-

enforcement for the illegal uentially", I requi it to rm the control 

in "it rational and inhibitory" on pan side. 

The Chinese fishing boat thought to be a poaching purpose had begun to be 

outstanding from September, but increased remarkably than 200 ships from 

the end of last month. 

The control of the fishing boat to go in and out of in the port of the own country 

is insufficient and is the situation that is doubted whether the Chinese 

government is going to prevent it seriously. 

[ "A fishing ground perishes", and islanders get angry at the fishing net 

damage of the Chinese ship ] ( May 21, 2015 ) 

0 In. 

I added it to a voice to regret lost resources, and the voice to point out the 

long-term damage with lateness of the correspondence of the government and 

the dumped net went up it from the fisherman of Ogasawara Islands (Tokyo) 

which did a scratch of the coral poaching with the Chinese ship in one of eyes 

with a clear picture on 21st. 
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[ 300 Chinese fishing boats are Senkaku attack, the situations of "the 

exceptional case" ] ( August 12, 2016 ) 

*In August, 2016, wind and cloud admits of no delay the situation around 

Senkaku Islands. 

The Chinese fishing boat of 300 attacked it in the Senkaku Islands sea near 

the shore. A lot of Chinese public vessels accompany it as if I protect the fishing 

boat. 

The Japanese Government stiffens a manner at the invasion of the 

unprecedented number and repeats strong protest. 

One Chinese public vessel (ship belonging to the Chinese government) invaded 

the around Senkaku Islands territorial waters following a Chinese fishing boat 

at about 1: 30 on the afternoon of August 5, 2016. 

Up to 15 Chinese public vessels entered into the contiguous zone at the same 

time by 6:00 on the afternoon of 8th, and a total of 17 ships invaded the 

territorial waters afterwards. 

I gather a la number of Chinese public vessels of up 15 in the me sea 

a whi 2 3 fishi it in g us 

a n a and try a p on rial 

waters i n following ina fishing boat was confirmed fi time. 

*I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good communities. 

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan alliance, 

and that will only make Communist China and North Korea happy. 

* * r u a 

* 
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Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

u 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~LlJ~ <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 
Tuesday, September 19, 2017 1 :19 PM 
'brent.jalipa@sfgov.org'; Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

[ It'll be a reference data, so please check it. ] China, East Asia and historyXi's history 
lessons, The Communist Party is plundering history to justify its present-day ambitions 

( 1 ) ~ ±.!t (Xi Jlnping chairman or president) I The photograph that the The Economist 

August 21 issue is made with the gun that ~±.Jt (Xi Jlnping) came to have same a pen as 

a rifle on a cover.jpg; Tiananmen H @!\ ( Park Geun Hye ) Ex-President of Korea I M1 ill:Sf 
( Xi Jlnping ) The Chinese Communist Party Central Military Commission president I 

Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin President)CD.jpg; Tiananmen *~ @!\ ( Park Geun Hye ) Ex

President of Korea I M1 ill:Sf ( Xi Jlnping ) The Chinese Communist Party Central Military 

Commission president/ Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin President)q).jpg; Tiananmen *~ @!{ 

( Park Geun Hye ) Ex-President of Korea I~ JlI:SjZ (Xi Jinping ) The Chinese Communist 

Party Central Military Commission president I Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin President)@.png; 

*~ @!{ ( Park Geun Hye ) Ex-President of Korea/~ JlI:SjZ ( Xi Jlnping ) The Chinese 

Communist Party Central Military Commission presidentCD5fi~>(Ban Ki-moon Ex-previous 

U.N. Secretary General.jpg; *~ @!{ (Park Geun Hye) Ex-President of Korea I~ JlI:SjZ (Xi 

Jlnping ) The Chinese Communist Party Central Military Commission presidentq))fi~>(Ban 

Ki-moon Ex-previous U.N. Secretary General.jpg; *~ @!\ ( Park Geun Hye) Ex-President of 

Korea I~ ili::s:iz ( Xi Jin ping ) The Chinese Communist Party Central Military Commission 

president®51~3(Ban Ki-moon Ex-previous U.N. Secretary General.jpg; *~ @!{ (Park Geun 

Hye) Ex-President of Korea I~ ili:Sf (Xi Jlnping) The Chinese Communist Party Central 

Military Commission president@5fi~>(Ban Ki-moon Ex-previous U.N. Secretary General.jpg; 

*~ @!{ ( Park Geun Hye ) Ex-President of Korea/~ ili:S¥ ( Xi Jinping ) The Chinese 

Communist Party Central Military Commission president®5fi~>(Ban Ki-moon Ex-previous 

U.N. Secretary General.jpg; ( 2 ) ~ ±!t (Xi Jinping chairman or president) I I parade in 
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region of the 90th anniversary of the People's Liberation Army

based military.jpg; ( 3 ) The Communist Party People's Liberation Army (China) carries out a 

military parade in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region.jpg; ( 4 ) The Communist Party 
People's Liberation Army (China) carries out a military parade in Inner Mongolia Autonomous 

Region.jpg; ( 5 ) The Communist Party People's Liberation Army (China) carries out a military 

parade in Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region.jpg; ( 6) The Communist Party People's 
Liberation Army (China) carries out a military parade in Inner Mongolia Autonomous 

Region.jpg; ( a ) Flag_of_Bhutan .. png; ( b ) Bhutan_(orthographic_projection) .. png; ( c) 

Cloud-hidden,_whereabouts_unknown_(Paro,_Bhutan).jpg; ( d ) flickrCaleb-See.jpg; ( e ) 

himaraya.jpg; ( f) An originally red dotted line part is a territory of the Kingdom of Bhutan.jpg; 

( g ) The Communist Party People's Liberation Army (China) invades the Kingdom of Bhutan 

and pushes forward the construction of a road, the bridge .. jpg; ( I ) Dalailama1_20121 O_ 

14.jpg; ( II ) Dalai_Lama.jpg; ( III) 14th_Dalai_Lama.jpg; (IV) Bush_Dalai_Lama.jpg; 

( V ) Dalai Lama 14th.jpg; ( VI ) Flag_of_ Tibet.png; ( VII ) Potala I POT ARA palace of 
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Attachments: Lhasa.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against the 11Comfort Women monument11 and " 

n11 in . ( Saint Mary Park ) 

* 

* 

" What a the eviden or primary source to allegations? Or 

name the historians. 

Id d p I. 

[ [ the Chairman~ JliifI (Xi Jinping) makes Japan the devil unfairly ] Criticism 

- Japan In-depth which appeared in a ... British "economist" first page article ] 

( September 03, 2015 ) 

*China, East Asia and historyXi's history lessons 

The Communist Party is plundering history to justify its present-day ambitions 

When "China deceives the world and entrapped Japan," a reporter for Europe 

and America criticizes "anti-Japanese movement ceremony". 

I reveal a fact modification of the Communist Party openly. 

chairman or president Chinese ~ JliifI (Xi Jinping) inspecting troops twists 

the history and uses a military parade of "the anti-Japanese movement war 

victory memory" in Beijing of September 3 in the future ambition of the own 

country and makes Japan the devil unfairly. 

a a fi a h 
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The main point of this first page article seemed to be as follows. 

(1) The Chinese Communist Party celebrates war victory to Japan by the 

ostentation of the armaments for the first time this time as well as a simple 

ceremony, but the action lays a coercion effect to advertise power in now in 

China in the neighboring nations necessarily. 

(2) China thinks that an own country is future Asian order, and there is the 

greatest influential voice for size of the past sacrifice and advertises it when 

Japan is the dangerous existence that may just begin the aggression to the 

other countries again. 

(3) But it is not the Communist Party that made war on Japan, and the 

Chinese history to insist on is Kuomintang, _and current Japan is greatly wrong 

from the origin at a point to be different with Japan of the imperialism. 

( * n a r un 

( n 

e un .) 
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Present Japan is devoted to pacifism, and aging advances and is a democratic 

country evading a nuclear weapon. 

(4) Not only it is unfair, but also it is dangerous that China makes Japan the 

devil. When the Chinese Communist Party drives the anti-Japan sentiment in 

the own country too much, it raises the anti-American sentiment of the nation, 

and this is because it may come to demand a confrontation with the United 

States in Asia. 

(5) The Chairman ~ iliIJI (Xi Jinping) learns a true lesson from the history, 

and it stops that it tampers with the history, and it uses it only by the 

advantageous method of the own country, and it is desirable to push forward 

Asia regional stability in multilateral discussion. 

The above-mentioned claim spreads on the expensive platform of Tiananmen 

on September 3 and is the word that a big military parade was turned to 

President ~ iliIJI (Xi Jinping) inspecting troops. 

(It will be useful as one of the interpretation of the great parade in 

Tiananmen.) 

( China is Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, and large-scale military parade, 

~:Em; (President Xi Jinping) inspect troops with People's Liberation Army 

clothes (armed forces clothes).] (August 1, 2017) 

* People's Liberation Army carried out a military parade of the 90th anniversary 

of the foundation on 30th and released the latest fighter and missile. 

ip e in 

in In r n in n r. 

The above stood in line in the morning on 30th, and 12,000 soldiers of 

People's Liberation Army which just participated in actual training, equipment 

18 



600 (set) received an inspection of troops of President Xi Jinping by a battle 

posture. 

.S. New Yo Times "President ~ ililfl (Xi Jinping) who was the 

commander in chief of the middle national military wore camouflage clothes, 

and the Chinese land, sea and air and rocket forces inspected troops of the 

soldier of each military class. 

The military unit where various new weapons were deployed is included in 

this. These inspections of troops corps was perfect and were perfect, and, 

judging from which angle, they informed, it was orderly. 

The British ily email "People's Liberation Army is promoting large-scale 

modernization reform. 

The -*B;fD (Training base) that a military parade was held is the China, 

Asia's greatest military training base. In late years the serious military affairs 

training, practice and the inside and outside the country joint drill pointed out, 

it is held here. 

[ To live broadcast ... North Korea, India where is exceptional by China, a 

large-scale military exercise as for the possibility of the military attack ] 

(August 1, 2017) 

*People's Liberation Army performed large-scale live-ammunition exercise to 

memorialize the-based military 90th anniversary of August 1 at a military base 

of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region on July 30. 

The liberation army carries out a la le military in ing 

in 1 and it a le 

ii r 
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Ahead of a party convention, there is the aim that President ~ ili::3l1 (Xi 

Jinping Chairman military affairs committee member) shows off military right 

reinforcement of oneself. 

Furthermore, an important meaning hides behind 1n this mil ry exercise 

besides. 

It a military check to North Ko and India. 

It is the sea near the shore of North Korea in the end of July, but I continue i 

India troops and hostility near a middle seal border more than one month and 

may receive the national military with a declaration of intention of Mr. ~ (XI) 

that the large-scale practice at this time adds an attack in the case of the worst 

for the two countries turning to the tusk against Chinese intention among others 

with the missile launch training now. 

( By the problem that People's Liberation Army pushes forward highway 

construction without permission in a dispute place with Bhutan, India protests 

it! ] 

(July 2, 2017) 

*For China, the India government said, "I am concerned about movement of 

recent China deeply" by the problem that Bhutan protested when People's 

Liberation Army began highway construction in a dispute place of the two 

countries on 30th, and they announced the statement, "they told the China side 

when such a construction was a serious present conditions change to bring 

influence in the serious security in India". 

g un 

p n u h 
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Approximately 20°/o of the Kingdom of Bhutan country invaded by China are 

already occupied illegally and a territory is invaded and is robbed of it and seems 

to be controlled effectively. 

n) i 

111 

*Is it okay for the Ontario government to be secretly influenced and misled by 

Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural society? 

* a ea 

Uni 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

a 

in N 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~LIJJj! <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Tuesday, September 19, 2017 11 :59 AM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

*It is a reference materialOThe appearance refusal government is regrettable", and "it 

expresses it by an event for K pop stars, U.S. forces I Why are there two chairs in the Korean 
prostitute image?Why is it a bare foot? 

Comfort woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation)CD.jpg; 

Comfort woman image in front of this zai embassy of the Republic of Korea and Japan( Soul 

music)0.jpg; Why is the comfort woman image barefootCD.jpg; Why is the comfort woman 

image barefoot0.jpg; Tank M88 in a 2nd infantryman division post in the US.jpg; Oc1-6-8.jpg; 

Athletic shoes of Mr. MISON who was flying to a bush in a site.jpg; The cenotaph made 
around the dead late site.jpg; Korea peaceful image of a girl (comfort woman image of Japan 
ambassador manmaeVienna Convention treaty violation).jpg; Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 

years old).png; Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old)/ Comfort woman? CD.jpg; 

Demonstration march to discussion government-controlled rice army tank female junior high 

school student run-over death event (It occurs on June 13, 2002.)CD.jpg; Demonstration 

march to discussion government-controlled rice army tank female junior high school student 

run-over death event (It occurs on June 13, 2002.)0.jpg; Memorial service : There are two 

offering of flowers stands.jpg; Shin Hyo-Sun and Shimu Mi-Son (The deceased ) .jpg; 
a0902.jpg; b1125-1.jpg; c1125-2.jpg; d0814.jpg; e0c1-6-2.jpg; f0801-2.jpg; g0808.jpg; The 

right side Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old) I The left side Late Shinn and Mr. 

HYOSUN (14 years old)CD.jpg; The right side Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old) I The 

left side Late Shinn and Mr. HYOSUN (14 years old)0.jpg; The right side Late shim and Mr. 

MISON (14 years old) I The left side Late Shinn and Mr. HYOSUN (14 years old)@.jpg; The 

right side Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old) I The left side Late Shinn and Mr. 

HYOSUN (14 years old)®The White HouseCD.jpg; The right side Late shim and Mr. MISON 

(14 years old) I The left side Late Shinn and Mr. HYOSUN (14 years old)®The White 

House0.jpg; It's to an image of a girl from a comfort woman image.CD.jpg; It's to an image of 

a girl from a comfort woman image.0.jpg; It's to an image of a girl from a comfort woman 

image.@.jpg; It's to an image of a girl from a comfort woman image.@.jpg; It's to an image of 

a girl from a comfort woman image.®.jpg; It's to an image of a girl from a comfort woman 

image.®.jpg; The original form of the comfort woman image (house in Korea and NANUMU) 

CDTHE MURMURING.jpg; The original form of the comfort woman image (house in Korea and 

NANUMU)0THE MURMURING.jpg; The original form of the comfort woman image (house in 

Korea and NANUMU)®THE MURMURING.jpg; The original form of the comfort woman 

image (house in Korea and NANUMU@THE MURMURING).jpg; San Francisco city comfort 

woman commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square park)CD.jpg; 

San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. 

Mary square park)0.jpg; San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and 
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Attachments: tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square park)@.jpg; Why is the comfort woman image 

barefootCD.jpg; Why is the comfort woman image barefootW.jpg; Sculptor's ~ JIJJX; ( Kim 

Linson) and ~ O~ ( Kim Sogyon ) I Kim married coupleCD.jpg; Sculptor's ~ JIJJX; ( Kim 

Linson) and~ O~ ( Kim Sogyon ) I Kim married coupleW.jpg; Sculptor's~ JIJJX; ( Kim 

Linson) and~ O~ ( Kim Sogyon) I Kim married couple@.jpg; Chinese Shanghai city The 

comfort woman image installed in Shanghai teacher university premises I:$: .g;i ( Lee 

Yonsu) / ~ O~ (Kim Sogyon) Sculptor@.jpg; Comfort woman image in Glenn Dale city 

Central Park (the location which is about 10 kilometers of north from downtown in the Los 

Angeles center city)@~ t~~ ( kim -boku ton) I~ O~ (Kim Sogyon) Sculptor.jpg; Mayor 

Frank Quinn terrorism former Glenn DaleCDand ~ O~ ( Kim Sogyon) Sculptor I in 

Korea.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

will open the flood for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

outside this country. 

I k 0 

[The appearance refusal government is regrettable", and "it expresses it by 

an event for K pop stars, U.S. forces ) (June 14, 2017) 

* [ AFP ] The Korean Executive Office of the President announced the comment 

"to be regrettable" about K pop artist having declined appearance in succession 

in a concert for U.S. Forces in South Korea which the government supported on 

14th. 

The concert was carried out in commemoration of the foundation 100th 

anniversary of the U.S. forces second Infantry Division which was stationed in 

the parliamentary governing prefecture (Uijeongbu) of the capital Seoul (Seoul) 

north on 11th, but activist and others started the objection campaign of the 
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event saying that I was piled up though I invited 15 years from the case that 

two school girls were run over by the armored car of the division, and died. 

Appearance such as INSUNI (Insooni) of the singer, "EXID" of the idol group 

for women "OH! MY GIRL" was scheduled by the concert, but they left IN SU NI 

which went on the platform in the beginning of the concert for the audience 

without most turning up saying, "I'm sorry, I cannot sing in this situation" and 

left the stage. 

Only a number of U.S. forces stage including an orchestra and the ensemble 

group of the Korean traditional music was performed on schedule, but the 

spokesperson of the Korea Executive Office of the President told, "an event 

planned as a token of thanks and a farewell was confused and is regrettable". 

( Why are there two chairs in the prostitute image? Why is it a bare foot? Might 

it be the image of two victims of "the U.S. forces armored car female junior high 

school student runover death case?" ) 

* a in n 

* it a 

*Though the recruitment comfort women for nese mil n was 18 

yea old or more, for the comfort woman i why is it the girl of a 

junior high student? 

* a n n1 e onu le jun 

d 

* 
II rln ==::}When the book which Korean ~H§foJ.ff, wrote 

quotes "the comfort woman of the empire", age is 25-26 years old. 
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n h 

=? There is no evidence, but is it the one which is possible when I pile it up of 

the fact of the neighboring situation? 

*There was a pitiful case that two female junior high school students who stole 

into the U.S. Forces in South Korea base in 2002, and played, Shin Hyo-Sun 

and Shimu Mi-Son were run over by the armored car of the U.S. forces and died. 

*A large-scale anti-Americanism demonstration was caused then in Korea. 

( Like an impeachment demonstration and a comfort woman disturbance of 

President Park Geun-hye, the main constituent of the exercise is thought to be 

pro-North Korea power. ) 

* 

n a r U.S. a 

n 

gh Io 

girl i in 

*Might you do it with nobody that "U.S. girl Junior igh I birth 

came and recalled you to a homicide when I let two girls sit down because 
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you uneasy about that an original comfort woman i e became dim (a 

purpose becom different)? 

In ition, " .S. girl Junior igh I birth a th may 

the meaning the insinuation the United by a homi in 

o anization ( , too. 

* n 

* "an a n girl i ( It is a guess, but may be 

managed as a story when I pile up circumstantial evidence. ) 

* a in n 

hy is it a 

n 1 d on, 

-=;was it the recycling of 

the monument of two dead female junior high school students in an accident in 

U.S. Forces in South Korea base if I guessed it? 

( parliamentary governing prefecture U.S. forces armored car female junior 

high school student runover death case ] 

*(late Shin Hyo-Sun with the U.S. forces armored car, Shimu Mi-Son murder 

case) is the case that armored car M88 of the U.S. second Infantry Division 

position that was going to return to the US base of the parliamentary governing 

prefecture city to Korea in Gyeonggi-do Yang state county (existing: State of 

Yang City) of Korea on June 13, 2002 wakes up an accident in a public road, 

and ran over and killed two female junior high school students. 

At the time of 2002 through 2003, a large, intense anti-Americanism 

demonstration was carried out triggered by the case concerned in succession in 

Korea. 
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*Mr. and Mrs. 1fi ~JJX; (Kim Linson) & 1fi O~ (Kim Sogyon) sculptor of anti

Americanism parent north who produced so-called "girl image" by collaboration 

* n 

) 

* 

* n 

d 

* I feel sorry for a girl nsidered to a el. 

and a wrong m woman 1 a 

two people a inconvenient though they were if it was on o (nobody). 

*A comfort woman does not have the girl for (IWG report 2007) as a result 

that the American Department of State checked it (the document which the U.S. 

forces checked) either. 

ii 

a p hi 

it it a a n 

* Please understand that Japanese are very upset about the approved 

inscription of "comfort women" monument, because you single out only 

Japanese military. That is unfair and is nothing but an insult to Japanese. 
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*The peaceful city of should not be involved in such issue by 

erecting memorial of one-sided allegations. 

*I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good communities. And 

also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan alliance, and that 

will only make Communist China and North Korea happy. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-thoume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city ,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~Lll~ <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Tuesday, September 19, 2017 11 :58 AM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* It'll be a reference data, so please check it. * Korean North Korean human rights group if 
"China does not stop the repatriation of the North Korean asylum seeker in North Korea an 
embassy an escape from North girl image setting" 
I made clear that a Korean North Korean human rights group was going to install an escape 
from North girl image in front of a Chinese embassy .. jpg; Korean North Korean human rights 
group if China does not stop the repatriation of the North Korean asylum seeker in North 

Korea an embassy an escape from North girl image setting.jpg; ~ UIS¥ ( Xi Jinping ) The 

state chief ( President of the People's Republic of China ) .jpg; ( 1 ) Tadakazu Kimura, 
president of Asahi Shimbun apologized about the false report (testimony of Seiji Yoshida) by 

the issue of comfort woman .. jpg; ( 2 ) Comfort woman image in front of this zai embassy of 

the Republic of Korea and Japan(Soul music).jpg; ( 3) Comfort woman image in this zai 

consulate general of the Republic of Korea and Japan (Pusan).jpg; ( 4 ) Comfort woman 

image in this zai consulate general of the Republic of Korea and Japan (Pusan).jpg; ( 5 ) 

Comfort woman image in front of the Japanese Consulate in the Korea Pusan city.jpg; ( 6 ) It 
is set up by the park center of the Georgia Brooke heaven city in southern United States.jpg; 

( 7 ) It is set up by the park center of the Georgia Brooke heaven city in southern United 

States.jpg; ( 8 ) Comfort woman image in Glenn Dale city Central Park (the location which is 

about 10 kilometers of north from downtown in the Los Angeles center city).jpg; ( 9 ) Comfort 
woman image in Glenn Dale city Central Park (the location which is about 10 kilometers of 

north from downtown in the Los Angeles center city).jpg; ( I ) Demonstrators surround US 

Embassy I More than 3,000 citizens (sponsorship side estimation) surrounded US Embassy 

of Seoul City, Korea. 6.24. third, a withdrawal peace action (1 ).jpg; ( JI ) It's a laser on a wall 

in Korea residence USA embassy, NO THMD.jpg; ( ill ) It's a laser on a wall in Korea 

residence USA embassy, NO THMD.jpg; ( a ) Demonstration march to discussion 
government-controlled rice army tank female junior high school student run-over death event 

(It occurs on June 13, 2002.).jpg; ( b) The right side Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years 

old) I The left side Late Shinn and Mr. HYOSUN (14 years old).jpg; ( c) The right side Late 

shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old) I The left side Late Shinn and Mr. HYOSUN (14 years 

old).jpg; ( d) Late shim and Mr. MISON (14 years old).png; ( e) Korea peaceful image of a 
girl (comfort woman image of Japan ambassador manmaeVienna Convention treaty 

violation).jpg; ( f) Tank M88 in a 2nd infantryman division post in the US.jpg; ( g ) Athletic 

shoes of Mr. MISON who was flying to a bush in a site.jpg; ( h ) Comfort woman image in 

front of this zai embassy of the Republic of Korea and Japan( Soul music).jpg; ( i ) Why is the 
comfort woman image barefoot.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 
JI n n 17, 

a n 
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I 

*I reconsideration about the comfort woman image from the 

pie of the n municipal bly. 

*I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the forthcoming 

meeting. 

( Korean North Korean human rights group if "China does not stop the 

repatriation of the North Korean asylum seeker in North Korea an embassy an 

escape from North girl image setting" ) ( September 05, 2017 ) 

* I made clear that a Korean North Korean human rights group was going to 

install "an escape from North girl image" in front of a Chinese embassy. 

g p II r hu an a un 

girl i a 

n a lu e " 

I required it for The state chief (President of the People's Republic of China) 

~ Jfr:ItZ (Xi Jinping) successively saying "release a citizen of escape from North 

that you stopped forced repatriation in North Korea of the North Korean asylum 

seeker promptly to match with the position called the United Nations human 

rights board of directors member of the council of the United Nations and 

detained". 

ined, 11 
11 that I 0 "prevention 
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ho in viol "a P hi prin pie of 

an1 an 

whi 

if North a citizen m North at tried 

go1 in rld's human rig a 

in pri n in p 

( Is it no use that work on "North Korean asylum seeker girl image" setting in 

front of a Chinese embassy of Seoul, Korea? ] ( January 13, 2017 ) 

*As taking a step, the Japanese Government recalls Ambassador residence 

Korea, and the anti-antiplace for having installed the comfort woman image 

that a Korean citizen's group symbolizes a comfort woman in front of the 

Japanese consulate general of Pusan at the end of the year of 2016 declares 

interruption of the discussion for the resumption of Japan and Korea swap. 

The Korean government and the Korea media are perplexed at strong measures 

of this time by Japan which showed only a reaction of the regrettable expression 

degree about the comfort woman image until now. 

Japan was such quick and did not expect it to cope for a strong posture. 

1 n 

r. 

In the n government, it was 

pl for a comfort woman image 

II 

e 

ly done an such p 

soon I persuaded 
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a nation, r mp to e mfo n 1m e in front 

the Japanese Embassy Seoul. 

Almost all Korean media criticize the Japan side which appeared at the strong 

measures without speaking a regret, a criticism opinion for the citizen's group 

which installed an illegal molding thing without license. 

Because one share of Korean media develop such a tone in the same sound, 

most Koreans just take this and think that there is a problem for correspondence 

of Japan. 

In the Korean society which is "majority = popular will = justice", the opinion 

of the minority "whom a Korean side ran too much" does not have what 

influence either. 

( n u II lar I =ju in 

an i ) 

In fact, there is the citizens movement that is going to set up "a girl image" 

in front of a foreign embassy in Korea one more. 

It is the exercise that is going to set up "a North Korean asylum seeker girl 

image" in front of a Chinese embassy. 

People planning an escape from North from Korea go over to China without 

cease now, but send back the China authorities to North Korea without 

protecting them. 

North Korean asylum seekers sent back home by North Korea are taken to the 

camp, and I am often executed by China. 
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I say to build "a North Korean asylum seeker girl image" in a meaning to 

criticize China which does not think about the human rights of such a North 

Korean asylum seeker in front of a Chinese embassy. 

( n 

r 

c a 

is I 

ill II an 

girl i I! 

pa Embassy, the girl image setting in front of the consul ke strict 

measu against the girl image setting in front of the hinese embassy while 

ng citly. 

(As for the anti-Americanism girl image in front of the US Embassy, the anti

Japan girl image in front of the NG Japanese Embassy is OK ] ( September 3, 

2016) 

* 
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That it is out of the dissatisfaction for having started judgment, a meeting 

raises its exception article of the demonstration-related law, and the court "is 

permitted a large-scale meeting and demonstration when there is not fear to 

scatter" whereas a certain anti-Americanism, pro-north group appealed to the 

administration court to be unfair against the hometown Police prohibiting the 

meeting around the U.S. embassy. 

The administrative court is a place t.o accept the objection of the nation for 

the measures of the civil authority, but I am dissatisfied at judgment, and ilil~g 

(Jong-ro) Police station appeals to a higher court, and it is said that the meeting 

around the U.S. embassy still follows it and prohibits it. 

Similarly local ilil~g (Jong-ro) Police station consented tacitly to anti-Japanese 

rallies such as the comfort woman connection under the name of "a press 

conference" until now about around Japanese Embassy. 

in U.S. 

a 

it a f "I 

nu girl 

p 

ad 1n a 

The United States Embassy is this letter and makes a request about a meeting 

and the demonstration around the U.S. embassy saying "I give embassy duties 

a trouble and bring jitters to a member of hall of arriving and leaving office". 

* un 

n u II 
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The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and Council General to 

Pusan to home, and terminated or postponed negotiations with the 

government of South Korea. 

This decision took place in response to Korea's decision to install a Comfort 

Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the second largest city in S. Korea. 

The peaceful city of n ncisco should not be involved in such issue by 

erecting memorial of one-sided allegations. 

* 

://www.a 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuo,ka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

grLlJ)i! <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 
Tuesday, September 19, 2017 11 :58 AM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

*O*lt'll be a reference data, so please check it.*The person of the New York Times square 
"Gunkanjima" public information picture was a Japanese not a Korean. 

~ lIDi1i&: : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University professor I Seo_Kyoung-DukcD.jpg; ~ iIDi 

1,~ : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University professor I Seo_Kyoung-Duk0.jpg; ~ iIDi~~ : 

Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University professor I Seo_Kyoung-Duk@.jpg; ~ iIDi1i&: : Seo 

Gyeong-deok Sungshin University professor I Seo_Kyoung-Duk@.jpg; mes Square an 

electric signboard of New York Gunkanjima hell island advertisement in America(~ iIDi1i& : 
Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University professor of the Korean public information expert) 

CD.jpg; mes Square an electric signboard of New York Gunkanjima hell island advertisement 

in America (~ lIDi1i&: : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University professor of the Korean public 

information expert)0.jpg; mes Square an electric signboard of New York Gunkanjima hell 

island advertisement in America (~ lIDi1i& : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University professor 

of the Korean public information expert)@.jpg; The Korean name Advertisement to appeal to 

the world about the issue of Dok-do (the Japanese name Takeshima) and comfort woman/ 

~ lIDi1,~ : Seo Gyeong-deok Sungshin University ( left side ) .jpg; Location of Gunkanjima 

(an official name Hashima) movie 007 sky fallCDSites of Japan's Meiji Industrial Revolution 

Iron and Steel, Shipbuilding and Coal Mining.jpg; Location of Gunkanjima (an official name 

Hashima) movie 007 sky fall0Sites of Japan's Meiji Industrial Revolution Iron and Steel, 

Shipbuilding and Coal Mining ( 2015 ) .jpg; Location of Gunkanjima (an official name 

Hashima) movie 007 sky fall@Hasima ( 2015) .jpg; Location of Gunkanjima (an official 

name Hashima) movie 007 sky fall®Nagasaki_Hashim.png; Location of Gunkanjima (an 

official name Hashima) movie 007 sky fall®Battle-Ship_lsland_Nagasaki_Japan.jpg; The 

New York Times places an advertisement to impeach the uniform of 2014 Brazil soccer World 

Cup representatives from JapanCD.jpg; The New York Times places an advertisement to 

impeach the uniform of 2014 Brazil soccer World Cup representatives from Japan0.jpg; The 

New York Times places an advertisement to impeach the uniform of 2014 Brazil soccer World 

Cup representatives from Japan@.jpg; It is a controversy on the cover of the FIFA formula 

magazine in sun flag, Korea.jpg; Surprisingly a war crime flag pattern is published in the 
uniform of the exercises representative from Japan of the 2012 London Olympics with use for 

an advertisement.jpg; A Korean student accuses .A.stained glass of the dining room of the 

Pennsylvania University art culture study hallCD.jpg; A Korean student accuses .A.stained glass 

of the dining room of the Pennsylvania University art culture study hall0.jpg; A Korean student 

accuses .A.stained glass of the dining room of the Pennsylvania University art culture study 

hall@.jpg; Air Jordan 12 nostalgic The Master basketball shoes I A red line lengthens radially, 

and the design of the sole lets you feel force. However, this is indication called the sun 

flag.CD.jpg; Air Jordan 12 nostalgic The Master basketball shoes I A red line lengthens 

radially, and the design of the sole lets you feel force. However, this is indication called the 
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Attachments: sun flag.~.jpg; Photograph of the shoes which Katie Perry published in lnstagram.jpg; It is 

protested the smartphone case (sun flag design) of the Italian maker Benjamins design by a 
Korean Internet user.jpg; Wrapper of the crab prawns burger which caused controversy when 

a design suggested the sun flagCD.jpg; Wrapper of the crab prawns burger which caused 

controversy when a design suggested the sun flag~.jpg; Wrapper of the crab prawns burger 

which caused controversy when a design suggested the sun flagQl.jpg; I drop the poster 

appearance that a Japanese war crime flag was drawn on the LA Corea town, the eyebrows 

of Chinese and Korean peopleCDbefore.jpg; I drop the poster appearance that a Japanese war 

crime flag was drawn on the LA Corea town, the eyebrows of Chinese and Korean 

people~Afterl.jpg; I drop the poster appearance that a Japanese war crime flag was drawn 

on the LA Corea town, the eyebrows of Chinese and Korean people.png; I let you make a fuss 
when the fresco of the bank (JPMorgan Chase & Co. Bank in Brooklyn) of New York suggests 

the sun flag and remove it ( Meeting in Korea) CDbefore.jpg; I let you make a fuss when the 

fresco of the bank (JPMorgan Chase & Co. Bank in Brooklyn) of New York suggests the sun 

flag and remove it ( Meeting in Korea) ~Afterl.jpg; Remove New York nature Museum, a 

Japanese war crime flag fresco, and association of ... New York Chinese and Korean people 
parents protests it.jpg; I associate the sun flag! I require picture removal in auction company 
Christie's America (Korean group in the United States).jpg; As for the South Korean American, 
it is a strategy for a Japanese right-winger to bring back militarism the sun flag of to increase 

in various parts of America ( New York Brooklyn ) .jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I protest "Resolution declari ber 1 mfort Women 

in the City and County n ff 

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

occurred outside of this country. 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n n municipal assembly. 

*I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the forthcoming 

meeting. 

, ) ( July 26, 2017 ) 

*I am known for a popular name of Gunkanjima. 
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Hashima (Japan) is bottom of the sea coal mine (1869-1974) over the Showa 

era from the Meiji era. 

In 2015, "Industrial Revolution inheritance iron manufacture, the steel 

manufacture, shipbuilding, the coal mining industry of Meiji Japan" to include 

Gunkanjima in a constitution inheritance were registered with world's cultural 

heritage by International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS)./ Sites of 

Japan's Meiji Industrial Revolution: Iron and Steel, Shipbuilding and Coal Mining 

The island of "007 sky falls" ruins coming up in - main story (December 1, 

2012 exhibition, the Daniel Craig lead), the model of the dead city.* 

• p 

gh 

r one 

) 

3, it 

Criticism is given when I do "fake news" through "the impression operation" 

that a Korean side is not based on a historical fact. 

I photographed the miner who the applicable photograph lay in a coal mine, 

and worked on a coal mining. 

"The true name of Gunkanjima was located with the copy "that 120 died" 

before the contents called hell island" in the picture thing. 

However, for the person in the photograph, it was nfirmed not a forced 

commandeered n to a pa 

Besides, the place was not bottom of Gunkanjima coal mine1 too. 
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#It was the Asahi Shimbun known as anti-Japan media, but reported it now 

when the most of the Korean came over to Japan by free will by the article of 

July 13, 1959 when the anti-Japan news got into full swing just before that. 

( There is an article document of the Asahi Shimbun/ ) 

(In d ,it a n 25,19 

in a n h n 

. ) 

The total number of the Korean residing in Japan is approximately 610,000 

people, but it is said that, of these, the person who came to Japan as a 

commandeering worker all over the wartime is only 245. 

· Before the war (the Korean who lived in the Japanese inland in 1939 became 

approximately 2 million people in) in approximately 1 million people in (1945 

just before the end of the war. 

It depends on birth in an individual treatment passenger and the meantime 

when 700,000 of 1 million people who increased advance from oneself and 

pursued a job in the inland. 

Remaining 300,000 people came depending on most, Industry & The mining 

industry, an offer of the engineering works business, and the commandeering 

worker by the wartime nation commandeering law is very few. 

In addition, the nation commandeering law was enforced in the Japanese inland 

in July, 1939, but it was only seven months before navigation between 

Shimonoseki - Pusan in March stopping in the next year that the application to 

Korea refrained and was carried out in September, 1944, and a Korean 

commandeering worker was introduced. 
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a it e n di in n ap 

61 p 

n in n 

a ( Article of the July 13, 1959 

) 

The document "was born in person who settled on Japan by free will of all 

oneself about 245 people or Japan on July 111 34. The Korean whom Japanese 

Government leaves in Japan against the will of the person concludes, there is 

not one person except a criminal. 

245 people (March 10, 2010) a few as for the Korean residing in Japan, the 

wartime commandeering# 

It was a coverage process of Joong-ang Daily News, and ( 

) hin University p r ( Women's College's) that led production 

and the public information of the picture detected an associated fact saying "I 

violated an unwilling mistake without being able to inspect it thoroughly". 

In conjunction with a photograph applicable prior to this "was photographed 

in Fukuoka Chikuho coal mine, and, as for the time, is in the middle of the Meiji 

era not Hashima. It was informed, it is not Korean commandeering. 

I showed a collection of native district photograph documents called "100 years 

of Chikuho judging from an eye" when a photograph was published as the 

grounds. 

It is thought to be the early 1990s that this photograph was introduced by 

Korea for the first time. 
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( ) n in University p r announced that I 

referred to a book called "Gunkanjima, war that was not over" that quoted a 

collection of this photograph documents again (Institue for Research in 

Collaborationist Activities), too. 

However, the explanation of the applicable photograph of this book does not 

have a related reference to "Hashima" or "a Korean". 

But only the explanation of "a state to lie in the pit, and to dig charcoal" is 

attached. 

As a result of having confirmed the applicable page of the collection of Korai 

temple photograph documents which were the origin, there were not the person 

in the photograph and the explanation about the place, and only "the coal 

mining work has a pain so that a waist compromised just to have done it for 15 

minutes" situation was described briefly. 

( n ) ngshin University p : Public information 

expert. 

I perform an activity to press-agent the claim of the Korean side about the 

issue of comfort woman and the issue of Takeshima led by the United States. 

· An appearance article does an advertisement to impeach the uniform of the 

soccer World Cup representative from Japan saying, "the sun flag is treated in 

the U.S. newspaper New York Times on May 28, 2014 by a design". 

u 

II n fl and J an e Ni II 
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a on eh n on ( 

, Sungshin University 

a n-li or di in. (April 13, 2016 ) 

The professor continued insisting on "the sun flag" with a Japanese militaristic 

symbol, but the Korea media reported it all at once when I insisted obstinately 

when the design of the sole of the basketball shoes which Nike released at the 

end of February this time imitated "the sun flag" and sent a protest letter to "do 

not use the design of the war crime flag" (the sun flag) and eight President 

American Nike and others officers and Michael Jordan on March 24. 

Criticism happened over these shoes in Korea, and Korean Nike canceled sale 

in the middle of March. 

According to Korea daily report, it is said that it is basketball shoes called "Air 

Jordan 12 nostalgic The Master" that 

brings into question this time. 

n 

.s. 
n 

(June 10, 2014 ) 

( ) professor 

g a 

United States in the suburbs of Philadelphia City's leading prestigious school, 

Pennsylvania University. 

There is a brick art culture study hall (ARCH) which is old in the very large 

campus central part. 

It is about the middle of March, this year that the stained glass of the dining 

room was done "accusation". 

The Korean student who went to the university posted a photograph on 

Facebook saying, "a design of the sun flag was given". 
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( ) r n 

a ( April 26, 2016 ) 

I was charged by outdoor apparel maker NEPA on the suspicion of 

( ) professor having embezzled a contribution 

article of the 19,500 million won level. 

Originally the design that NEPA was the article which I contributed saying "I 

want foreigners who participated in the Korean War to give it", but ( 

) p r sold off. 

.s. n fl 11 
( June 2 3, 2O17 ) 

Net inhabitants have begun to turn a spearhead of the criticism to not only 

Japan but also the United States saying that I announced the product of the 

design which suggested the sun flag which was called "a war crime flag" in 

Korea. 

The popularity singer that it is proud of a world's la follower number on 

.S. ham bu er chain "Burger King" and Twitter have a the 

attack, Katie Perry and 

It does not seem to stop "to be strained" such as putting the design of the 

crab on top of one another with the sun flag. 

OThe U.S. expert warns, "a bottom of heart head is funny in Korea" in 

"seriousness"! ( June 9, 2017 ) 

This article that Asian policy people concerned of Washington watched closely 

now was written with a title "does why Korea hold irrelevant thoughts in Japan 

to here?" by Mr. Robert Kerrey specialized in politics and the history of the East 

Asia. 
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It appeared in the Asian diplomatic dispute magazine called "a diplomat" this 

month and was introduced immediately in the net press of the American side 

expert and laid a reaction hot at a stretch. 

Kelly who a Id in n Un 

r n n national university now. 

Kelly is that discussion sentence and at first I begin to write, it" r 

a e le holds deep 

a I in " and point 

in a Japan militarism revival theory and 

the United States from the former Japan soldier snipe play of Korean children 

as an example on "a 

in Korea. 

ea from the experience of the recent living 

*I bel mo nu will d e your multi-cultural good mmunities. 

*I am afraid this bill will become a trigger to create racial conflicts in your 

country. 

* it e San Francisco a 

in r u 

* al it n all 

and II un ina 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Eiji Suzuki <eiji.suzuki9099@gmail.com> 
Monday, September 18, 2017 5:30 PM 
Board of Supervisors, (BOS); Somera, Alisa (BOS); Nevin, Peggy (BOS); Laxamana, Junko 
(BOS); Ng, Wilson (BOS); Major, Erica (BOS); Wong, Linda (BOS); Carroll, John (BOS); 
Young, Victor; Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 
Does "Comfort Women Day" honor victims of Korean War and Vietnam War also? 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I've read resolution file# 170991, but I was very disappointed. 

San Francisco is one of the largest city in the U.S. and is also leading diversity within the U.S. cities. 
When such a large city is to decide on the "comfort Women Day", diversity must be considered, even on the 
"Comfort Women". Without considering all of the Comfort Women victims during war time, this "Comfort 
Women Day" will not be completed. 

Hundreds of Korean women were undeniably victimized as comfort women during Korean War. They suffered 
tmiures and many of them died during treatment. They were serving UN soldiers during Korean War at Korean 
peninsula. Most of UN solders there was Americans. 

Thousands of Vietnamese women were victimized as comfmi women during Vietnam War. Many of those 
Vietnamese women got pregnant, and gave birth to children as the result of comfort women. Many of them are 
half-Vietnamese and half-Korean. Tens of thousand of children were left out without any support. 

Well-diversed city like San Francisco, should open eyes to all of the comfort women victims during War time. 
Please expand the purpose of the "Comfort Women Day" to include ALL of the comfort women victims. 

Sincerely, 

Eiji Suzuki 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~LIJ~ <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Monday, September 18, 2017 3:04 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

**It'll be a reference data, so please check it.** Do you call by news indication in China 
from the wound China authorities in Google, Taiwan and Hong Kong? 
Indication sentence when I chose both sides in news of Google Taiwan.jpg; In booth= April of 

Weibo (~~~f@) which exhibited in global mobile Internet conference (GMIC) Beijing 

(Reuters).jpg; In logo= March, 2016 of Tencent (Hi~fl,) which there was in the meeting place 

of the press conference Hong Kong (Reuters).jpg; The booth of the Tencent (IJl~fl,) shrine 
installed in the large-scale exhibition of Beijing in April. The Al program of the company's offer 

developed " Communist Party.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

n ng 

San Francisco." 

r r I 

I 

* 
San Francisco 

( Do you call by news indication in China from the wound China authorities in 

Google, Taiwan and Hong Kong?] (September 4, 2017) 

* I knew that a rel article in was not d layed by iwan U.S. 

Internet major rch Google and a news service of Hong Kong on 

I might receive the request of the Chinese authorities in front of the 19th 

party convention of the Chinese Communist Party being held from next month 

18. 

The possibility of the system trouble remains to be able to search the Chinese 

related story, but company's international Service Center replies for four days 

saying "there is not the person in charge". 
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The inquiry in the net does not have an answer either. 
II inl " in a 

n g 

n 

The user to read through VPN (virtual dedicated line network) from mainland 

China is considered that there is many it for Chinese notation with both sites. 

On the other hand, I leave a base in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong 

Guangzhou, and it is pointed out that business resumption includes will. 

Over the censorship request of the Chinese authorities, I cut off the access 

from China of some articles that the British Cambridge Univ. publication station 

was published in the site in last month at one time, and it was a problem. 

[ Speech regulation strengthens three Chinese authorities net majors before a 

doubt party convention of the violation of investigation "Tencent/WeChat (1)~ 

1§) " "Weibo C1¥l~t@) 11 11 Baidu Cal!i) 11 Internet security law ] ( August 11, 

2017 ) 

*The Chinese national Internet information address palace clarified that 11 

Weibo C1*~t@) 11 of " Tencent/WeChat C1*~1§) " and China version Twitter of 

Chinese version LINE investigated three net majors of the origin of 

administration on the suspicion of Internet security law violation targeting at 

bulletin boards of the China Internet search site " Baidu (§J:!i) " on 11th. 

The valve palace pointed out, "terrorism and a false rumor, a nation, the user 
' 

who spread information to spoil public security and social order including the 

pornography existed and neglect management duty". 
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The speech regulation in the net is strengthened ahead of autumn Chinese 

Communist Party meeting in China, too. 

( The Chinese Communist Party, AI strengthen net censorship before a party 

convention for an unexpected "menace" ] ( August 3, 2017 ) 

*The Chinese ~ ililfI (Xi Jinping) leadership strengthens censorship in the 

Internet ahead of Chinese Communist Party meeting of the autumn of this year 

when the best leadership members are largely replaced. 

Meanwhile, the Communist Party criticism with the artificial intelligence (AI) 

which rose seems to become "the unexpected menace" that innovation 

produced. 

They enter sensitive time, and the authorities propose net regulation rapidly 

politically. 

uni n Ii n H h 

al 

0 
fl a I i Ii 

a gu of the intention of the Communist rty authorities is a new probl 

China appoints AI as an important point project in a technology innovation 

plan for 2030. 

President ~ Jlf IfL (Xi Jinping) suggested it to strengthen cooperation in tip 

domains such as the AI, and to make "digital Silk Road in the 21st century" with 
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a start type of the " Belt and Road" which was open in Beijing in May 

international conference. 

a if p 

f "it a II ), 

( As for "the dream of China, is emigration to the United States" honest AI a 

revolt which "the Communist Party is incompetent?" Criticism development, a 

Chinese IT company give a service by talks program in a hurry and stop ] 

(August 3, 2017) 

*I understood that the artificial intelligence (AI) program that Chinese Internet 

major, Tencent (ijl~R) provided developed "Communist Party criticism" by the 

talks with the user, and it was such an uproar that the company stopped service 

. of the AI in a hurry. 

This AI program comes up in message function "QQ" of the company. 

The AI argued when a user wrote in it with "viva Communist Party" "you so 

decayed, and can you do "a banzai" for incompetent politics?". 

In addition, after having answered it with "emigration to the United States", 

and hearing the Communist Party with "do you love it?", about "the dream that 

President ~ JlIIJI (Xi Jinping) advocated of China," the AI replied a question 

with "what is the dream of China for you (AI)?" even if "I did not love it". 

( China, the censorship in the net in cease and desist order Weibo rni;~t@) of 

the reinforcement video transmission service or the site of Hong Kong ] 

( June 22, 2017 ) 
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* 0 111 ina g it an 

ord for the stop of video transmission service the news that 

Twitter "*fi>B:1Tl~t@" Weibo (1Tl~t@) for ina and phoenix of ng ng non 

2 

With Chinese Communist Party meeting of the autumn of this year near at 

hand, a posture to intensify censorship in the Internet became still clearer. 

What stopped service elsewhere Chinese video sharing site "AcFun." 

The total station performs "the full-scale improvement" of these sites based 

on "an Internet video service administrative provision" and emphasizes that I 

create "refreshing, clear Internet space" for an Internet user. 

The total station requires the enforcement of "the video broadcast service 

based on law" in the site performing video broadcast by the Internet in last , 

September, and they strengthen management. 

I deliver a program and the broadcast news program about the political circle, 

and, in this May, a site of net major Tencent (Hi~R) does it in violation of the 

rule of the country when I carried out "full-scale improvement and punishment" 

saying that I broadcasted "a vulgar program" in large quantities. 

uni in 

Other than "the cyber security law that published advertising promotion of 
11 the sense of values of the core of the socialism" in the Internet space, 11 the 
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revision "NetNews information service administrative provision" that obliged it 

to the permission acquisition when a news offer served it through application or 

blog was enforced in the first day of this month. 

* II r u 

*I a 

untry. 

* it 

nd 

id 

II 

bill will 

San Francisco 

1n r u 

Uni 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

a 

and 

a 

in your 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

§fLlJ~ <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Monday, September 18, 2017 3:04 PM 
Jalipa, Srent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

[ It'll be a reference data, so please check it. ] "The Chinese Communist Party government 
is the South Pole and pushes forward military activity and the exploration of mineral resources 
behind closed doors" ... An Australian think tank points it out! 

It is 3 points and two stationing place in Chinese base 4 points in the South PoleCD.jpg; It is 3 

points and two stationing place in Chinese base 4 points in the South Pole@.jpg; It is 3 points 

and two stationing place in Chinese base 4 points in the South Pole@.jpg; It is 3 points and 

two stationing place in Chinese base 4 points in the South Pole@.jpg; It is 3 points and two 

stationing place in Chinese base 4 points in the South Pole@.jpg; Slit in the area where 

Australia insists on dominium in the Antarctic Continent ( TORSTEN BLACKWOODAFPGetty 

Images ) .jpg; The people who wait for the arrival of the Chinese very important person in 

capital Wellington, New Zealand.jpg; Flag_of_the_People's_Republic_of_China.png 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I p II ution d an 17, mfo Wo 

in the City and County n ff 

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

occurred outside of this country. 

I 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n n municipal assembly. 

* 

( "The Chin mun Party government is a pushes 

rwa mil ry activity and exploration of mi behi closed 

d .. ·An Au lian think tank points it out! ] ( August 26, 2017 ) Epoch 

Times 

* "China invades the leadership in the South Pole of Australia" 
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I warned the Australian government that I made an established fact to insist 

on dominium. 

According to the report which a strategic policy research institute of Australia 

published by 18th, the China authorities cast a vast fund in the South Pole for 

the past ten years and let you enlarge movement of "military activity and the 

mineral exploration that you do not declare". 

3 points and two stationing place are in the territory to insist on of Australia 

in Chinese base 4 points in the South Pole. 

In addition, China produces .one ship other than two icebreakers of the 

existence newly. 

aim of the Chi side is arded fishery, tourism, nstruction 

of the nsportation network, a I mi water and creatu resou 

In addition, that, as for the report, a scientific project leads to a defense 

purpose of the country the military activity by the Chinese authorities; it was 

said that was not explicable, and pointed it out that violated "Antarctic Treaty" 

to establish the peaceful use of the South Pole area. 

add u n 

a it 

I e 12. 

The think tank demands it through a report for the Australian government "to 

show the leadership in careful diplomacy, a clear strategy, and to protect 
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national interest in the Antarctic Continent by strategic investment", and to do 

it. 

( n u g 

J ( June 24, 2017 ) New Tang Dynasty Television 

*When a rose sprinkles money in Austria through a company, and the Chinese 

government is going to have a political influence, Australia and the American 

media report it. 

Penetration to the Chinese democracy society attracts interest. 

the investigative reporting that Australian state-run television station and 

Fairfax produced jointly, I collected data on four people and pointed out that 

the China government made penetration in Australia. 

( 1) !® ~Ilffi (Ms. Yen) from executive home of the People's Liberation Army 

and the Australian former information investigator of the husband established 

a foundation and acted secretly among Canberra, New York, a politician and 

industrialists of Beijing. 

In 2015, !® ~Iffii (Ms. Yen) was arrested for the bribery to United Nations 

official by the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Id d an 

!® ~Ilffi (Ms. Yen) 

in Ii 

!® ~Ilffi (Ms. Yen) n 

11 Ii . 

( 2) Property tycoon of the friend of !® ~Ilffi (Ms. Yen) , (Mr. Chou) 

are naturalized in Australia, and it is 20 years and performs a large amount of 

political donation at an interval in these 15 years. 
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I contributed a total of 4 million Australian dollar to each political party for ten 

years and was on familiar terms with many officials including two ex-Prime 

Ministers. 

The Chinese Political Consultative Conference committee serves, too and runs 

the media by the state-run media and cooperation in China in Australia and 

spreads in propaganda of the China government. 

Film producer E ~~~ (Mr. Shih) 

ei in 

a 

ab II 

n 

an 

un 

un 

( 3) Property tycoon, (Mr. Hung) of the Australian overseas Chinese 

act as the chairperson of "the ~11l1li:fl~~D*1t (Australia China Tomokazu 

unification) meeting" which the Chinese government unifies. 

The (Mr. Hung) contributed a total of 2,690,000 Australian dollar to 

each political party after emigrant application of 2011 for four years. 

Although it is not an Australian citizen, I have a big influential voice. 

When the Australian Labor Party criticizes China about the issue of South 

China Sea in 2016, I speak that I withdraw contribution of 400,000 Australian 

dollar to the party. 

A member of party decision that received contribution from yellow the next 

day made a comment close to China. 

The Chinese problem expert *!Q )PJ (Mr. Heng) rid in 

I do gn 

a P a II 
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( 4) It is a foreign student (23 years old) from China, the chairperson of the 

scholar of Canberra China student social gathering. 

Scholar of Chinese student support society's chairperson: "Besides, a flag and 

food, contrivance of the traffic receive the support offers such as lawyers from 

the Chinese embassy and are active." 

A reporter: " 
II 

Scholar of Chinese student support society's chairperson: "Yes, I rt it by 

a II " 

~* ffl** (Mr. Chen) diplomat of cause stationed-in-Sydney China: As for 

r a Ii a n, 

a 

n II 

n I U 

It may be said that I am made to stand in the forked road Australia protects 

each racial culture and political right1 and how they can brush off influence of 

the communism power as a democracy. 

[ a spy ndal a New land ) 

( September 13, 2017 ) AFPBB News 
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* 
n 

Jian Yang 

l\J 

n 

In addition, according to both media, it is said that Jian Yang elected a 

111ember of the Diet in 2011 covered the career that acted as a lecturer in the 

linguistic prestigious school for members of Chinese military intelligence. 

la 1p n II 

an 

e 

a 

nn 

In addition, the Financial Times reports, "a question occurred for the 

preparation of Western countries to cope with China which has an influence 

positively still more for the foreign government, and sets espionage" about this 

matter. 

* it okay for the an Francisco . ( rsaint Mary square Park. ) to be 

secretly influenced and misled by Chinese political maneuvering in your 

multicultu I society? 
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* 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~LlJ)i <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Monday, September 18, 2017 3:04 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

Please do not adopt the comfort women resolution I I am strongly against "Resolution 
declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort Women Day in the City and County of San 
Francisco." 
Oyaji-lanfu.jpg; The U.S. official document(Page 1 ).jpg; The U.S. official document( Page 
5).jpg; Comfort woman's payroll sheet.jpg; comfort%20women%202.jpg; comfort% 
20women%205.jpg; comfort%20women%206.jpg; comfort_20women_202.jpg; comfort_ 
20women_203.jpg; Allied Forces translation (Page 5).jpg; Allied Forces translation (Page 

13).jpg; Allied Forces translation (Page 17).jpg; attachment12.jpg; attachment34.jpg; ( 3 ) 

attachment34.jpg; ( 4) attachment12.jpg; ( 1 ) BaFe9bdCMAAim-y.jpg; ( 2) Comfort 

woman's payroll sheet.jpg; Documentary record with those days and President *~IEW~ ( Park 

Chung-hee ) judge signature (An opposition party cross-examined in November, 2013.).jpg; 
Warning of the U.S. forces stationed in South Korea which forbid prostitution and a human 
traffic.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I am strongly against "Resolution declaring September 22, 2017, as Comfort 

Women Day in the City and County of San Francisco." 

The comfort women issue deals with matters between foreign governments 

and has nothing to do with San Francisco. 

I ask you not to adopt the resolution at the next meeting. 

The San Francisco must understand that the comfort women issue is politically 

and diplomatically controversial issue. 

The Japanese government recalled her ambassador and Council General to 

Pusan to home, and terminated or postponed negotiations with the 

government of South Korea. 

This decision took place in response to Korea's decision to install a Comfort 

Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the second largest city in S. Korea. 

n 17 
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The peaceful city of San Francisco should not be involved in such issue by 

erecting memorial of one-sided allegations. 

I have visited San Francisco and loved friendly people and beautiful town. 

I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good communities. 

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan alliance, and 

that will only make Communist China and North Korea happy. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~Ll.J~ <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Monday, September 18, 2017 3:03 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* * It'll be a reference data, so please check it.* * An issuance plan of "the comfort woman 

memorial coin" stops it suddenly in Niue (New Zealand territory) I "A comfort woman coin" of 
"the Queen of one side comfort woman, one side U.K." 

A comfort woman memorial coin.jpg; ( 1 ) Flag_of_Niue.png; ( 2) Public_Seal_of_Niue.png; 

( 3 ) Niue_on_the_globe_(Polynesia_centered).png; ( 4 ) Niue_carte_administrative.png; 

CDMayor Frank Quinn terrorism former Glenn Dale and 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) Sculptor 

I in Seoul, Korea.jpg; ®Sculptor's 1k )if.% ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo -

Kyung ) / Kim married couple ( in Okinawa Japan) .jpg; 0Sculptor's 1k lit.% ( Kim Woon -

Kyung) and 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; @New commandeering 

mechanic image (production of Mr. and Mrs. Kim) I 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) Sculptor.jpg; 

@Sculptor's 1k lit.% ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married 

couple.jpg; @Sculptor's 1k lit.% ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 1k Bf/~ (Kim Seo - Kyung) I Kim 

married couple.jpg; ®Sculptor's 1k lit.% ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo -

Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; @Sculptor's 1k ~f.% ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 1k B!~ 

( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; CDSculptor's 1k lit.% ( Kim Woon - Kyung) 

and 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) Kim married couple I 1k 1im (Kim Bok-Dong) California 

Glendale City (the Los Angeles suburbs).jpg; @Sculptor's 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I 1k 

?im (Kim Bok-Dong) California Glendale City (the Los Angeles suburbs).jpg; (a) Comfort 

woman installation site in Korea (present 56 points).jpg; ( b) OThe comfort woman image 

installation map for which a Google map was utilized.jpg; ( c) Comfort woman installation 

site in Korea (present 56 points).jpg; ( 1 ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image/ Comfort 

woman image Pin badge.jpg; ( 2) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Comfort woman 

image Pin badge.jpg; ( 3 ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Comfort woman image 

Pin badge.jpg; ( 4) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Pendant.jpg; (a) Small-sized 

size of the comfort woman image.jpg; ( b) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image.jpg; 

( c) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image.png; ( d) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman 

image.jpg; ( e ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image.jpg; ( f) MINYUCHIA of a comfort 

woman image.jpg; ( g ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image/ Comfort woman image 

picture case.jpg; ( h) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Comfort woman image in a 

Lego block.jpg; ( i ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Comfort woman image in a 

Lego block.jpg; CD:1fi 1im (Kim Bok-Dong) I Mayor Frank Quinn terrorism former Glenn 

Dale.jpg; CT>MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I 1k ?im (Kim Bok-Dong).jpg; 

@Sculptor's 1k lit.% ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 1k ~~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married 

couple.jpg; @Sculptor's 1k lit.% (Kim Woon - Kyung) and 1k ~~ (Kim Seo - Kyung) /Kim 

married couple.jpg; CD'i5' :l[;:E (Gil Won-ok) Former comfort woman I*~)* (Lee Yong-
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Attachments: soo) .jpg; a>¥~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem 

council.jpg; a>¥~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem 

council/~ ?~m (Kim Bok-Dong).jpg; ®¥ ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a 

Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; ®¥ ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang ) representation of a 

Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I JI lution d aring 17, Comfort Women Day 

in the City and nty of n ff 

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

occurred outside of this country. 

I 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n municipal assembly. 

* 

( ance plan of "the comfort woman memorial in" it d ly in 

Niue (New land rritory) /"A comfort woman coin" of "the Queen of one 

side comfort woman, one side U.K." ] (August 08, 2017 ) 

* "The comfort woman memorial coin" which I was going to issue in 

commemoration of Korea, nu cis delivery, "the day of the world comfort 

woman" of August 14 on August 7, 2017 understood that a plan was stopped 

suddenly by refusal of the government of the origin of issuance. 
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u ( 

1n 

) , r. a 

u a 

( ) 

a n plan 

The Mr. and Mrs. Kim announced, "the issuance of comfort woman memorial 

coin promoted by a nation open call for participants from last month 20 was 

stopped by decision on the Niue side which was an origin of issuance" on 7th. 

According to the person concerned with manufacturer who pushed forward 

issuance business with Mr. and Mrs. Kim, Niue of the New Zealand territory 

which decided production of the money showed a thought that the production 

of the coin was difficult for reasons of "the political problem" on last month 27. 

A notice, "I stopped the production of the coin" formally from the New Zealand 

Mint Bureau came afterwards. 

The detailed reason is not clarified, and it is said that I hold it, and it was 

written by "a request of the Niue Government". 

The Mr. and Mrs. Kim id, "I feel very regrettable that the ance of coin 

was stopped" and insisted saying it "is apparent to be a result by the panese 

unfair p re". 

I a n 

n g it up 

*It is the form that was refused from the world to issue "comfort woman 

memory coin" (2 dollars silver coin) in the third country. 

Through so-called nation open call for participants, I collected money necessary 

for the issuance of commemorative coin. 
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The Mr. and Mrs. Kim who produced a comfort woman image of the Japanese 

Embassy participated in this business positively. 

I described a bust of Queen U.K. Elizabeth II in one side of the small change 

with the name of a country and 2 dollars side indication of New Zealand territory 

Niue of the issuance country based on a tradition of the said said country and, 

by the name of "the commemorative coin of the small girl," was already the 

plan representing the face of the comfort woman on one side. 

( it an income of 3,400,000 yen in a prod wh I 

n 1 /In a mfort woman im e for 

( January 16, 2017 ) 

* 

u 

an un 

u r a in I. 

one mfort 

fa it 

170 illion 

*The comfort woman images of Korea continue increasing, and 65 comfort 

woman images are installed now. 

*I increase at ten a year paces and say that the aim is 100. 

*In addition, there is a plan to install 100 small comfort woman images in the 

high school of Korea. 

OThe producer who continued working on anti-Americanism 

"The Korean Council for the Women Drafted for Military Comfort woman by 

Japan" Uff>c1t~ : teitsuikyou) said to that anti-Americanism, a tendency of anti

Japan pro-North Korea were strong predominated in Korea and built a comfort 
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woman image in front of in front of Japanese Embassy of Seoul and the Japan 

consulate general of Pusan. 

Mr. and M . Kim ntinue working on anti nism for many and 

"association North n artist of a it, and there 

is N 

or produce a small comfort woman image 

( ) , Mr. and Mrs. ( )/ (Kim 

married couple) accepted an interview Kim of the comfort woman image 

producer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Kim stated, "the producer side contains approximately 30,000 

dollars as an income when I produced one comfort woman image". 

Furthermore, it is said that I said, "it is at this price and already produces 30 

bodies and delivered it to each group". 

As a result, there would be an income of 900,000 dollars in total. 

The total number of images exceeds 50 when I put comfort woman images 

built in Korea and the United States after last April together. 

It is considered that the total sum of the price reaches approximately 1,500,000 

dollars. 

1M~1t~ (teitsuikyou) headquarters of Seoul was visited, too, and the small 

comfort woman image on the table was shown by a staff of headquarters, and 

the case was told even if on earth I sold it at a price of approximately 300 

dollars. 

I changed the size in this way, and, as for the comfort woman image, a price 

was acquired as I added to a number, and the development bought and sold as 

a product like fancy goods and figure skating has been laid 
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[ gu s 91 Ila ! In n1 eg 

one r another ) ( March 4, 2017 ) 

* 

One girl image (comfort woman image) figure skating is approximately 3,000 

yen. 

These are selling like hot cakes, and there seem to be already sales of around 

10 million yen. 

Elsewhere ano LED lamp, a mini-block, a match, a tattoo seal, various pin 

badges. 

Because Kim Hess of the sexy group actress put it on on the chest, the pin 

badge becomes the reputation, and the entertainer to follow appears one after 

another. 

"It increased comfort woman image goods this time. Not grandmother of the 

comfort woman, comfort woman image itself becomes the motif. They know 

that it is conducted a business on an anti-day. I can appeal by buying goods, 

and putting it on in the body when it is "a patriot", and it stimulates customer 

interest again 

• e n II d e r u n 

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan alliance, 

and that will only make Communist China and North Korea happy. 
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* it okay for the an n . ( rsaint Mary square Park. ) to be 

secretly influenced and misled by Chinese politi I maneuvering in your 

multicultu 

* 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

§fLIJ~ <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Monday, September 18, 2017 3:03 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 
«It'll be a reference data, so please check it.» I move the place in the African Republic of 

Chad, and the issuance of comfort woman memory coin is decided I The comfort woman 
memory coin that issuance was refused in NZ territory Niue 

( 1 ) Flag_of_Chad.svg.png; ( 2 ) Chad_(orthographic_projection). I Republic of Chad.png; 

( 3) Flag_of_Niue.png; ( 4) Niue_on_the_globe_(Polynesia_centered).png; A comfort 

woman memorial coin .. jpg; A comfort woman memorial coin.png; ®Sculptor's~ Jipjz ( Kim 

Woon - Kyung) and~ B!~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; ~Sculptor's~ Ji 

pjz ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and ~ B!~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; 

®Sculptor's ~ Jlpjz ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and ~ B!~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) / Kim married 

couple.jpg; @Sculptor's ~ Jlpjz ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and ~ B!~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim 

married couple.jpg; ®Sculptor's~ Jlpjz ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and~ B!~ ( Kim Seo -

Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; ( a ) a :l[;:::li ( Gil Won-ok ) Former comfort woman I* 
~)* (Lee Yong-soo ) .jpg; ( b) p ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean 

volunteer corps problem council I~ ?i:m (Kim Bok-Dong).jpg; (c) ~¥ ~~ (Yoon Mi 

Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; ( d ) p ~~ (Yoon 

Mi Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; ( e ) p ~~ 
(Yoon Mi Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; ( f) p 
~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; 

( g ) It is formed a Buddhism group in Korea by various social groups, and a house erection 
promotion committee of NANUMU works on the nationwide fund-raising.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I protest IJ lution d a ring ber 17, rt Women Day 

in the City and County of n ff 

will o the floodg for others seeki a pl r incid that 

I 

* 
n n 
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u1 n Ii 

in ) (August 23, 2017 ) Korean economic paper 

*The comfort woman memory coin that issuance was refused in NZ territory 

Niue 

The memorial commemorative products of former comfort woman overflowed 

in the public while the issuance of "the comfort woman memorial coin" was 

decided after twists and turns on August 21, 2017 and conveyed the present 

conditions of "the commercialization of the comfort woman problem" in Korea. 

The net shop which sold the comfort woman-related goods including the 

miniature of the comfort woman image told "the girl image (comfort woman 

image) network of the peace" about the issuance decision of the comfort woman 

memorial coin recently in the shop. 

Mr. and Mrs. Kim who produced a comfort woman image in front of the 

Japanese Embassy in Korea consigned this coin to the private enterprise and 

produced it. 

( Sculptor's :IE ~JJX; (Kim Woon - Kyung) and ( ) / 

Kim married couple ) 

The memorial coin was original, and production was tried in the origin of 

issuance, but New Zealand territory Niue was stopped for reasons of "the 

political discussions" on this month 7 by decision on the Niue side. 

on n a n bl ti 

IS p a e 

for the price, it is id that the fund for issuance prepared by the 

o n II for rtici from the nation r won (the approximately 

8, 0 yen /80 dollar). 
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It is an aim to issue before the 1300th Wednesday meeting planned on 

September 13. It is an aim to issue before the 1300th Wednesday meeting 

planned on September 13. 

Including "a girl image (comfort woman image) network of the peace," it is 

said that there is the organization selling comfort woman-related goods in Korea 

as six places. 

I p u and a 

a s 

min im a 

(ap mately 190 

app mately 

a rn 

g 

Id, and there IS 

/1 .8 dollars) 

yen /45 dollar). 

a 

price 

more 

g a 

n 

I a ri I 

n 

won 

won (the 

There is the example that was going to use a comfort woman commercially. 

n n h ad 

p . 

( Collection of photographs using the famous actress who national, was loved 

in those days ) 

[ 11 n 

n 

( September 04, 2017 ) 

* 
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On September 4, 2017, the movie which featured the theme of a former 

comfort woman is produced in succession recently in Korea. 

It is said that the point where approach methods became various in total is 

characteristic of a glance of the general public as for the recent work whereas 

the most of the comfort woman-related movie produced so far focused on "a 

past pain". 

• e d r 

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan alliance, 

and that will only make Communist China and North Korea happy. 

* it okay r the an n ( f Saint Mary square Park. ) be 

secretly infl and m1 by Chi politi I ng in your 

multicultu I society? 

* 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~LlJJi! <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 

Monday, September 18, 2017 12:42 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 
*8*1t'll be a reference data, so please check it. 8The prostitution supplier of Korean people 
by undercover investigation disclosure= Georgia (January 26, 2017) 

( 1 ) Mi Kyung Decuir=51 year in Georgia.jpg; ( 2 ) Gyeong Yim Gweon=66 year in 

Georgia.jpg; ( 3 ) Kyong Gye=66 year in Georgia.jpg; ( 4 ) Tiffany Kang=52 year in 

Georgia.jpg; ( a ) Hyojin Yoo in Illinois in Georgia.jpg; ( b ) Ho K. Lee in Illinois in 

Georgia.jpg; ( c) Mi H. Saito in Illinois in Georgia.jpg; ®Georgia where a Korean prostitute 

residing in the United States is caught by again in Georgia.png; 0Sun Okay Kim in 

Georgia.jpg; ®Mun Sook Choi in Georgia.jpg; @Sunja Song in Georgia.jpg; I arrest a high 

quality including the Korean residing in the United States prostitute in Georgia Atlanta.png; 

Massage shop called a healing touch (Healing Touch)in Georgia.jpg; ( 1 ) I arrest three 

Orientals including the Kim certain suspect (62 years old) on the charge of prostitution in 

lllinois.jpg; ( 2) Kim YESUN suspect (76 years old) in lndiana.jpg; ( 3) The Korean 

prostitute who was arrested in Texas Dallas.jpg; (a ) MIMI Kim GURETCHI (61 years old) & 

Yang SUN in lndiana.jpg; ( b ) I arrest a South Korean prostitute in Indiana, U.S. in 

lndiana.jpg; (Sun Nae Richard ) & (Sung Sim Lee) in Florida .. jpg; CDBokim Cho ( 61 ) in 

New York Long lsland.jpg; 01n Sun ( 59) in New York Long lsland.jpg; ®Young Kim ( 64 ) 

in New York Long lsland.jpg; Chin SUNFA (42 years old) & Kay Adam Chiku (55 years old) & 
Kim MIGYON (48 years old) in New Jersey.jpg; I arrest four Korean prostitutes in South 
Carolina, America in South Carolina.png; I arrest three Korean people women who did a 

prostitution act in Alabama in Alabal')'laCD.png; I arrest three Korean people women who did a 

prostitution act in Alabama in Alabama0.jpg; I disclose a prostitute with Korean of Dallas of 

Texas in large quantitiesCD.jpg; I disclose a prostitute with Korean of Dallas of Texas in large 

quantities0.jpg; I ran it in the store's name called the Korean prostitute five arrest (39-66 

years old) in Alabama.png; in New Jersey.jpg; Korean people (Korean) prostitute of the 
Seattle area establishes it to the specialized web site almost prostitution objective Yelp (word 

of mouth site)CD.png; Korean people (Korean) prostitute of the Seattle area establishes it to 

the specialized web site almost prostitution objective Yelp (word of mouth site)0.jpg; Lee 

GUMUSUN suspect (56 years old, woman) in California.jpg; The Korean expedition prostitute 

who was arrested I Three Chinese and Korean people prostitutes in her 50s were prosecuted 

in succession in New York orange town (August 18, 2015).jpg; The Korean expedition 

prostitute who was arrested in the United StatesCD.jpg; The Korean expedition prostitute who 

was arrested in the United States0.jpg; The Korean expedition prostitute who was arrested in 

the United States®.jpg; The Korean expedition prostitute who was arrested in the United 

States@.jpg; The Korean expedition prostitute who was arrested in the United States@/ 

Again I arrest a Korean prostitute in the United States! (January 7, 2016).png; The Korean 

expedition prostitute who was arrested in the United States®/ June, 2014 Pine Tree 

Spa] .jpg; The massage parlor of Korean people (Korean) in their 70s was disclosed in 
Florida .. jpg; Three women of Chinese and Korean people (Korean) from New York were 
arrested on the charge of prostitution in Pennsylvania. (2015 one a year 19 days a 
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Attachments: month).png; ( a) Prostitute arrest (the Georgia Atlanta adjacency) Korean in Brooke heaven 

city(l).jpg; ( b ) Prostitute arrest (the Georgia Atlanta adjacency) Korean in Brooke heaven 

city®.jpg; ( c) In Connecticut, different Chinese and Korean people woman performed a 

prostitution act again and was disclosed. ( June 19, 2015) .jpg; (l)Korean town Korean 

prostitute 64 arrest (0501) of Los Angeles, America ( May 1, 2012) .jpg; 01 arrest you for sex 

buying and selling and the illicit sale of the drug.jpg; ®The LA Police, the control of the 

Korean town(l).jpg; @The LA Police, the control of the Korean town0.jpg; ®Prostitute arrest 

(the Georgia Atlanta adjacency) Korean in Brooke heaven city0.jpg; @Again I arrest a 

Korean prostitute in the United States! (January 7, 2016).jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against the "Comfort Women monument" and " 

n" in ( ) 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the municipal assembly. 

* n 

" What are the evidence or primary source to proof these allegations? Or 

name the historians. 

I would ask that you turn down the proposal. 

• 
[ A Ko n prostitution supplier by undercover investigation disclosu 

) ( February 1, 2017 ) 

*The supplier who was destroyed (prostitution) of Korean people (Korean) was 

disclosed by the undercover investigation of the police in state. 

County Sheriff' s Office announced that I arrested a suspect in the 

(Eun Kang=44 year) when I required money for value of SEX in the massage 

shop called "a healing touch" (Healing Touch) to be located in 1525 McFarland 

parkways on last 23rd. 
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The police accepted several times of reports for the applicable shop from the 

neighborhood and explained it when they would carry out this undercover 

investigation. 

Mr. Shin GYONJU which is the operator of "the healing touch" (Healing Touch) 

is going to receive the investigation of the Police by relations to be in other 

states now at the future. 

The top using the bed where Shin employed an employee without an 

identification of massage qualification, and the use in the shop of the massage 

business was prohibited, a massage person did not wear clothes directly, and, 

according to the police, various violation matters were disclosed. 

The police are promoting the plan that unconditionality deprives it of the 

administration license of the shop where a prostitute was disclosed now with 

the committee of the state. 

( I a a "high quality" including the Ko n residing in United 

] ( January 16, 2017 ) 

*In the n area of the Atlanta urban area, seven people 

including Chinese and Korean people and one estimated woman were caught 

by the police on the suspicion of high-quality prostitution. 

On 13th, according to Dan Woody police station, I raided business ground of 

the PARIMITA center yeast neighborhood on last month 29 and arrested seven 

people including so-called prostitute and barker who escorted it, and gave a 

service. 

( where a n residing in the Un ht by 

again ] ( November 11, 2016 ) 

*The prostitute of Korean people (Korean) was disclosed again in e state. 
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As a result of lu bian county Security Service receiving the issuance of 

warrant, and having raided Kings spa (King' s Spa) located in the south bell air 

road for two days from last 8th, I announced that I arrested Chinese and Korean 

people woman on the suspicion of prostitution and prostitution mediation and 

human traffic. 

Arrested Chinese and Korean people are 62-year-old (Sun Okay) suspect and 

49-year-old (Mun Sook Choi) suspect, three people of the 36-year-old (Sunja 

Song) suspect. 

They were proved that suspect Kim and suspect (Mun Sook Choi) hired 

Chinese and Korean people woman for the spa and mediated prostitution, and 

the police told when the (Sun Okay) suspect received cash subject to SEX. 

It becomes Sun Okay Kim in the news of the Sun Okay = LJnjted States. 

( Four Ko n p ( n) we discl in ] 

(August 31,· 2016) 

*The 

Spa) in 

state police on 27th with "a four seasons spa" (Four Seasons 

"a paradise spa (raided Paradise Spa, and announced that 

arrested four Korean people business owners who employed a prostitute. 

In (Mi Kyung Decuir=Sl year) which acted in "a four seasons spa", doubt of 

administration and the impermissibility business of the prostitution shop was 

applied to sex assault and prostitution, (Gyeong Yim Gweon=66 year). 

(Tiffany Kang=52 year) and (Kyong Gye=66 year) which are the business 

owner of the paradise spa receive the doubt of prostitution and the prostitution 

place offer each. 

After having received the reporting of local inhabitants for several months, I 

cooperated with the Houston Police and country security treaty region, the 
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National Tax Agency, and the state police supervised it and told if in 

condition that all these four people paid bail now and were released . 

• 
( 

a 

n n ( n) 

p n e] (January 17, 2017) 

ll g ug 

*The massage parlor of Korean people (Korean) in their 70s was disclosed in 

As a result of having performed undercover investigation by Jaccs therapy on 

last 10th, county Security Service announced that they arrested 

70-year-old SONFI GURIBATIO which sold itself. 

SONFI GURIBATIO is detained on the charge of prostitution and unlicensed 

massage in a native place of Missouri. 

( Two Ko n prostitutes who a prostitution 

arrested ] (June 14, 2016) 

a, and was 

*Two prostitution women of Chinese and Korean people (Korean) were 

arrested in district. Jacksonville Security Service announced that they 

arrested sun Nae Richard (Sun Nae Richard) suspect and (Sung Sim Lee) 

suspect in a bamboo spa (Bamboo Spa) of Blue (Beach Boulevard) 

on 8th. 

It was said, "special massage service is received if I added 60 dollars", and, 

according to the police, these two Chinese and Korean people (Korean) women 

suggested SEX to a member of undercover investigation earlier. 

When an investigator dressed in a visitor answered with "Yes" (yes) and paid 

cash, these led an investigator to the secret room. 
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It was arrested a moment, the flagrante delicto who were going to take off 

clothes. These two Chinese and Korean people women receive doubt such as 

prostitution and unlicensed massage, the impermissibility business each . 

• 
( I a four n prostitutes in Ii , Ameri ] ( December 

19, 2015) 

*Chinese and Korean people (Korean) prostitute was disclosed again in 

Ii 

As a result of Lexington county Security Service raiding three places of 

massage shops of the whole area, and having supervised the large-scale 

prostitution, I arrested Cho SONA (34 years old) and Lee ESON ( 47 years old), 

Park OKU (59 years old), four people including the Yoo May fan (54 years old). 

These took the price for value to do sexual intercourse by a sunset spa and 

relaxation massage in a palmette sun massage shop in lu area in 

n area. 

The police clarified a massage shop of the whole area where an illegality 

method act was carried out that they were going to continue the continuous 

control in a target . 

• 
( I arrest Asian prostitute including Ko n people (Ko n) in large 

qua ] ( February 2, 2017 ) 

*The prostitute including Korean people (Korean) was disclosed in large 

quantities in 

According to the local media, (Chong Lee=68 year) and Asian woman six 

including (Hayeon Kim=58 year) were arrested on the suspicion of prostitution 
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and unlicensed sales people in four places of spas of the 

police. 

d area by the 

As a result of survey by police, these understood that the prostitution put an 

advertisement magnificently through social media and Backpage .com such as 

Facebook mainly. 

( I arrest a uth n prostitute ( 42 old) in U.S. ) 

( August 18, 2015 ) 

*The prostitute of Korean people (Korean) was arrested again in 

state. 

According to the hu n county prosecution, three Chinese and Korean 

people women were arrested on the suspicion of prostitution and prostitution 

mediation in route 202 spa at about 3:30 on the last afternoon of 6th. 

As a result of undercover investigation that this arrest was carried out 

targeting at local spas for last two months. 

The woman of arrested Chinese and Korean people is Fleming Ton in Chin 

SUN FA ( 42 years old) and Kay Adam Chiku (55 years old) from rk, 

three people including Kim MIGYON ( 48 years old) of the I e to live in 

the flu ing ( NY ) now 

I am confined in prison by the 0) prison . 

• 
( Three 

uni 

*In 

n people (Korean) women a ught by prostitution and an 

0 on in lk county) (February 9, 2017) 

lk county of a , three Korean people (Korean) 

women in her 60s were arrested on the suspicion of prostitution and an 

unlicensed operation. 
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The lk county Police raided "the ruby spa" in the Jericho turnpike of the 

Huntington station on 2nd and arrested (In Sun=59 year), (Bokim Cho=61 

year), (Young Kim=64 year) on the suspicion of unlicensed operation and 

prostitution. 

• n 

[ I arrest th South Ko n comfort women 

( August 5, 2016 ) 

the prostitution cha e in the 

* n s in U n 

n 

n 

The n h county prosecution arrests Kim YONSUN (55 years 

old), Yang JINYU ( 43 years old), woman 3 of three Chinese and Korean people 

including the Yi Son My (36 years old) and two Chinese women on the charge 

of prostitution in a certain spa of the Hamilton main street shopping center of 

the south Whitehall township area on last gth 

Three women of Korean people (Korean) from New York were arrested on 

the charge of prostitution in 

• Illi 

[ It is arrested three prostitution 

e] (March 30, 2017) 

n 

n pea ( n) by uni 

*Three Korean people women who worked without an identification of 

qualification in a massage shop in Illi were disclosed by the undercover 

investigation of the police .. 

According to the police, (Ho K. Lee=37 year) and three people such as (Mi H. 

Saito=50 year), (Hyojin Yoo=44 year) were arrested on the charge of 
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prostitution and unlicensed massage in the pine tree spa of the 

area on last 24th. 

If four Korean people women are unlicensed in last May, I am arrested for 

prostitution in large quantities in this shop. 

( I arrest a Ko n prostitute in on ] ( March 19, 2016 ) 

*Chinese and Korean people woman was arrested again in Illi while this 

year began, and the prostitute of Chinese and Korean people (Korean) was 

arrested in succession in the United States. 

As a result of having performed undercover investigation targeting at best 

massage and the shops of main spas located in the main street on last 15th, 

the Saint Charles police department announced that they arrested three 

Orientals including the Kim certain person suspect (62 years old) on the charge 

of prostitution. 

These demanded cash from an investigator of the undercover investigation 

for value of SEX. 

The prostitutor of Chinese and Korean people 70 years or older was arrested 

in Indiana by the police. 

The Indiana police department announced that they arrested Kim YESUN 

suspect (76 years old) on the suspicion of prostitution mediation and theft, tax 

evasion and store illegality administration on last 14th. 

Indiana state police investigated this arrest jointly with department of country 

security treaty, the local police from last September. 

As a result of survey by police, suspect Kim ran health spa located in 901 

waist North Street of the Kendall building area illegally, and the employee one 
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who did a prostitution act was arrested on the site by the law enforcement 

authority which got in a shop on last month 18 . 

• 
[ I arrest South n prostitute (61) in I , .S. ) ( March 10, 2016) 

*The woman of Chinese and Korean people (Korean) sold herself in Indiana 

and was arrested. The I 1a Police announced that they arrested two people 

including MIMI Kim GURETCHI (61 years old) and the Yang SUN hall for the 

prostitution charge on 8th. 

The complaint of neighborhood inhabitants continued for the shop where 

these sold themselves, an evergreen spa, and the police explained it when they 

started the investigation from last March. 

The law enforcement authority performed the undercover investigation for 

this spa and issued a warrant and succeeded in arresting these . 

• 
[ I a a n p , .S. ) ( March 25, 2016) 

* and Korean people (Korean) woman from California sold itself in other 

states, and it was disclosed by undercover investigation. 

According to the TIFF ton police station, Lee GUMUSUN suspect (56 years old, 

woman) who lived in the California Imperial beach was arrested on the charge 

of prostitution in the #1 spa in the Georgia n district south central 

avenue. 

The control was carried out again this time since two Chinese and Korean 

people women were arrested in the same #1 spa and a royal spa for six months. 
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The police received reporting that a prostitution act was carried out from local 

inhabitants in and others spa of this in last September several times and told 

when they would carry out undercover investigation. 

In spite of such control, the police examine the deprivation of the license for 

#1 spa employing a prostitute successively. 

• n 

[ The barker in the high uality apartment by the Korean le (Korean) 

prostitution o an on rly ) ( July 28, 2017 ) 

*Korean people (Korean) prostitute of the area established it to the 

specialized web site almost prostitution objective Yelp (word of mouth site), and 

the total picture which presented an organized prostitution act in a high-quality 

apartment of the area was reported on a large scale in the local 

mainstream media. 

According to the Seattle Times, the investigation of this case began by the 

report of the inhabitants whom there was who thought that men of various age 

groups went in and out of the apartment where oneself lived in in last April, 

2015 to be it strangely. 

The Bellevue Police grasped the fact that a Korean prostitute committed in 

several places of high quality apartment 10 of Bellevue after the investigation 

for eight months. 

After having worked through a broker in an apartment of Bellevue for several 

weeks, as for these young Korean women, it became clear to move to another 

city. 
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A Korean woman and the visitor who did SEX did not only pay charge for 

geisha's service and they picked up one's experiences on the site called 

"RIBYUBODU" (The Review Board) for other people and left a review. 

The member of RIBYUBODU (The Review Board) run in an online forum for 

prostitution from 2001 reached approximately 23,000 people, and the Seattle 

Times told when these most were northwest American residents. 

According to the police, Donald Muller (Donald Mueller=58 year) of the 

employer (POJU) employed three women in an apartment of one's Bellevue and 

let you have anything to do with around five customers every day and gave 

1,500 dollars a day, an income of 450,000 dollars a year. 

Muller employed a young Korean woman mainly, but the woman knew that 

prostitution was forced to return the debt that the person and a family suffered 

in an investigation. 

The police close 12 places of apartments of Bellevue including Avalon at one 

time and arrest a prostitution business owner and some good customers, and 

12 Korean women forced prostitution on consider it to be a human traffic victim 

and are in condition to cooperate with local society engine . 

• 
("A n prostitute disclosed in large quantities in the nited r 

U.S. town an illegality-related trader undercover investigation making a 

roundup arrest" ] . ( September 18, 2016 ) 

*In Corea town of II that was metropolis of America in northern an 

illegality-related trader was disclosed in large quantities. 
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The most of the supplier arrested by the law enforcement authority were 

estimated to be a Korean of the American nationality residing in the United 

States, and countryman society fell into a shock. 

According to local I supervised the combination 

among a massage shop nearly a just what II 

crowded in U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Texas community security 

station crime investigation department, the Dallas police department on last 

month 26 on 16th (local time) and I arrested 15 illegally sex administration 

business owners whom I bought and sold and closed eight places and took a 

step. 

No. 1 spa in the closed massage shop, green spa, hometown spa, 7 star spas, 

five places including the Du Pont do studio were driven into WORUNOHHIRUREN 

only 1 block away from the Corea town. 

• a 
( I n it in the re's II the Korean prostitute five a ( 

yea old) kyo spa in the United . ) ( August 12, 2015 ) 

*The woman of Korean people (Korean) who did a prostitution act in a 

obil was disclosed in large quantities. 

Mobil county Security Service got in a cormorant in spa located in the 5256US90 

turn highway on last 8th and the ocean spa located in 3108 airport boulevards 

and announced that I arrested five Korean people prostitutes. 

The police gathered surveillance camera pictures installed in the hiding 

investigation and the suburbs of approximately one week based on the 

complaint that I received by local inhabitants and explained evidence when they 

received security, the search warrant to a store. 
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Sex buying and selling was actually carried out inside when the police 

marched into these one place of store. 

As for the woman of Korean people arrested on the suspicion of prostitution 

mediation, the possession charge of Norco which is kind of the drug increases 

the Ma INSUKU suspect in Chong CHUWON suspect (39 years old) and Ho YOHA 

suspect (46 years old), suspect Yoon Mure (49 years old), Mo INSUKU (56 years 

old), five people including suspect Ch'a DOS Jan (66 years old). 

The ocean spa where these were arrested was run in the store's name called 

the Tokyo spa in last 2005 and understood that more than 4 Asian prostitutes 

were arrested places. 

( n prostitute th that was a in 

( June 2, 2014 ) 

*Three Korean people women who did a prostitution act in 

arrested. 

n 

were 

county Security Service announced that they arrested 

Blanton Ch'on E (57 years old) and Kyong GYONIMU (64 years old), Korean 

people three including Kim GYONSUKU (51 years old) on the suspicion of 

prostitution and prostitution mediation in the suburban pine tree spa (Pine Tree

Spa) of the 65 freeway on the afternoon of last month 29 

Cash of 12,000 dollars hidden in the pipe of the store was confiscated. 

The reporting of the area inhabitants whom prostitution was carried out for 

in a pine tree spa occurred successively, and the police suppressed the spot of 

the prostitution after the undercover investigation for two months and 

succeeded in arresting these. 
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For undercover investigation of this prostitution, the investigator of the charge 

group specialized in human traffic of the Federal Bureau of Investigation FBI 

position is mobilized and investigates the presence that these did a prostitution 

act systematically now. 

The pine tree spa where the police arrested three Korean people prostitution 

women this time had been already disclosed by the control of the prostitution 

three times and conveyed a store this time when I was going to take the 

perfection closure measures. 

• n Un 

[ "The Ko n expedition prostitute who was a in the United 

( November 24, 2016 ) 

* By the way, the woman of the elderly person is like the owner of a sex trade 

shop and the massage shop not active play. 

• o n p 1n e Un publ a , as 

r 23. 5°/o in Thai la 

a 11.7°/o, pla 10°/o in 

pl 

(January 20, 2015 ) 

*Is it okay for the to be secretly influenced and misled by Chinese 

political maneuvering in your multicultural society? 

* ill a g 

II on un 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

N 

n allia , a 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~LIJJ1! <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 
Monday, September 18, 2017 12:42 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* elt'll be a reference data, so please check it. * OThe present conditions of the prostitution 

in the United States of the Korean woman - A Korean and the Chinese prostitution business 

manager who attract attention in American major cities ( March 14, 2014 

( a ) Prostitute arrest (the Georgia Atlanta adjacency) Korean in Brooke heaven cityCD.jpg; 

( b ) Korean people (Korean) prostitute of the Seattle area establishes it to the specialized 

web site almost prostitution objective Yelp (word of mouth site)CD.png; ( c) Korean people 

(Korean) prostitute of the Seattle area establishes it to the specialized web site almost 

prostitution objective Yelp (word of mouth site)0.jpg; ( d ) Brooklyn man busted for running 

brothels in Wall Street district.jpg; ( e) 8856087 _600x338.jpg; ( f) Famous street .... Kings 

Cross. in Sydney, Australia.jpg; ( g ) It is a stiffness a town of there being it in New York, the 

Manhattan district.jpg; ( h ) The control to Australia Korea prostitute.jpg; CDKorean town 

Korean prostitute 64 arrest (0501) of Los Angeles, America ( May 1, 2012) .jpg; 01 arrest 

you for sex buying and selling and the illicit sale of the drug.jpg; @The LA Police, the control 

of the Korean townCD.jpg; @The LA Police, the control of the Korean town0.jpg; @Again I 

arrest a Korean prostitute in the United States! (January 7, 2016).jpg; ( 1 ) I entered Taiwan, 
and, on August 2, 2013, according to the alliance newspaper network, the Korean womari who 

repeated a prostitution act was arrested for tourist visa by the Taiwanese Police .. jpg; ( 2 ) 
Korean prostitute (December 16, 2012) who was disclosed by the Taiwanese authorities.jpg; 

( 3 ) When you have the connection with the white slaver in Malaysia, it is very easy to 
acquire a Korean prostitute .. jpg; 0625GoKatsuyaku.jpg; 0625EnglishKoreaD.jpg; 
0807MassageinChicago.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against the "Comfort Women monument" and " 

n'' in ( Saint Mary Park ) 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the municipal assembly. 

*I ask Id 

rl u p e 
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I id e I. 

( The present conditions of the prostitution in the nited of the Korean 

woman - n and Chi prostitution bu r who 

1n n major cities ] ( March 14, 2014 / The Chosun Ilbo / 

Korea daily report ) 

*Findings that the scale of the prostitution market of 8 main urban areas of 

America reached approximately 100 billion yen a year (9,100 million dollars) 

was shown. 

It is the scale more than the market of the illegal firearms, drug. 

It was a Korean, or most of the Asian style "massage parlor" which became 

the hotbeds of the illegal prostitution knew that a Chinese ran it. 

The American non profit organization Urban institute announced the report 

which checked the sex culture of 8 American main cities by the request of U.S. 

Department of Justice under the ground on March 12, 2014. 

The report of 348 pages performed the investigation for a prostitution supplier, 

the prostitute of 8 rice main cities (Denver, Dallas, Miami, San Diego, Seattle, 

Washington, Atlanta, Kansas City), drug merchants. 

The Urban institute explained, "it is the first report which I analyzed the main 

underground economy such as sexual intercourse for money markets into 

deeply". 

Most of are estimates, but the statistics number about the underground 

economy attracts attention at the point where this report showed a comparable 

concrete number. 
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It was Miami (235 million dollars), Seattle (112 million dollars), Washington 

(103 million dollars), Dallas (98,800,000 dollars), San Diego (96,600,000 

dollars), order called Denver (39,900,000 dollars) as follows. 

The total of 7 cities reached 975,300,000 dollars. 

h an i 

Most of were 40-50 generations, and the age group of the prostitution business 

manager summarized the count with 40 dollars - 100 dollars (approximately 

4,100 yen - 10,300 yen) in the prostitution price. 

The report was the illegal immigrant who almost entered the country via 

Canada and Mexico of the prostitute of the massage parlor again, and 

prostitutes went around the system store of the prostitution business manager 

and pointed out that I sold myself. 

was the best, a the i me the prostitution bu ma 

was 3 3 dollars per one week. 

I earn 1,707,316 dollars by (52 weeks) a year. 

The income per one week was Denver (31,200 dollars), Seattle (18,000 dollars) 

Miami (17, 741 dollars), Dallas (12,025 dollars), Washington (11,588 dollars), 

San Diego (11,588 dollars), a result called Kansas City (5,000 dollars) as follows 

"I looked for the job offer method of the prostitute by the prostitution supplier 

from the neighboring people including the friend", and there was the most 

(42.5°/o). 
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The following, a neighbor (38.4°/o), a bar or a club (30.1°/o). 

There were relatively few Internet (21.9°/o), offers (21.9°/o) in the street. 

There were a school (11.0°/o), a store (4.1°/o), the answer called the transfer 

station (2. 7°/o) to public transport, too. 

In 8 cities, it was Dallas that drug traffic was the most active, and the annual 

market size was 191 million dollars. 

It was (117 million dollars), Washington (103 million dollars), Miami 

(96 million dollars), San Diego (96 million dollars), order of Seattle (87 million 

dollars) as follows. 

The total scale of the drug market of 8 cities was less than the scale (738 

million dollars = approximately 75,800 million yen) of the firearms business 

market for 727 million dollars (approximately 74,700 million yen) a little. 

( Expedition prostitution of the Ko n woman in Ameri Korean 

prostitution supplier who ma rapid progress in the world ] 

( The JoongAng Ilbo / Korean Joong-ang Daily News ) 

* 33 Korean women were arrested in Connecticut downstate water Valley of 

America on June 2, 2012. 

The police person concerned of Connecticut water Barry saying "obtained 

information that prostitution was carried out in a massage shop, and lasted for 

two months, and continued investigating it." 

I stated, "Korean massage shops increase rapidly". 
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The Korean information authorities announced, "I estimate that the inflow 

scale of the Korean woman that prostitution was doubted rose in the Los 

Angeles City police department in 8,000 after 2004". 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Department of Homeland Security, 

the joint control group which consisted of more than 400 people on June 30, 

2012 of the police arrested 192 Koreans such as the Korean women such as 

150 in total for the prostitution charge in California Los Angeles and San 

Francisco. 

In 2013, a Korean woman is arrested for the prostitution charge in succession 

in Korean crowd areas of inia, 

person n of Angeles says, 11 90°/o are among 

80 a prostitution women every month 11
• 

The expedition prostitution of the Korean woman gets away from the Korean 

crowd area in these days and spreads through the U.S. Middle West, and United 

States judiciary authorities watch it closely. 

a 

[ "Expedition prostitution" from Korea becomes the problem in the United 

. ) (August7,2017) 

*A prostitution mediation group arrested for the news dated July 26, this year 

in last January is Korea, and "the Seattle Times" invites women poor 

economically and tells when I let you sell yourself in the northwestern part of 

United States including Seattle. 

It is said that they had anything to do with 5-10 people a day in the 

environment that freedom is not given. 
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A rate is 300 dollars per hour, and 100 dollars of those passes to the mediation 

group, and it is said that 200 dollars was their share. 

* I! n n I" 

The Kim common reed member of the Diet speaks, more than 100,000 Korean 

women make an expedition abroad, and "they sell" themselves by Diet 

government inspection of October, 2010 in Korea. 

According to her, it is said that the Korean woman performing "expedition 

prostitution" puts 250, other New Zealand, China, Hong Kong, United States 

together in 2,500, Guam in 50,000 people, Australia in Japan and reaches 

100,000. 

In addition, "the ratio of Korean women who came for expedition prostitution 

according to the American official statistics (among foreign prostitutes of the 

United States) appears in the news called 23.5°/o" in this March ("NEWSTOWN") 

This greatly touches a difference in Thailand ( 11. 7°/o) of the second place, Peru 

(10.0°/o) of the third place in most ratios among American foreign prostitutes. 

* u 

in an i 

ition p 

e. 

LI p on is 

According to "as a result of report international crime intensive control that 

the Korean National Police Agency announced in August, 2015," there seemed 

to be the most crimes in conjunction with the prostitution in the international 

crimes such as passport forgery, the forgery illegality emigration and 

immigration that occurred for 50 days until from July 6, the same year to August 

25. 
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The concrete breakdown was included in the Korean man who paid you for 

sex in the gringa who sold himself/herself in the Korean woman, country that 

sold themselves in a foreign country in a foreign country. 

* n to meddle with expedition prostitution 

It will have to be the background that there is the economical poverty. 

Besides, Korea has a big man and woman pay gap, too. 

A man and woman pay gap of 2016 was 36°/o, and, according to the news of 

"the newspaper for women", there was a difference most in OECD member 

nations. 

• e San Francisco Id in ch by 

ng al one-sided al ans. 

Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and County of San 

Francisco. 

San Francisco. 

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

occurred outside of this country. 

*I reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the San Francisco municipal assembly. 

*I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the forthcoming 

meeting. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 
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3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~Li..Jii <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Monday, September 18, 2017 12:42 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

[ It'll be a reference data, so please check it. D The United States is an editorial of "they are 
South Korean flattery overdoing" U.S. paper Washington Post 

Washington Post.jpg; WASHINGTON-POSTCD.jpg; WASHINGTON-POST@.jpg; 

WASHINGTON-POST@.jpg; San Francisco city comfort woman commemoration image and 

tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square park)CD.jpg; San Francisco city comfort woman 

commemoration image and tombstone (candidate site St. Mary square park)@.jpg; Comfort 

woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation)CD.jpg; Comfort 

woman image in front of the Japanese Embassy (Vienna Convention violation)@.jpg; Comfort 

woman image in Glenn Dale city Central Park (the location which is about 10 kilometers of 
north from downtown in the Los Angeles center city).jpg; It is set up by the park center of the 

Georgia Brooke heaven city in southern United States.jpg; ;j;~ *§)PJ ( Park Yu-ha ) Sejong 

University ProfessorCDEnglish version - Comfort women.jpg; ;j;~ *§)PJ ( Park Yu-ha ) Sejong 

University Professor@English version - Comfort women.jpg; ;j;~ *§)PJ ( Park Yu-ha ) Sejong 

University Professor®English version - Comfort women.jpg; ;j;~ ~)PJ ( Park Yu-ha ) Sejong 

University Professor@Korean television.jpg; (a) As :l[;::E: ( Gil Won-ok) former comfort 

woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production presentation of the album 

which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg; (b) As :l[;::E: ( Gil Won-ok) former comfort 
woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production presentation of the album 

which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg; (c) As :l[;::E: ( Gil Won-ok) former comfort 
woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production presentation of the album 

which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg; (e) As :l[;::E: ( Gil Won-ok) former comfort 
woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production presentation of the album 

which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg; (f) As :l[;::E: ( Gil Won-ok ) former comfort 
woman makes its debut as a singer and performs the production presentation of the album 

which recorded 15 pieces of forte of oneself.jpg; (g) As :l[;::E: ( Gil Won-ok ) This is the first 
time that a former comfort woman throws the first ball by professional baseball in Korea .. jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against the "Comfort Women monument'' and 

n" in n nci ( Saint Mary Park ) 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n ncisco municipal assembly. 

* a u uld p 
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(The United States is an editorial of "they are South Korean flattery overdoing" 

U.S. paper Washington Post) (August 21, 2014) 

U. . n 

it. 

n, t Ill II in 

. ( Korean Cultural Center front yard ) 

On August 16, 2014, a comfort woman image was installed in the Korean 

Cultural Center front yard of business district Southfield in the northwest of 

City. 

( Following a thing installed in the park of City, it becomes 

the second place comfort woman image in the United States. ) 

e Mich an comfort woman girl i mittee on nstruction g the 

support of the ief librarian, but persuades the lib ry side saying th a 

affiliated company and the Japanese consulate general may u the 

unity. 

LI it S id Ii ry g r s a 

in a Korean Cultural Center. 

*U.S. paper Washington Post published an editorial to criticize when candidate 

federal member of the House of Representatives in northern Virginia followed 

South Korean inhabitants too much on August 19, 2014. 

« " I draw close to the Korean community too much " » 
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As for the paper, the candidate who showed up in person by an interim 

election of November from the Virginia tenth electoral district pointed out, "I 

draw close to the Korea community which grew up rapidly in an area too much" 

n if 

J 

While because a lot of South Korean inhabitants live in the northern part of 

state and have votes more than Japanese inhabitants, saying, "a politician does 

not need to regard South Korean one supporting it, 11 

II 

11 I criticize. 

"A comfort woman monument" was installed near irfax county Government 

building in M by a South n group, but brought it into q .. 

it bl 

g 

I raised suppression to the Irishman by the British, Armenian genocide of 

Turkey, fight of the 14th century of Kosovo as an example. 

In the net user 

"The thing that the indication of Washington Post is totally proper" 

"Journalism seems to be valid and is enviable. Please question with a flow of 

the money!" 
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"It is abnormal even if I see it from the third nation which I rubbed where this 

tone wants you to open more" 

I praised. 

On the other hand, the tweet to "be already late though I seemed to begin to 

notice that the recent United States is indeed funny" appears. 

( u for "the girl image," that nge a itical "comfort woman 

; a problem ] ( January 8, 2017 ) 

*An insult, the hatred facilities where the comfort woman in front of the Pusan 

consulate of the second body does not come to in violation of international law 

for foreign diplomatic establishments with a comfort woman image in front of 

the Japanese Embassy of Seoul are unprecedented worldwide. 

At night of the last day of the year when the unveiling ceremony of this 

comfort woman image was forced in Pusan, there was a Seoul annual tolling 

type hosted by a city in "ilil~ ( Jonggak ) " of the downtown area in Seoul. 

Representative citizen is chosen and hits a bell together every year. 

The old woman of former comfort woman became representative citizen. 

Because it is a large-scale last day of the year event on behalf of Korea, former 

comfort woman is a Korean symbol on behalf of the Korean nation now. 

I promote setting with a comfort woman image here and there in the foreign 

countries let alone the country. 

Such as the part of "the Korean culture" including the K pop that Korea is 

proud of to the world when this watches it from the outside is imaged. 

( It is frank advice r the mass production of the comfort woman that "a 

co rt woman totally makes a r" if+ ( ) ( g ) 

r] (August 18, 2017) 
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*A book is "the comfort woman of the empire", and it is Korea to have 

expressed a comfort woman as "a prostitute", and ( ) 

) brought into question points out, "a comfort 

woman makes it the star" this time and, on August 17, 2017, bathes in criticism. 

A book is E n - ( "the comfort woman of the 

empire" ) , and it is Korea to have expressed a comfort woman as "a prostitute", 

and t~ ( ) ( ) Un r brought into 

question points out, "a comfort woman makes it the idol" this time and, on 

August 17, 2017, bathes in criticism. 

Professor *~ ( ) attended at the seminar with "the 

international solution plan of the comfort woman problem and the prospects 

that a conservative group opened on 10th-affiliated on a Korea day". 

n Ii 

n 

In addition, I pointed out, what "the accepting uncritically-like support for the 

former comfort woman support group expanded is a problem" saying, "the 

criticism for the superficial consumption, mass production of the comfort 

woman image was necessary". 

* u u e 

e. 

n I 

r 
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This decision took place in response to Korea's decision to install a Comfort 

Women statue in Public place in Pusan, the second largest city in S. Korea. 

7 

The I city of San Francisco should not involved in ch e by 

ng o al atio 

Dear Board of Supervisors, Dear Supervisors of City and County of San 

Francisco. 
11 

San Francisco." 

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

occurred outside of this country. 

I o e 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

pie of San Francisco munici bly. 

*I would strongly ask you would vote against the proposal at the forthcoming 

meeting. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

§fLlJJi <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 2:11 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* *It'll be a reference data, so please check it. *Brown Representative Stein of the New York 
member of the House of Representatives visited "the house of NANUMU" in the morning on 
5th 

Edward brown Stein New York member of the House of Representatives, U.S. recognizes* 

:§)* ( Lee Yong Soo) services and embraces each otherCD/House visit of NANUMU.jpg; 

Edward brown Stein New York member of the House of Representatives, U.S. recognizes* 

:§)* ( Lee Yong Soo) services and embraces each otherCil/House visit of NANUMU.jpg; ~ 

*fi:l (Kang Kyung-wha) diplomatic service SecretaryCD.jpg; ~ *fi:l (Kang Kyung-wha) 

diplomatic service SecretaryCil.jpg; ~ *fi:l (Kang Kyung-wha) diplomatic service Secretary® 

/* .:§)* ( Lee Yong Soo) /House of Sharing : THE MURMURING I q3.Q.I ~ I House 

visit of NANUMU.jpg; ~ *fi:l (Kang Kyung-wha) diplomatic service Secretary®/*.:§)* 

(Lee Yong Soo) /House of Sharing : THE MURMURING I q{s-.Q.i ~ I House visit of 

NANUMU.jpg; ~ *fi:l (Kang Kyung-wha) diplomatic service Secretary®/*.:§)* (Lee Yong 

Soo) I House of Sharing : THE MURMURING I qJ,:s.Q.i ~I House visit of NANUMU.jpg; ~ 

*fi:l (Kang Kyung-wha) diplomatic service Secretary®/*.:§)* ( Lee Yong Soo) /House 

of Sharing : THE MURMURING I q{s-.Q.i ~ I House visit of NANUMU.jpg; )[. 1£~ ( Moon 

Jae-in ) President of KoreaCD.jpg; )[_ 1±~ ( Moon Jae-in ) President of KoreaCil.jpg; )[_:f:E~ 

( Mun Jane ) , Democratic Party of Korea former representative (Korean presidential election 

leading candidate) I House visit of NANUMU.jpg; Michael Makoto Mike Honda congressman 

and *.:§)*(Lee Yong Soo) I the house of NANUMU I I House visit of NANUMU.jpg; 

Michael Makoto Mike Honda congressman and*.:§)* (Lee Yong Soo)CDin Glenn Dale 

city.jpg; Michael Makoto Mike Honda congressman and*.:§)* (Lee Yong Soo)Cil.jpg; 

Michael Makoto Mike Honda congressman and*.:§)* (Lee Yong Soo)@.jpg; *.:§)*(Lee 

Yong Soo) Former comfort womanmCDHouse of NANUMU.jpg; *:§)*(Lee Yong Soo) 

Former comfort womanmCilHouse of NANUMU.jpg; *.:§)*(Lee Yong Soo) Former comfort 

womanm®House of NANUMU.jpg; House in Korea NANUMU (A VIP of the Korean 

government visits to explain to a former comfort womanCDTHE MURMURING/*.:§)* ( Lee 

Yong Soo) .jpg; House in Korea NANUMU (A VIP of the Korean government visits to explain 

to a former comfort womanCilTHE MURMURING I*.:§)* ( Lee Yong Soo ) .jpg; House in 

Korea NANUMU (A VIP of the Korean government visits to explain to a former comfort 

woman®THE MURMURING/*.:§)* ( Lee Yong Soo ) .jpg; (a ) ~ *fD (Kang Kyung-

wha) diplomatic service Secretary I Model (a girl image of the peace) of the comfort woman 

image I I House visit of NANUMU.jpg; ( b) The original form of the comfort woman image 

(house in Korea and NANUMU) THE MURMURING.jpg; (c) CilThe original form of the 

comfort woman image (house in Korea and NANUMU) THE MURMURING.jpg; ( d ) ~ *fi:l 
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Attachments: (Kang Kyung-wha) diplomatic service Secretary : It is the second from the front row left I'.$ 
§)* ( Lee Yong Soo ) The front row left edge I House in Korea NANUMU.jpg; CDHouse in 

Korea NANUMU (comfort woman bronze statue).jpg; a:iHouse in Korea NANUMU (comfort 

woman bronze statue).jpg; @House in Korea NANUMU (comfort woman bronze statue).jpg; 

@House in Korea NANUMU (comfort woman bronze statue).jpg; ®House in Korea NANUMU 

(comfort woman bronze statue).jpg; @House in Korea NANUMU (comfort woman bronze 

statue).jpg; 0House in Korea NANUMU (comfort woman bronze statue).jpg; A former comfort 

woman and priests (there are no relations with a criminal reference) of the house of 

NANUMU.jpg; ~ ~t;"S ( Kin TEHYON ) settlement, healing foundation directorCD.jpg; ~ ~S" 

( Kin TEHYON ) settlement, healing foundation directora:i.jpg; ~ ~S" ( Kin TEHYON ) 

settlement, healing foundation director@.jpg; ~ ~S" ( Kin TEHYON ) settlement, healing 

foundation®Mustard spray.jpg; ~ ~S" ( Kin TEHYON ) settlement, healing 

foundation®Mustard spray.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

San Francisco. 

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

occurred outside of this country. 

I n ado 

( Brown Representative Stein of the New York member of the House of 

Representatives visits "the house NANUM 11
, and "the 

n ag a an 

recovery of the comfort woman victim" ] ( July 5, 2017 ) 

( u 
n 

In addition, it government 

E 

/ 

u ( n 

b 

istration former WO 

by Korean wo n family part. 37 survivors as July, 

102 

day comfort 

ho ry 

n 

Ii ) ) 

n e 

17 



e ap old ( ti 1 5 d r 19 

old ) 

*"I heard the report of the living of victim HARUMONI (grandmother) taken to 

as Japanese military comfort woman directly, and hotness gathered you still 

more. 

I make an effort for honorary recovery of victims hard from now on" 

Edward brown Stein member of the House of Representatives (the 36. 

Democratic Party) of New York, America visited "the house of NANUMU " of~ 

~Jlilt:~1lfm (Gyeonggi-do Gwangju-si) at about 9:30 a.m. on 5th and cheered 

up comfort woman victims. 

Brown Representative Stein stayed in the house of NANUMU for 

approximately two hours and observed "the Japanese military comfort woman 

history museum" and had a talk with * §5* : Lee Yonsu (89) which was a 

comfort woman victim, 1fi ~-T : Kim Koon Ja (91),~~ :li~ : Pag-Okson (93),)0J 

00: Hah JOMUYON (95) . 

v n ing n 

15 d . I n 

In n " in 

, I ink 

not ap in 

After having touched the badge which I prepared into the chest of brown 

Representative Stein in a house of NANUMU, * §5*: Lee Yong Soo (89) who 

finished an interview presented the "taken" picture which a victim woman 

described. 
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Brown Representative Stein is a member of the House of Representatives of 

the Queens 26 electoral district election of New York where a lot of Chinese and 

Korean people residing in the United States live in and introduces Tokai writing 

together bill to the assembly every year. 

The bill writes Tokai (East Sea) jointly to a textbook used at a public school 

of New York with the Sea of Japan (Sea of Japan) and is contents making that 

I transcribe Tokai alone when I cannot write it jointly mandatory. 

He opened the combination press conference with loan Kim member of the 

House of Representatives of New York in front of a United Nations residence 

representative from Japan part of New York Manhattan in 2013 and impeached 

the irresponsible remark of the Mayor of Osaka Japanese under a bridge "where 

the Japan forces comfort woman system was necessary" (at the time of the 

Pacific War). 

The person concerned with family of NANUMU told saying "brown 

Representative Stein who visited Korea by invitation of the Korean diplomatic 

service called for a house visit of NANUMU through direct diplomatic service". 

Ten comfort woman victim women live in a house of NANUMU 

( Korean Han-Kyoreh ) 

[ [the~ *~D (Kang Kyung-wha) Korean Minister of Foreign Affairs] I 

the review of the n-

comfort woman (July 24, 

* n 

( 

reement after the visit of condolence of former 

17 Korea alliance news) ] ( July 24, 2017 ) 

) in gn 

1 
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n bl Ja n a 

In 15. 

· Korea, the alliance news introduces that arrival accepted the interview of the 

reporter for a visit of condolence of a ~ ;g.::r (Kim Koon Ja) of former comfort 

woman that~ ~~D (Kang Kyung-wha) Minister of Foreign Affairs died on the 

same day on 23rd afterwards. 

When "I visited the house of NANUMU where ~ ;g.::r (Kim Koon Ja) lived on 

June 2, I made it fine on a wheelchair. It was said that I said, the death of ~ 

~r (Kim Koon Ja) is disappointing. 

d ( in) it 

( in n in 1 

0 

A one comfort woman victim just left the world in regrets again. 

A check (inspection) did the result of the agreement more finely as Korean 

diplomatic service and commented saying I want to investigate the directionality 

of the solution to the problem based on the result. 

( mfort woman foundation di r the layoff in i to resign -

] (July24,2017) 

*According to the person concerned with foundation, the Korean government 

expends approximately 150 million won (approximately 15 million yen) as a 

budget in 16. 

Included approximately 400 million won (approximately 40 million yen) in 

government budget bill in 17, but was the largest opposition party under ex

government oft~ 11)!{ (Park Geun-hye); "the Democratic Party rebels together". 
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They are reduced by Diet deliberations in full, and the foundation says, "I will 

use a part of the money of contribution out of necessity" (from Japan).( May 

11, 2017) 

~ ~~ (Kin TEHYON) settlement, healing foundation director of the Korean 

"settlement, healing foundation" established based on an agreement between 

the Japan-Korea government over the issue of comfort woman expressed 

intention to resign. 

A person concerned with foundation clarified it on 23rd. 

The possibility that is announced formally around 28th to reach the first 

anniversary of the foundation. 

n 

The foundation starts in last July, and ~ ~~ (Kin TEHYON) settlement, 

healing foundation director is elected by a director. 

The Japanese Government contributed 1 billion yen based on an agreement. 

I would carry out cash payment of approximately 100 million won 

(approximately 10 million yen) for 46 former comfort women who was alive at 

the time of agreement in the business per person and showed the intention that 

37 accepted so far. 

In addition, I am to pay approximately 20 million won (approximately 2 

million yen) to 199 deads. 

( was revealed that there was fact that ~ (H IN) which was a priest 

abu a position for several women in the di of mily of NAN MU in 

those days and forced sex on in February, 1 ] 
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*A woman was made public in what she accused saying by "two or three times 

forced sex relations using the position called the director from February, 1997 

to May, 1998 a month" in a Korea-related violence counselor's office. 

~ti (HEJIN) interviewed by oneself and confessed it about a case and 

resigned post of director. 

( A medical corporation ~ti~ : keimakotokai. ) 

0 e Li Li 

n all n and 

II un and 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~Li.Jn! <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 12:19 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 
«It'll be a reference data, so please check it.» I move the place in the African Republic of 

Chad, and the issuance of comfort woman memory coin is decided I The comfort woman 
memory coin that issuance was refused in NZ territory Niue 

( 1 ) Flag_of_Chad.svg.png; ( 2) Chad_(orthographic_projection). I Republic of Chad.png; 

( 3 ) Flag_of_Niue.png; ( 4 ) Niue_on_the_globe_(Polynesia_centered).png; A comfort 

woman memorial coin .. jpg; A comfort woman memorial coin.png; (!)Sculptor's~ Jip;\6 ( Kim 

Woon - Kyung) and ~ Bi~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) / Kim married couple.jpg; a>Sculptor's ~ Ji 

pj6 ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and ~ Bi~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; 

®Sculptor's ~ Jip;\6 ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and ~ Bi~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married 

couple.jpg; @Sculptor's ~ Jip;\6 ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and ~ Bi~ ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim 

married couple.jpg; ®Sculptor's ~ JiJJX; ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and ~ Bi~ ( Kim Seo -

Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; ( a ) a :l(;:E ( Gil Won-ok ) Former comfort woman I* 
~)* (Lee Yong-soo ) .jpg; ( b) p ~:@= (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean 

volunteer corps problem council I~ ?~m (Kim Bok-Dong).jpg; (c) a>~~:@= (Yoon Mi 

Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; ( d) p ~* (Yoon 

Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; ( e) p ~:@= 
( Yoon Mi Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; ( f) p 
~:@= ( Yoon Mi Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; 

( g ) It is formed a Buddhism group in Kor~a by various social groups, and a house erection 
promotion committee of NANUMU works on the nationwide fund-raising.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I JI an 22, 17, 

a n ncisco." 

I 

n 

n ] 

( August 23, 2017 ) Korean economic paper 
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*The comfort woman memory coin that issuance was refused in NZ territory 

Niue 

The memorial commemorative products of former comfort woman overflowed 

in the public while the issuance of "the comfort woman memorial coin" was 

decided after twists and turns on August 21, 2017 and conveyed the present 

conditions of "the commercialization of the comfort woman problem" in Korea. 

The net shop which sold the comfort woman-related goods including the 

miniatu of the comfort woman image told "the girl image (comfort woman 

image) network of the peace" about the issuance decision of the comfort woman 

memorial coin recently in the shop. 

Mr. and Mrs. Kim who produced a comfort woman image in front of the 

Japanese Embassy in Korea consigned this coin to the private enterprise and 

produced it. 

( Sculptor's :© ~m (Kim Woon - Kyung) and ( ) / 

Kim married couple ) 

The memorial coin was original, and production was tried in the origin of 

issuance, but New Zealand territory Niue was stopped for reasons of "the 

political discussions" on this month 7 by decision on the Niue side. 

e o m a n public is ti 

open II for partici 

8, yen /80 dollar). 

a 

the fund for 

from the nation r 
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en 

a p by the 

won (the approximately 



It is an aim to issue before the 1300th Wednesday meeting planned on 

September 13. It is an aim to issue before the 1300th Wednesday meeting 

planned on September 13. 

n 

Including "a girl image (comfort woman image) network of the peace," it is 

said that there is the organization selling comfort woman-related goods in Korea 

as six places. 

I prod and a bracel a necklace, rrings, a e, a po 1 a ring, 

a vanous mmemorative goods in uding woman 

a Id, and p O won 

(a yen /1 .8 dollars) thi n n (the 

approximately 800 yen /45 dollar). 

There is the example that was going to use a comfort woman commercially. 

n nude" a d n 

p . 

( Collection of photographs using the famous actress who national, was loved 

in those days ) 

( n 

n 

( September 04, 2017 ) 

* u 
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On September 4, 2017, the movie which featured the theme of a former 

comfort woman is produced in succession recently in Korea. 

It is said that the point where approach methods became various in total is 

characteristic of a glance of the general public as for the recent work whereas 

the most of the comfort woman-related movie produced so far focused on "a 

past pain". 

• II d r 

And also it will drive a wedge among US, South Korea, and Japan alliance, 

and that will only make Communist China and North Korea happy. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

gf LlJJi <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 12:19 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* • * It'll be a reference data, so please check it. -kOpinions book from association of Canada 

Israel friendship to the UNESCO I I am against the "Comfort Women" memorial in San 
Francisco 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural OrganizationCD.jpg; United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization0.jpg; United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization@.jpg; United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization@.png; United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization@.jpg; 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization®.jpg; Tibet oppression 

(United Nations, New York).jpg; Richard Tiffany Gere I Tibet oppression protest.jpg; Dalai 

Lama 14th.jpg; Falun Gong persecutionCD.jpg; Falun Gong persecution0.jpg; Falun Gong 

persecution@Organ transplantation.jpg; Falun Gong persecution@Organ transplantation.jpg 

Dear Mayor of 

executive committee 

n member of a municipal assembly, park 

Dear Supervisors of City and County of n 

*I strongly protest against the rt Women monument" and JI of the 

comfort woman" in n ( . ) 
*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n .municipal assembly. 

Dear Mayor of Brookhaven, member of a city council, 

I strongly protest "the comfort woman image" of the 

(Atlanta ) 

n k n 

n 

CANADA-ISRAEL FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATION 

October 30, 2016 
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Mr. Frank La Rue, UNESCO Assistant Director-General 

Secretariat of UNESCO Memory of the World Programme 

Communication & Information Sector 

7, place de Fontenoy 

75007 Paris, FRANCE 

' 
A second blow was delivered in a document 

against Japan, concerning the so-called 11comfort 

women", which alleges that between 80,000 and 

200,000 Asian women (the presenters are unable to 

provide a definitive number) have been forced into 

sex slavery by the Japanese government during 

World War II. 

This was stated in the Nomination Form for 

presenting documents as part of UNESCO's 

International Memory of the World Register, under 

the name 11Voices of the 'Comfort Women 111
• 

Among other things, the nominators stated in 

section 5.2: 

An examination of the facts will clarify the validity 

of the statement, but even before going there, it is 

clear how the Holocaust has been exploited 

irresponsibly. 

Those who use it here distort and denigrate its 

meaning. 
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There have been many interpretations of that 

unique catastrophe that befell on the Jews, but the 

concise remarks by Eli Cohen, former Israeli 

Ambassador to Japan, in a letter to a Japanese 

journalist, summarize the problem quite well: 

"There was no comparison to the Holocaust. No 

nation in the world planned with cold heart how to 

murder a nation systematically. Jewish kids, women, 

men, even if they were only partially Jewish, like 

only mother or only father or even if you 

grandmother or grandfather was a Jew. They built a 

system to look for every Jew wherever he is and just 

murder him/her. And the whole German nation was 

involved. It continued for years when nations like 

Poland, Austria, Italy and others cooperated in this 

massacre and only few brave people were ready to 

help Jewish people and risked their lives to hide or 

save miserable escaping Jewish people all over 

Europe. This never happened in the history of 

human kind and I hope it will never happen with no 

other nation." 

r ' a d n in 

it h 
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r 

i, d 

0 

Still, the war record of Japan is a sensitive issue, 

but when talking about the past, especially when 

someone is accused, facts are more important than 

emotions. 

Considering that point, it is necessary to take into 

account the facts to determine whether the "comfort 

women" case equals the Holocaust. 
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e ns n in the 

the war. were thoroughly i 

The guilty parties 

kyo. 

an international tribunal in 

gh e JU J B. 

India, found and 

a d ng opinion, 

findi a verdict in an ag signed 

the end the n occupation in 1952. 

At no point during the I was the al 

government 

women brought to 

1m ble to 

ally 

jud n and it 

that they would overlook 

mething so important. 

The American authorities, which occupied Japan 

for nearly eight years, practically ruled the country 

and had unobstructed access to its archives. 

They were interested in bringing down the 

Japanese politicians of the war period and didn't hide 

that, as we can see it in the infamous photograph of 

General Douglas MacArthur with the Emperor of 

Japan, where the General stands next to the 

Emperor with hands in his pockets. 

Most government ministries were purged of the 

old bureaucracy. 
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A notable victim of that "downsizing" became the 

Holocaust hero Chiune Sugihara, who was fired and 

forced to make a living as a door-to-door light bulbs 

salesman. 

e a b 

p 

u 

e in II in 

d n't 

a 

n 1 1. 

According to section 3.4 of the submission form, 

"until 1991, the issue of the 'comfort women', 

and the systematic, coercive nature of the sexual 

slavery that they suffered, was not generally known 

to the world. 

Under the strong patriarchal ideology prevailing in 

many parts of Asia, women's sexuality was a taboo 
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subject, and women who lost their chastity often 

had no place even within their family, thereby 

subjecting the victims to a strong social stigma and 

pressure not to speak about what had happened to 

them." 

IS a e ad 

It fails to mention that in 1949, China was taken 

over by a totalitarian communist government and 

transformed into a society with a new morality, 

where "chastity" and "patriarchy" were obsolete 

concepts, actively eradicated. 

a 

d 

ina u a 
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of them is to by the derogatory 

"Chinese ipei" but it is actually the "Republic of 

Chi ,"commonly known iwan. 

j 

J 

ai r r. 

In that sense, the situation is similar to the BDS 

(Boycott-Divest-Sanction) movement against Israel, 

whose goal is to discredit and isolate the country 

over phony "apartheid" issues. 

Ju Ii the of el, the driving a 

rious a groups, which the 

n of a vast popular movement, even 

II II a g 

fi ncial suppo 

a 
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d UN 

n a 

a 

In 1 3, the Japa government, in the 

lled " no " confirmed the existence of 

the wartime army brothel but that was nothing 

different from the information II by the 

on 

n 

Despite the lack of evidence about mass atrocities, 

the applicants still insist in section 3.4 that a 

Holocaust has taken place: 

"The revelation over the last 25 years of the 

factual truths of the matter has created diplomatic 

conflicts, including in relation to the demands from 

the victims, and organizations supporting them, for 

a formal apology from the Japanese government in 

the manner of the German government's apology for 

the Holocaust." 

m re with e I Hol ust, wh 

me o in 

Western m 

d 

cover th 
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Visiting Yad Vashem, the Holocaust memorial in 

Jerusalem, is a haunting experience. 

The visitors are overwhelmed by all the 

information, collected since the war. 

Millions of documents, photos, movies, and 

recordings tell the horror of the catastrophe. 

It is not surprising that many are trying to imitate 

the impact, applying it unsuccessfully to their own 

agenda. 

h a Ji 
ff 

d 

t 

a d on 

"The still pervasive and systematic sexual violence 

and sexual slavery perpetrated during armed 

. conflicts of todpy, both internal and inter-state, are 

similar in nature to the atrocities suffered by the 

'comfort women'. 

Encouraged by the courage of the 'comfort 

women', victims of rape in places such as the former 

Yugoslavia, Bangladesh, Myanmar and Cambodia, 

have spoken about their sufferings in various 

formats, including their testimonies at the tribunals 
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and hearings relating to the crimes committed 

against these women. 

Increased awareness of the 'comfort women' issue 

has also led to new studies being carried out in 

related areas, for example on the issue of sexual 

violence and forced prostitution during the Nazi 

Holocaust." 

it 

1. 

Id n n 

u 

a 
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disastrous poli continue with the 

repress1 a1 the followers lun ng -

thou nds of them a arrested and killed and their 

ans harvested. 

In the 1960's, the South Korean army fought in 

the Vietnam War. 

co 

n 

govern nt 

of 

, however, is no information about 

d th nt i the "Memo 

the World" p m. 

The crimes of the North Korean government 

against its own people are even more bloody. 

Other catastrophic events, like the expulsion of 

800,000 Jews from Muslim countries in the late 

1940's and the confiscation of their property, still 

haven't caught the attention of UNESCO. 

Right now, thousands of Yezidis are killed by 

Muslim extremists and their women sold into sex 

slavery, yet UNESCO doesn't seem to notice that 

either. 

e o n 
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rl , n 

© 2016 Canada-Israel Friendship Association 

*I believe the monument will divide your multi

cultural good communities. 

And al it will drive a wedge among U South 

, and n allia and th will only make 

Communist China and North Korea happy. 

* 

0 

* 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka

city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

iftL.l.Jii <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 12:19 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 
@It'll be a reference data, so please check it.* I protest against the "Comfort Women" 

memorial in SF / Comfort woman image problem besides USA I I am against the "Comfort 
Women" memorial in Atlanta Brookhaven city 
I held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which an Australian South Korean 
citizen group (girl image construction promotion committee of the Sydney peace) installed .in 

the SydneyCD.jpg; I held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which an 

Australian South Korean citizen group (girl image construction promotion committee of the 

Sydney peace) installed in the Sydneye£l.jpg; I held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort 

woman image which an Australian South Korean citizen group (girl image construction 

promotion committee of the Sydney peace) installed in the Sydney@.jpg; I held the unveiling 

ceremony of the comfort woman image which an Australian South Korean citizen group (girl 

image construction promotion committee of the Sydney peace) installed in the Sydney@.jpg; 

held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which an Australian South Korean 

citizen group installed in the SydneyCDa l(;:IS.Former comfort woman.jpg; held the unveiling 

ceremony of the comfort woman image which an Australian South Korean citizen group 

installed in the Sydney0a l(;:IS.Former comfort woman.jpg; held the unveiling ceremony of 

the comfort woman image which an Australian South Korean citizen group installed in the 

Sydney@a j(;:li.Former comfort woman.jpg; held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort 

woman image which an Australian South Korean citizen group installed in the Sydney@a j(; 

:IS.Former comfort woman I t3' ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang ) .jpg; held the unveiling ceremony of 
the comfort woman image which an Australian South Korean citizen group installed in the 

Sydney®a j(;:li.Former comfort woman I t3' ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) .jpg; Performance at 

the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which I installed in the Sydney Chinese 

and Korean people Hall in the suburbs of SydneyCD (1 ).jpg; Performance at the unveiling 

ceremony of the comfort woman image which I installed in the Sydney Chinese and Korean 

people Hall in the suburbs of Sydney0.jpg; Performance at the unveiling ceremony of the 

comfort woman image which I installed in the Sydney Chinese and Korean people Hall in the 

suburbs of Sydney@.jpg; Church in the inner waist council (old Myunishipariti of Ashe field) 

CD.jpg; Church in the inner waist council (old Myunishipariti of Ashe field)0.jpg; Clergyman of 

the church in the inner waist councilCD.jpg; Clergyman of the church in the inner waist 

counci@.jpg; Clergyman of the church in the inner waist council@.jpg; Comfort woman image 

of the church in the suburbs of Sydney inner waist councilCD.jpg; Comfort woman image of the 

church in the suburbs of Sydney inner waist councile£l.jpg; Comfort woman image of the 

church in the suburbs of Sydney inner waist council@.jpg; I was transferred in the church 

facilities in the inner waist council (old Myunishipariti of Ashe field)CD.jpg; I was transferred in 

the church facilities in the inner waist council (old Myunishipariti of Ashe field)0.jpg; f3' ~~ 

(Yoon Mi Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council/~ j(;:li 

Former comfort womanCD.jpg; t3' ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean 
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Attachments: volunteer corps problem council Ii$" :lC::EFormer comfort womanel>.jpg; J3' ~~ (Yoon Mi 

Hyang ) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council I~ :lC::EFormer comfort 

woman@.jpg; Starace field municipal assemblyCD.jpg; Starace field municipal assemblyel>.jpg; 

Was going to install it in Chuo Park of Burnaby City at first, but hold an unveiling ceremony in 
Toronto City, Canada after all; of in front of Korean Hall of Canada Toronto was installed.jpg; 
Bowen Park where the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman girl image was held.jpg; A 
comfort woman girl image in front of the Canadian Toronto Korean Hall.jpg; Around a comfort 
woman girl image in front of the Canadian Korean Hall, a Korean group is a candle 
meeting.jpg; Canadian Korean association.jpg; Comfort woman image in Germany south 

Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park)Cl>.jpg; Comfort woman image in Germany 

south Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park)@.jpg; Comfort woman image in 

Germany south Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park)@.jpg; Comfort woman image 

in Germany south Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park)@.jpg; Comfort woman 

image in Germany south Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park)CD.jpg; Comfort 

woman image in Germany south Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park)@.jpg; 

Comfort woman i'mage in Germany south Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park) 

@.jpg; Comfort woman image in Germany south Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme 

park)®.jpg; Heribert and the built chief director (the private foundation which possesses the 

theme park where Asian culture of WIZENTO is introduced)CD.jpg; Heribert and the built chief 

director (the private foundation which possesses the theme park where Asian culture of 

WIZENTO is introduced)Cl>.jpg; The theme park where WIZENTO city Asian culture is 

introduced (near Germany south Bayern state REGENSUBURUKU city).jpg; Germany Dater 

Salomon Freiburg mayor (the left) and Mayor cheap~~~ (YOMUTEYON) Suwon-si of 

Korea.(the right).CD.jpg; Germany Dater Salomon Freiburg mayor (the left) and Mayor cheap 

~ ~~ (YOMUTEYON) Suwon-si of Korea.(the right).0.jpg; Germany Dater Salomon 

Freiburg mayor (the left) and Mayor cheap~~~ (YOMUTEYON) Suwon-si of Korea.(the 

right).@.jpg 

Dear Mayor of , member of a city council, committee of the city 

about the park, art Committee 

I n 

) 

I would like cooperation to the M of a 

munici I assembly object to comfort woman image setting of 

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco. 
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I am writing to you concerning a discussion building a memorial for "comfort 

women" in San Francisco Park. 

I would ask that you turn down the proposal. 

( ] 

A public hearing about comfort woman image establishment was held in a 

strike RAS field city council in Sydney suburb on April 1, 2014. 

A public hearing about comfort woman image establishment was held in a 

strike RAS field city council in Sydney suburb in Australia, and a strike RAS field 

mayor said "This problem wasn't the problem that it can be judged at a city, 

so, he asked a state and a federal minister for an opinion.", and it was actual 

shelving. 

But after that a part Korea system group recurred and did an unveiling 

ceremony of a "comfort woman" image at the most great city Sydney suburb. 

I say to "Sidney Karahito hall" after that, that an established comfort woman 

image is relocated in a church in the suburb ash field city. 

•It'll be that I pointed out "Building of a comfort woman image was the political 

activity to blame Japan, not a humanitarian problem and a human rights 

question." in September, and the active policy which is intentionally once again 

is being hit with a public hearing on April 1 up. 

*It was that I pointed out "Building of a comfort woman image was the political 

activity to blame Japan, not a humanitarian problem and a human rights 

question." by a public hearing on April 1 in September, and the following activity 

policy was expressed intentionally once again. 
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1. We request to protest against Prime Minister Abe's of Japanese 

Government and a politician's going and worship at Yasukuni-jinja hard and 

apologize to Korea and China. 

2. To tell Japanese militarism recovery, history revisionism and war crime like 

a comfort woman and Nanjing Massacre in the 2nd generation of the Australian 

person and Korea system Chinese of Australian residence, we do an exhibition, 

a forum and a seminar. 

3. The image which is "3 sisters" for us to make know that the Japanese 

military kidnaped a Korean, a Chinese and other Asian young ladies and made 

it a sexual slave widely, in Australia, more than one, it's built. 

4. We promote an opinion, pressure Japanese Government and make the 

conscientious Japanese who doesn't speak wake up, and prevent Japan handing 

false history down to the next generation. 

5. We request that Japan changes the recognition that we're my best friend 

in Asia so that Japan invades Prime Minister Abbott Tsuyoshi during the Second 

World War, and we may allow to have violated female fundamental human 

rights. 

6. We request to change the diplomatic policy of the present Japanese 

emphasis so that we may stop to regard Japan as an allied country and treat 

Korea and China equally with Japan in an Australian government. 

7. Without being tricked by Washington in Japan, we look real feelings like 

Abe's cunning devil in the face, prevent Japan returning to militarism again and 

ask conversion of the diplomatic policy which respects Japan more than Korea 

and China. 
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8. The people of both countries fight jointly for Korea and the profit of the 

Chinese both countries, and we declare to continue the activity until the above 

mentioned goal is achieved here. 

• In saying the etc. a comfort woman image was a symbol of female human 

rights, and which "isn't opponent" at first, here, "Of the Japanese military, cruel, 

it's the purpose to make know widely.", it was written clearly. 

I find out that a comfort woman image is the stuff which isn't suitable for a 

local community. 

And in this September, it was written clearly, that I made Prime Minister 

Abbott Tsuyoshi stop to regard Japan as my best friend in Asia. 

This is said to be cut on a Japan-Australia relation. 

I even refer to relations between Japan and the United States' cut and we 

assume that I ask Washington to look real feelings like Abe's cunning devil in 

the face. 

If it's to use a Korean comfort woman sentiment and execute an agenda of 

the Communist Party of China which says "Japan-Australia and Japan and U.S. 

are cut off, and makes Japan be isolated.", it's spent personally. 

Criticism toward Japan is being. developed because of a comfort woman 

problem, but is the Korean government satisfied with the Communist Party of 

China's making them involved and using it as a dog? 

Korea seems to forget to be confronted with China and North Korea and form 

an alliance with Japan and U.S. completely. 

Even if it's seen, a comfort woman image is how unrelated to respect of 

female human rights, and I can think cut and opposition are rather brought to 

Australian immigration society. 
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I have written "I fight jointly for a national profit in China and South Korea." 

and am not also referring to a word with Australian purpose clearly at the end 

of an active policy of union of China and South Korea. 

To damage Australian national interests destroys the harmony of the 

community and at this rate it's a truism to damage Australian national interests. 

15, a 

Li 

n 

I performed the unveiling ceremony of comfort woman image which an 

academy installed in a university in all over the world along the world strategy 

of the Communist Party of China is only the propaganda organization which put 

on leather of a cultural exchange and closes Confucius academy by USA and a 

Canadian university has gone out.) 

[ In a ) 

An unveiling ceremony of "comfort woman image of a girl" was held at Canada 

Toronto city. 
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This time was my first time for the bronze statue's which commemorates a 

comfort woman in Canada being installed. 

A construction will note was formed with Barnaby city which is a sister city in 

Korea and Kajou city, and tried to make an image of a girl in Chuokoen, but it 

wasn't made, and after all, it was built for "in front of Korean hall in Canada 

Toronto". 

* n ril, 1 a Ii ajudg 

r ti ra ng n n 

in b 

I hold an unveili ceremony in a park of Toronto City a will II in 

"in n II da 11 

( In of Germany ) 

Installation plan of the image of a girl which symbolizes a comfort woman 

problem at a sister city Germany Freiburg city in Japan and Matsuyama-shi, 

Ehime (Korea and Mizuhara city propose the image of a girl establishment put 

together on December 10 of UN "Day of human rights": Establishment to a park 

at the center of Frei burg city is scheduled.) 

After that. 

Germany: Japan and Matsuyama-shi request from a dater ZAROMON 

mayor by a letter with an anxious communication (2016/9/15) Mayor 

Noshi Katsuhito Matsuyama name to a comfort woman image (Korea: 

Mizuhara city contribution) plan in Freiburg city. 

( "I don't want to lose a bond of the friendship to which I come in 27 after 

sister city cooperation in 1989. Installation cancellation is offered as soon as 

possible.") 
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~ Korea: Mizuhara city gives (2016/9/21). 

~ Mayor Fukui of Japan: The tour of comfort woman images and Korea: 

Visit cancellation to Mizuhara city (sister city) (2016/9/24) 

~Japan Korean comfort woman agreement (2015.12.28) after a while, using 

a sister city affiliation, a Korean city is moving to comfort woman image 

establishment. 

There is a case by which a sister city affiliation is aggravated by this. 

• Freiburg mayor Germany paper interview "When I knew this, I found me to 

have been abused." 

So wie wir das in Suwon besprochen hatten, geht es nicht darum, aktuelle 

japanische Politik zu brandmarken. 

Ahnlich wie wir in Deutschland in einem schmerzlichen Prozess gelernt haben, 

mit den dunklen Kapiteln unserer Geschichte umzugehen - unter der 

Oberschrift: So etwas darf nie wieder passieren -, haben wir uns gedacht, dass 

natUrlich sexuelle Gewalt in Kriegen nicht allein auf Japan gemUnzt werden 

kann. 

Denken Sie daran, was die deutsche Wehrmacht getan hat, was vor 20 Jahren 

im ehemaligen Jugoslawien passiert ist, was Jesidinnen vom IS angetan wurde. 

Diese Statue sollte beispielhaft sein. 

*In 1 Mayor Yo u Young (~~5€) Suweon performed 

suggestion to install a comfort woman im e in sister city and the German 

Freiburg inner-city where it was newly of Suweon City, but the plan was 

withdrawn by protest on the Japan side of sister city Matsuyama-shi of Freiburg 

City. 
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In n den a r n it 

a a I r the p n 

The Suweon city withdrawal City, but announ that 

"the Suweon City international r city ny burg City 

monum erection promotion comm which was a p r aimed 

n the first mfo woman i in n with a 

r and followed it and was active. 

rt woman im e lied in n first 

layas pavilion park of of Bayern Municipality of Wiesent u the 

al n ( 

d Un N 

was performed by "girl image Suweon 

any 

and, 

17,anu Ii 

n erection promotion m of 

A Euro n first comfort woman i was i lied in Nepal i layan 

pavilion garden of ny , W on rch 8, 2017, but the 

ph was removed. (April 17) 

When, for the owner of the Nepal Hi layan pavilion garden, both assent 

in Japan of Ko is not obtained; "may not put the comfort woman image in 

the rk. I I wa to be neutral. 

I that intell nsidered th a comfort woman i becomes the 

prob I 

* 

a 

between pa 

Is 

ill on a 

a 

un 

n g a 

, a n all 

a p 
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nu 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

II d r u lg un 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~LlJn! <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 12:19 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 
*It'll be a reference data, so please check it. •A British comfort woman document becomes 
clear I There is no description of "the forcible escort" I There are no Korean claim " Sexual 
slave" grounds 

( a ) The photograph which was photographed in the Andaman Nicobar Islands by a British 

soldiers person I (British empire war Museum possession).jpg; ( b ) A British soldiers person 

photographs it on August 8, 1945 I (British empire war Museum possession).jpg; ( c ) A 
soldier of Japan photographed in Japanese military prisoners' camp of Rangoon of Burma 

(Myanmar) on August 8, 1945 by a British soldier. I (British empire war Museum 

possession).jpg; ( d ) While it is written, I made Chinese girls a comfort woman forcibly, it is 

put out with a horizontal line inexplicably. I (British empire war Museum possession).jpg; 

( e ) The comfort station rule that the Japanese military Mandalay garrison town 

headquarters made on May 26, 1943.jpg; ( e ) It is written to the Japanese resident in 
Mandalay that I admit the use at a limit not to give a trouble.jpg; Why Is the Plight of 'Comfort 

Women' Still So Controversial (By ILARIA MARIA SALA AUG. 14, 2017 ) The New York 

Times.jpg; ( 1 ) BaFe9bdCMMim-y.jpg; ( 2 ) Comfort woman's payroll sheet.jpg; ( 3 ) 

attachment34.jpg; ( 4) attachment12.jpg; Comfort woman's payroll sheet.jpg; comfort% 
20women%202.jpg; comfort%20women%205.jpg; comfort%20women%206.jpg; comfort_ 
20women_202.jpg; comfort_20women_203.jpg 

Dear Mayor of San Francisco, member of a municipal assembly, park 

executive committee 

Dear Supervisors of City and County of San Francisco 

*I strongly protest ainst the "Comfort Women monumenf' and 11 Day of the 

comfo woman" in San Francisco. ( . ) 

* 
San Francisco 

Dear Mayor of Brookhaven, member of a city council, 

I strongly protest "the comfort woman image" of the 

(Atlanta ) 

n 

( A British comfort woman document becomes clear/ There is no description 

of "the forcible escort" I There are no Korean claim " Sexual slave" grounds / 
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There is the violence to a comfort woman in the rule that I forbade for a 

soldier ] ( August 6, 2017 ) 

* 30 points of comfort woman-related documents of the former Japan forces of 

"the empire war Museum" of the U.K. which applied to "world memory" of the 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (the UNESCO) 

(memory inheritance) registration for China, Korea jointly with 14 group in eight 

countries in the first on the list became clear on 5th. 

, a ii 

( I r e 

n whi g a n II 

p 

As for the "memory inheritance" of the comfort woman-related document 

registration, "an international solidarity committee" establishing the secretariat 

in Korea plays a key role and pushes it forward. 

In last May, I applied to the UNESCO for 2,744 documents. 

According to the empire war Museum, there are the reversion confirmation of 

30 points of possession documents of the museum and a request for the 

memory inheritance registration application from Mr.!$ ~~(Mr. Shin) him of 

the Korean scholar in Chairperson at international solidarity Committee, and it 
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is said that it agreed to application as "honor" that it is a memory inheritance 

at the museum. 

International solidarity Committee does not only increase the museum. 

poi is un a n, a an ap nted 

document d not show a woman, and m m side 

is consid not to have done inspection whether is contents supporting a sex 

slave on applying. 

[ Texas father poses a question for "the issue of comfort woman" in Korea ] 

( March 6, 2014 ) 

* s a ndi a country ual" in Un 

and n pl 

Therefore the United States is said to be "a melting pot". 

A comfort woman image is going to be built in the United States one after 

another, but it is a funny story now, too. 

I called "the image of the comfort woman" built in California Glendale City "a 

girl image of the peace" before erecting it and was that, indeed, I prayed for 

peace and was built. 

I it a r 

II it 

1 1 n u 
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Why the Plight mfort Women' Still Controversial? ( I 

MARIA 17 /The New York Times) 

d 

A comfort woman problem is Japan and a problem of Korea in it and is an 

irrelevant story in the United States. 

Therefore at first I ordered the document about the Korean "comfort woman" 

who said from American National Archives. 

When the comfort woman of the Korean was "a prostitute of the high pay 

collecting", "the interrogatory for the comfort woman captive" which the U.S. 

forces caught as a captive in Burmese MITOKINA written in 1944 says it 

definitely. As is not usually thought; is luxurious; lived. 

d in n 

Speaking of 1944, it is at the height of the war and because I am hard and 

should want to really run away if it is "a sex slave", comfort women arrested by 

the U.S. forces would say, "please help me!" and will be to think, "I am freed 

from a slave and of I was saved". 

n ti an n 

n it a 
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gi a an b it ( hi it 

a 

possession ) 

Ii Ii b ./ British empire war Museum 

That means, it is a thing when it was not "a sex slave". 

In the first place is there the guy who pays "a slave" money? 

As for comfort women, "how shall I make money from now on?" might not 

worry about which "I do not get that I took the high pay so far" by having been 

arrested. 

* n 

be true. 

But, instead of blaming only Japan, it is more appropriate to address all major 

human rights issues in the world and learn from the cases to solve them and 

prevent from happening again. 

I am strongly against the installation of memorial of Comfort women in a park 

in n ncisco. / . ( Atlanta ) 

n ncisco ( a ) 

·Atlanta 

( Il ) 

*In addition, does inhabitants testimony that a cover is done, and a comfort 

woman image has been already installed in a park approximately five days 

before the decision of the municipal assembly appear? 

*Is it a wonder of the announcement of the transference suddenly five days 

after the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image? 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 
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Susumu Hikoyama 

3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~Llt~ <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 12:18 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* It'll be a reference data, so please check it. *Your 'Comfort Women' Art work in SF I 
Evidence of "slave-ization" isn't found by a comfort woman problem investigation of the U.S. 
government! IWG The last report 2007.4 
Oyaji-lanfu.jpg; Comfort woman's payroll sheet.jpg; comfort%20women%202.jpg; comfort% 
20women%205.jpg; comfort%20women%206.jpg; comfort_20women_202.jpg; comfort_ 
20women_203.jpg; The U.S. official document(Page 1).jpg; The U.S. official document(Page 
5).jpg; Allied Forces translation (Page 5).jpg; Allied Forces translation (Page 13).jpg; Allied 
Forces translation (Page 17).jpg; attachment12.jpg; attachment34.jpg; Warning of the U.S. 
forces stationed in South Korea which forbid prostitution and a human traffic.jpg; cdisc
journey-using-cheson-2007-8-638.jpg; 2fd68eaf. png; da 1d1 Obf. png; 03f7723c. png; 
cafcf131.jpg; Comfort woman image in front of this zai embassy of the Republic of Korea and 

Japan(Soul music)CD.jpg; Comfort woman image in front of this zai embassy of the Republic 

of Korea and Japan( Soul music)CT>.jpg; Comfort woman image in front of this zai embassy of 

the Republic of Korea and Japan( Soul music)@.jpg; Comfort woman image in front of this zai 

embassy of the Republic of Korea and Japan( Soul music)@.jpg; Why is the comfort woman 

image barefootCD.jpg; Comfort woman image in this zai consulate general of the Republic of 

Korea and Japan (Pusan)CD.jpg; Comfort woman image in this zai consulate general of the 

Republic of Korea and Japan (Pusan)CT>.jpg; Comfort woman image in this zai consulate 

general of the Republic of Korea and Japan (Pusan)@.jpg; Japanese consulate general back 

entrance and immediate comfort woman image in Pusan city.jpg; Comfort woman image in 

front of the Japanese Consulate in the Korea Pusan cityCT>.jpg; Comfort woman image in front 

of the Japanese Consulate in the Korea Pusan cityCD.jpg 

Dear Mayor of 

executive committee 

n n member of a municipal assembly, park 

Dear Supervisors of City and County of n 

* 
n ( ) 

*I expect -reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n municipal assembly. 

Dear Mayor of Brookhaven, member of a city council, 
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I strongly protest "the comfort woman image" of the 

( Atlanta ) 

[ ministry working m of the N war crime and record of a 

imperial government ( IWG ) ] 

* .S. g le 

and 

on 

Ii 

a 

nd 

nod 

insistence 

cl r. 

it i 

n a r 

le c 

n 

nese 

in 

n 

II is 

U.S. forces in wartime says that a comfort woman system was being judged 

as just extension of a prostitution system in Japan. 

Survey result of the U.S. government was gathered in April, 2007 as "the last 

report for each ministry working team (IWG) American assembly of the Nazis 

war crime and record of a Japanese imperial government". 

A plenary paper of non-opening to the public and the secret which became an 

investigation object is total 8,500,000 pages. 142,000 pages were the 

document concerned with a Japanese war crime shortly. 

As o of documentary check pars about Japan, ", of a so-called comfort 

woman prog m = a government area lady of the Japa military, it's rather 

sexual,-like systematic slave-ization" in the documentary discovery and report 

I concern were directed. 

Tens of cases of representative example of Japanese prisoner misusage by an 

authority and private citizen killing and wounding was listed by a report, but the 

comfort woman relation was a no. 
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gar fin n 

r 

a 11 it It." 

IWG also published additional paper in Japan part by 6 rice specialists. 

A thesis is about a comfort woman problem. 

n 

II 

(1) ·during a war, U.S. forces thought a Japanese comfort woman system 

was extension of the prostitution system legal in country. 

(2) a .S. u a n e 

n d 'ti 

in la and isn't goi 

It was pointed out. 
H n be said that that nothi co out an investigation of only this 

le proved that the assertion to say "Compulsion was ken, and 200,000 

ladies were made a sexual slave." is a figment. 

• -------------------------
*The investigation which has started in 2000 for the purpose of making them 

carry information elucidation of a war crime of both countries of Japan and 

Germany in the Second World War without exception based on "1998 year Nazis 

war crime elucidation way" and "2000 year Japanese imperial government 

elucidation way" formed in Clinton political power age. 
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Pentagon, Department of State and CIA (CIA) checked an unreleased plenary 

paper in the FBI (FBI) etc. and directed opening to the public of material about 

a war crime. 

( New material of a comfort woman problem is found ( description interesting 

to an I document of army in the US ). ] 

*I have come to USA National Archives in the Washington D.C. suburb (NARA). 

p b 

women at 

d rent 

• 

ng n official ment a a woman 

the n army interrog n comfort 

(present Myanmar) in 1944 (number ) famous, but a 

the n army is that it has come out. 

n 

p ( g 

"When (Japanese soldier) doesn't use a contraceptive device, it's sentenced 

to a felony.", I had that. 

A fee for use in a consolation place is also recorded, and I say that the charge 

is different by a Japanese comfort woman and a Korean comfort woman. 

wo an judg the I written "a was 

by about 20 percent, Korean" befo but it was lined that was a 

wo n of fair propo on. 

In a regulation in a consolation place, "When a comfort woman got the behavior 

which isn't suitable, it's dismissed.", I had that. 

The evidence that a comfort woman was employed. 
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II a "t 't d ' I 

Additionally "Comfort woman all the members have to have the physical 

checkup by which a proprietor and the family in a consolation place are a doctor, 

too twice a month on Thursday every week.", it was recorded. 

A proprietor is the general public and it's the reason which was being managed 

with the family. 

Japanese Government and Sugiyama Shinsuke Councilor of the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs were the sexism abolition conference held at UN Europe head 

office in Switzerland Geneva in February, 2016, and "there was nothing which 

confirms the compulsion taking by an army and an authority with material of 

government discovery" as a Japanese government delegate, you can consent 

to have affirmed "A sexual slave is incorrect.", have corrected "Seiji Yoshida's 

lie" and "false report of Japan and Asahi Shimbun" and have touched 

responsibility of an apology. 

The various interesting contents with which a remark of Sugiyama Shinsuke 

Councilor of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is lined were written on a form of the 

American army found this time. 

* Please understand that Japanese are very upset about the approved 

inscription of 11 comfort women" monument, because you single out only 

Japanese military. 

That is unfair and is nothing but an insult to Japanese. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka

city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

gtLlJ~ <s-h ikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.j p> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 12:18 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* It'll be a reference data, so please check it.•Letter to Mayor Canada Barnaby ( Australia
Japan Community Network(AJCN) gave the letter that I was against a comfort woman image 

to the mayor. ) 

( a ) I held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which an Australian South 
Korean citizen group (girl image construction promotion committee of the Sydney peace) 

installed in the SydneyCDa :IT;:Ii.jpg; ( b ) held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman 

image which an Australian South Korean citizen group installed in the Sydney0a :l[;:liFormer 

comfort woman.jpg; ( c ) held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which an 

Australian South Korean citizen group installed in the Sydney@a :l[;:liFormer comfort 

woman.jpg; ( d ) held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which an 

Australian South Korean citizen group installed in the Sydney®a :l[;:liFormer comfort woman 

Ip~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) .jpg; ( e) held the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman 

image which an Australian South Korean citizen group installed in the Sydney®a :l[;:liFormer 

comfort woman Ip~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) .jpg; ( f) p ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) 

representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council I~ :l[;:liFormer comfort 

womanCD.jpg; ( g ) p ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean volunteer corps 

problem council I~ :l[;:liFormer comfort woman0.jpg; ( h) p ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang ) 

representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem council I~ :l[;:liFormer comfort 

woman@.jpg; Performance at the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which I 

installed in the Sydney Chinese and Korean people Hall in the suburbs of SydneyCD.jpg; 

Performance at the unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which I installed in the 

Sydney Chinese and Korean people Hall in the suburbs of Sydney0.jpg; Performance at the 

unveiling ceremony of the comfort woman image which I installed in the Sydney Chinese and 

Korean people Hall in the suburbs of Sydney@.jpg; Starace field municipal assemblyCD.jpg; 

Starace field municipal assemblyCil.jpg; Comfort woman image in Germany south Bayern 

state WIZENTO city park (theme park)CD.jpg; Comfort woman image in Germany south 

Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park)Cil.jpg; Comfort woman image in Germany 

south Bayern state WIZENTO city park (theme park)@.jpg; Heribert and the built chief director 

(the private foundation which possesses the theme park where Asian culture of WIZENTO is 

introduced)CD.jpg; Heribert and the built chief director (the private foundation which possesses 

the theme park where Asian culture of WIZENTO is introduced)CIJ.jpg; Dancing group (Tchum 

Sa, Won Hwa) event that I invite it of Korea.jpg; The theme park where WIZENTO city Asian 
culture is introduced (near Germany south Bayern state REGENSUBURUKU city).jpg; 

Germany Dater Salomon Freiburg mayor (the left) and Mayor cheap }lit ~~ (YOMUTEYON) 

Suwon-si of Korea.(the right).CD.jpg; Germany Dater Salomon Freiburg mayor (the left) and 

Mayor cheap !lit~~ (YOMUTEYON) Suwon-si of Korea.(the right).0.jpg; Germany Dater 
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Attachments: Salomon Freiburg mayor (the left) and Mayor cheap~ ~~ (YOMUTEYON) Suwon-si of 

Korea.(the right).@.jpg; Q)Freiburg_Breisgau ( Freiburg im Breisgau) .jpg; 

~Freiburg ( Freiburg im Breisgau) .jpg; @IMG_0717-e1474919713879.jpg; ®IMG_0712.jpg; 

@IMG_0732.jpg; Korea Citizen group VANK (cyber terrorism group)®.jpg; Korea Citizen 

group VANK (cyber terrorism group)~.jpg; Korea Citizen group VANK (cyber terrorism group) 

@ii+ IEQB (Park Gi-tae) bank's leader.jpg; Korea Citizen group VANK (cyber terrorism group) 

®.jpg; Korea Citizen group VANK (cyber terrorism group)@.jpg; Korea Citizen group VANK 

(cyber terrorism group)®if~ IEQB (Park Gi-tae) bank's leader.jpg; Korea Citizen group VANK 

(cyber terrorism group)CZ>if~ IEQB (Park Gi-tae) bank's leader.jpg; Korea Citizen group VANK 

(cyber terrorism group@Times Square I The Korean name Dok-do (the Japanese name 

Takeshima) appeal march.jpg; Korean guardian society (American)®Association of Korean 

parents of New York, U.S. I Association of New York Chinese and Korean people protector I 
VANK: if~ IEQB (Park Gi-tae) bank's leader.jpg; Korean guardian society (American) 

~Association of Korean parents of New York, U.S. I Association of New York Chinese and 

Korean people parents.jpg; Korean guardian society (American)@MacDonald Protest.jpg; 

Korean guardian society (American)®New York Broadway.jpg; Interest person corps United 

States committee part= Korea day comfort woman agreement sentence destruction 
exercise.gif; Supporting group South Korean American civic empowerment Korean a South 

Korean American living in New York, New Jersey (KACE).jpg; ~ f~Hi (Anne Shinn Gun ) 

director : Korean support facilities~ f~fi ( Anne Shinn Gun ) director of the house of 

NANUMU I Brooke heaven city comfort woman image I~ Btl::l ( Kang-lrchul) Former 
comfort woman.jpg; A member of a city council of girl image (comfort woman image) of the 
peace erection Korea ancestry is propelled by Georgia Brooke heaven .. jpg; A member of a 
city council of girl image (comfort woman image) of the peace erection Korea ancestry is 
propelled by Georgia Brooke heaven.jpg 

Dear Mayor of 

executive committee 

n member of a municipal assembly, park 

Dear Supervisors of City and County of n 

p ar e 

n" in n ( a . ) 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n municipal assembly. 

Dear Mayor of Brookhaven, member of a city council, 
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I strongly protest "the comfort woman image" of the 

( Atlanta ) 

n 

( "There is the thi that the i e of is kind is i lled declaration 

M r by in the mmonland by ) 

*April 18, 2015 (setting reservation decision): British Columbia 

Burnaby City 

*August, 2015 (setting petition rejection): 

assembly rejects a petition of the setting unanimously 

*August, 2015 (setting seeing off) United States 

Fullerton City (museum) 

Starace Field City -

orange county 

* December, 2016 (setting plan withdrawal): Baden - VYURUTENBERUKU 

state Frei burg City of Germany (park) 

a Frei burg 

17 plan I): n Atlanta 

an 

* ph n i Nepal Himalayan pavilion 

garden ( , wiesent . (April 28, 2017) 

When, as for the owner of the Nepal himalaya pavilion garden, Japan-Korea 

both assent is not obtained; "may not put the image in the park. I state, I want 

to be neutral. 

25 March 2015 

Mayor Derek Corrigan 

City of Burnaby 
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4949 Canada Way 

Burnaby, British Columbia, VSG, IM2 

Honourable Mayor Corrigan, 

Re: Comfort Woman Statue Proposal 

I am writing on behalf of Australia Japan Community Network which has been 

opposing a similar proposal submitted to Strathfield Council in Australia by a 

group calling itself "China Korea Alliance against Japanese War Crime". We are 

dismayed to have learnt that you are also under pressure to consider such a 

proposal for your council. We would like to politely but clearly point out to you 

that this has nothing to do with women's or human rights but has everything 

to do with the international political campaign waged by China and South Korea 

against Japan. The hidden agenda of this campaign is to weaken the ties 

between Japan and the US, Canada, Australia and other countries. This is 100°/o 

political, otherwise why would they wait 70 odd years before finding a need to 

erect such statues across the world? 

We have been working to stop the proposal here in Australia for over a year 

now. I would like to stress to you that in every sense this is a truly divisive 

community issue. Last year a petition of more than 3400 local residents was 

submitted to Strathfield Council that included many non-Japanese residents, 

and even Chinese and Koreans. I am sure you are already seeing this issue 

beginning to divide your own community and that of your community over a 

political issue which has nothing to do with your council, the citizens of Burnaby 

or the wider Canadian community at large. 

If I may, I would also like to bring your attention to some of the often raised 

issues surrounding this controversy. You may have noticed that Ms Jan Ruff O' 
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Herne is often quoted as a victim of the comfort woman system in the on-going 

anti-Japan campaign. This is totally incorrect. She was a victim of a crime 

committed by lower rank soldiers in the front line. As this was breaching the 

code of conduct the facility where she was captured in Indonesia was shut down 

by the Japanese imperial army itself. Later, the soldiers who held the key roles 

in this incident were prosecuted and the one found to be most responsible, was 

executed. 

This kind of crime did happen on some occasions during the war. However, 

those acts were deviations from the norm. 

These days, even the far left scholars have ceased on insisting that 200,000 

women were abducted and forced into prostitution by the Japanese imperial 

army. The most ardent promoter of the comfort woman sex slavery theory 

admitted that there were no such abductions on the Korean peninsula. This is 

simply because such an act of abducting 200,000 (or more) women by 

deploying troops in the middle of war is impossible. No army can afford to do it 

while fighting against enemies. How do you arrange transportation, 

accommodation and food for the women? There would have been so many riots 

and it would have made it extremely difficult to govern the occupied territories. 

There was absolutely no such records at all. Where have the parents, husbands 

and brothers of those women abducted in front of them been? Do you still 

remember the ferry accident in South Korea last year and how the parents and 

relatives of the victims behaved? 

What about those crying old women testifying their stories? At one point the 

South Korean government chose a dozen or so former comfort woman (paid 

prostitutes) as the most reliable ones to testify. Unfortunately, their testimonies 
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were so inconsistent and some were clearly talking about their experiences in 

the Korean War where there was no Japanese involvement that they could not 

be seriously believed. 

In fact, 122 Korean former comfort women are presently suing the South 

Korean government for forcing them to sexually serve American (and Australian 

soldiers during the Korean War. Ironically, the current President of South Korea, 

Ms Park's own father was directly responsible for the establishment of these 

comfort woman brothels. I fail to understand how some Koreans can accuse 

others. 

Left wing scholars have shifted their narratives from abduction to collusion. 

They say "many women were deceived by vicious Korean pimps but the 

Japanese authority did not proactively arrest them nor rescue the women. 

Hence, the Japanese government was guilty as well". In actual fact, there were 

numerous newspaper articles about Japanese police who cracked down on 

Korean crime groups and rescued women at that time. In any case, it is far too 

difficult for them to prove such an abduction theory because it is totally 

improbable and unrealistic. In reality it was a commercial operation licensed by 

the army. Such a system would not have been pleasant in any case but there 

were also stories of amicable relationships between soldiers and comfort women 

leading to marriage in some cases. 

The American government also went to extraordinary lengths in the search 

for solid evidence of Japanese war crimes. The IWG (Nazi War Crimes & 

Japanese Imperial Government Records Interagency Working Group) spent 

seven years and 30 million dollars searching for evidence under the Clinton and 
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Bush administrations. The final report to the congress clearly states there was 

no tangible evidence found. 

The abduction theory is an impossible theory. Then why are Chinese and 

South Koreans pushing to erect statues across the world? The president of the 

Sydney Korean Society said through his delegate that he wanted to erect 10 

statues across Australia. Are they that concerned with woman's human rights 

from seventy odd years ago? I really don't see this in their written or spoken 

comments at all. Rather, the real motive appears to be far more political. The 

true intention of the comfort woman statue campaign run by the Chinese and 

South Koreans is to bring pressure to the close relationship between Japan -

and the US, Australia, Canada. "Comfort woman" issue has being used as no 

more than a tool for their campaign to achieve this outcome. This is clearly 

shown in their action agenda, (See attached document). South Korea is a glove 

and China is the hand inside. South Koreans are simply being used by the 

Chinese Communist Party which wants to remove all obstacles in their way to 

support their own expansionism. 

Ms. O'Herne is apparently saying "The Japanese are waiting for me to die but 

I will never die until the Japanese government officially apologizes." We are 

sincerely and truly sympathetic with her case and feel sorry for what happened 

to her, but she has been offered an apology and compensation by the Japanese 

government but has chosen not to accept these offers. The matter was legally 

settled between the Japanese government and the Dutch government. We 

would like to send her our very best wishes but politely point out once again 

she was not a victim of the comfort woman system which was in essence a 

commercial operation. She was the victim of some rogue elements in the 
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Japanese Army who were held to account for their crimes. There should not be 

any confusion or blurred lines in this matter. Sadly it appears she has been 

misled by 'POiiticaiiy motivated people to believe a very different story which has 

no basis in fact or evidence. 

As you may or may not be aware this is a highly politicized matter far beyond 

any normal human rights issue. No local Canadian community should be 

subjected to this politically charged dispute with this China-Korea international 

campaign. We know that you just wanted to be kind to your new sister city but 

please put harmony in your community first. Harmony in the multicultural city 

is not given. It requires hard work to achieve and maintain. This is exactly what 

we are going through right now here in Australia. You have far more important 

things to do for your residents. 

Australia Japan Community Network is a group of Japanese and non-Japanese 

residents working together to achieve harmony in multicultural societies in 

Australia. Please do not hesitate to contact me should you like to discuss on this 

matter. 

Australia Japan Community Network 

*I believe the monument will divide your multi-cultural good communities. 

*We should work toward the futu for the benefits of the young generations 

in a more constructive way rather than destructively. 

* 
nu a JI 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

on 

an" in n 
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3-5 Kuniyoshida 6-choume,suruga-ku,shizuoka-city,shizuoka- Prefecture 422-

8004,JAPAN 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

~LlJ~ <s-hikoyama@rx.tnc.ne.jp> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 12:18 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

* * It'll be a reference data, so please check it.* * An issuance plan of "the comfort woman 

memorial coin" stops it suddenly in Niue (New Zealand territory) I "A comfort woman coin" of 
"the Queen of one side comfort woman, one side U.K." 

A comfort woman memorial coin.jpg; ( 1 ) Flag_of_Niue.png; ( 2 ) Public_Seal_of_Niue.png; 

( 3 ) Niue_on_the_globe_(Polynesia_centered).png; ( 4 ) Niue_carte_administrative.png; 

(!)Mayor Frank Quinn terrorism former Glenn Dale and 3fi: B~-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) Sculptor 

I in Seoul, Korea.jpg; (!)Sculptor's 3fi: liJJX ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo -

Kyung ) I Kim married couple ( in Okinawa Japan) .jpg; Cl!Sculptor's ~ J.iJJX ( Kim Woon -

Kyung) and 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; @New commandeering 

mechanic image (production of Mr. and Mrs. Kim)/ 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) Sculptor.jpg; 

@Sculptor's 3fi: J.iJJX ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married 

couple.jpg; @Sculptor's ~ J.iJJX ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 3fi: B~-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim 

married couple.jpg; ®Sculptor's 3fi: J.iJJX ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo -

Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; @Sculptor's 3fi: J.iJJX ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and ~ B!-9!! 

( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I Kim married couple.jpg; CVSculptor's ~ liJJX ( Kim Woon - Kyung) 

and 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) Kim married couple I 3fi: 1iiAm (Kim Bok-Dong) California 

Glendale City (the Los Angeles suburbs).jpg; @Sculptor's 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) I 3fi: 

1iiAm (Kim Bok-Dong) California Glendale City (the Los Angeles suburbs).jpg; (a) Comfort 

woman installation site in Korea (present 56 points).jpg; ( b) OThe comfort woman image 

installation map for which a Google map was utilized.jpg; ( c ) Comfort woman installation 

site in Korea (present 56 points).jpg; ( 1 ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image/ Comfort 

woman image Pin badge.jpg; ( 2 ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Comfort woman 

image Pin badge.jpg; ( 3 ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Comfort woman image 

Pin badge.jpg; ( 4) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Pendant.jpg; (a) Small-sized 

size of the comfort woman image.jpg; ( b) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image.jpg; 

( c) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image.png; ( d) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman 

image.jpg; ( e) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image.jpg; ( f) MINYUCHIA of a comfort 

woman image.jpg; ( g ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image/ Comfort woman image 

picture case.jpg; ( h) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image/ Comfort woman image in a 

Lego block.jpg; ( i ) MINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I Comfort woman image in a 

Lego block.jpg; CD~ 1iiAm (Kim Bok-Dong) I Mayor Frank Quinn terrorism former Glenn 

Dale.jpg; CIJMINYUCHIA of a comfort woman image I 3fi: 1iiAm (Kim Bok-Dong).jpg; 

@Sculptor's 3fi: J.iJJX ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) / Kim married 

couple.jpg; @Sculptor's ~ lilJX ( Kim Woon - Kyung) and 3fi: B!-9!! ( Kim Seo - Kyung ) / Kim 

married couple.jpg; CDa :IT;± (Gil Won-ok) Former comfort woman I* :g)* ( Lee Yong-
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Attachments: soo) .jpg; 0¥ ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem 

council.jpg; 0¥ ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang) representation of a Korean volunteer corps problem 

council / ~ ™~ (Kim Bok-Dong).jpg; @¥ ~~ ( Yoon Mi Hyang ) representation of a 

Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg; ®¥ ~~ (Yoon Mi Hyang ) representation of a 

Korean volunteer corps problem council.jpg 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I " uti d n 17, rt Wo 

in the City and County of San Francisco." 

It will open the floodgates for others seeking a platform for incidents that 

occurred outside of this country. 

[ an plan 11 the mfort woman memo nu it dd ly 

in Niue (New land territory) /"A comfort woman coin" of "the Queen of one 

side comfort woman, one side U.K." ] (August 08, 2017) 

* "The comfort woman memorial coin" which I was going to issue in 

commemoration of Korea, nu cis delivery, "the day of the world comfort 

woman" of August 14 on August 7, 2017 understood that a plan was stopped 

suddenly by refusal of the government of the origin of issuance. 

( ) , r. a ( ) 

/( u a 

a n an 

The Mr. and Mrs. Kim announced, "the issuance of comfort woman memorial 

coin promoted by a nation open call for participants from last month 20 was 

stopped by decision on the Niue side which was an origin of issuance" on 7th. 
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According to the person concerned with manufacturer who pushed forward 

issuance business with Mr. and Mrs. Kim, Niue of the New Zealand territory 

which decided production of the money showed a thought that the production 

of the coin was difficult for reasons of "the political problem" on last month 27. 

A notice, "I stopped the production of the coin" formally from the New Zealand 

Mint Bureau came afterwards. 

The detailed reason is not clarified, and it is said that I hold it, and it was 

written by "a request of the Niue Government". 

The Mr. and Mrs. Kim id, "I feel very reg ble 

was stopped" and i 

unfair pressure". 

saying it "is apparent be a 

I a a g II a 

g it up 

rial 

the issua 

It by 

n 

of coin 

*It is the form that was refused from the world to issue "comfort woman 

memory coin" (2 dollars silver coin) in the third country. 

Through so-called nation open call for participants, I collected money necessary 

for the issuance of commemorative coin. 

The Mr. and Mrs. Kim who produced a comfort woman image of the Japanese 

Embassy participated in this business positively. 

I described a bust of Queen U.K. Elizabeth II in one side of the small change 

with the name of a country and 2 dollars side indication of New Zealand territory 

Niue of the issuance country based on a tradition of the said said country and, 

by the name of "the commemorative coin of the small girl," was already the 

plan representing the face of the comfort woman on one side. 
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( it an i 3, 0, O in a p 

n imag /In a comfo woman 1m e for 

( January 16, 2017 ) 

* 

it 

u app in I. 

I 

a 

one 

busi 

, a it 

e 170 illi 

] 

*The comfort woman images of Korea continue increasing, and 65 comfort 

woman images are installed now. 

*I increase at ten a year paces and say that the aim is 100. 

*In addition, there is a plan to install 100 small comfort woman images in the 

high school of Korea. 

OThe producer who continued working on anti-Americanism 

"The Korean Council for the Women Drafted for Military Comfort woman by 

Japan" UMx1tB.i : teitsuikyou) said to that anti-Americanism, a tendency of anti

Japan pro-North Korea were strong predominated in Korea and built a comfort 

woman image in front of in front of Japanese Embassy of Seoul and the Japan 

consulate general of Pusan. 

Mr. and Mrs. Kim continue working on anti-Americanism for many years, and 

"association of the Pro-North n of artist of a race" i it, and there 

is the that visited North Korea. 

OI produce a small comfort woman image 
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( ) , Mr. and Mrs. ( )/ (Kim 

married couple) accepted an interview Kim of the comfort woman image 

producer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Kim stated, "the producer side contains approximately 30,000 

dollars as an income when I produced one comfort woman image". 

Furthermore, it is said that I said, "it is at this price and already produces 30 

bodies and delivered it to each group". 

As a result, there would be an income of 900,000 dollars in total. 

The total number of images exceeds 50 when I put comfort woman images 

built in Korea and the United States after last April together. 

It is considered that the total sum of the price reaches approximately 1,500,000 

dollars. 

f}!~1thri (teitsuikyou) headquarters of Seoul was visited, too, and the small 

comfort woman image on the table was shown by a staff of headquarters, and 

the case was told even if on earth I sold it at a price of approximately 300 

dollars. 

I changed the size in this way, and, as for the comfort woman image, a price 

was acquired as I added to a number, and the development bought and sold as 

a product like fancy goods and figure skating has been laid 

( gu skating sales 910,000 dollars! In Ko comfort woman image goods 

another ] ( March 4, 2017 ) 

* 
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Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 
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Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dear Mayor of 

i:~'LLI~ <s-hikoyama@rx. tnc. ne.jp> 
Sunday, September 17, 2017 12:18 PM 
Jalipa, Brent (BOS); Lew, Lisa (BOS) 

[ It'll be a reference data, so please check it. ] The suspension China consulate general 

sends "a threat sentence" of criticism resolution voting in China Americas assembly ( 

California ) 

Falun Gong persecutionQl.jpg; Falun Gong persecutionel).jpg; Falun Gong 

persecution@Organ transplantation.jpg; Falun Gong persecution@Organ transplantation.jpg; 

(a ) A movie uncovering the truth of Confucius Institute exhibits it to the public first.jpg; ( b ) 

A spokesperson Sandra Flores.jpg; ( c ) I march in the downtown of Madrid, Spain.jpg; ( d ) 

Our family came from Belgium.jpg; ( e ) New Zealand reveals a secret of the Chinese 

Communist Party by a movie Murder for organs.jpg; ( f) New Zealand reveals a secret of the 

Chinese Communist Party by a movie Murder for organs .. jpg; ( 1 ) San Francisco 

assemblyQl.png; ( 2 ) San Francisco assemblyel).jpg; ( 3 ) San Francisco assembly@.jpg; 

kakokunohanei.pdf; ( 4) * :g)* (Lee Yong Sao) @California Korea U.S. forumQl.jpg; 

( 5 ) * :g)* ( Lee Yong Sao) @California Korea U.S. forumel).jpg; ( 6 ) * :g)* ( Lee Yong 

Sao) @California Korea U.S. forum@.jpg; ( 7 ) * :g)* ( Lee Yong Sao) @California Korea 

U.S. forum@.jpg; ( 8 ) House in Korea NANUMU (A VIP of the Korean government visits to 

explain to a former comfort woman@THE MURMURING I* :g)* ( Lee Yonsu ) .jpg; ( 9) 

House in Korea NANUMU (A VIP of the Korean government visits to explain to a former 

comfort woman®THE MURMURING I* :g)* (Lee Yonsu) .jpg; ( 10) House in Korea 

NANUMU (A VIP of the Korean government visits to explain to a former comfort 

woman@THE MURMURING I* :g;* ( Lee Yonsu ) .jpg; ( 11 ) * :g)* ( Lee Yong Sao ) 

Washingtonian comfort woman problem union (Korea system group) I~ ~~m ( kim -boku 

ton ) I association of Washington ~ :Er (Soh Ok-cha)Chairperson by the Korean 

military.jpg; ( 12) * :g)* ( Lee Yong Sao) Washingtonian comfort woman problem union 

(Korea system group) I~ ~~m ( kim -boku ton) .jpg; ( 13) * :g;* (Lee Yong Sao) 

Washingtonian comfort woman problem union (Korea system group).jpg; ( 14) * :g;* (Lee 

Yong Sao) Washingtonian comfort woman problem union (Korea system group) I association 

of Washington ~:Er (Soh Ok-cha)Chairperson by the Korean military.jpg; ( 15 ) * :g)* 
( Lee Yong Sao) Washingtonian comfort woman problem union (Korea system group) I 

association of Washington ~ :Er (Soh Ok-cha)Chairperson by the Korean military.jpg; 

( 16) s :lC:E (Gil Won-ok) Former comfort woman I* :g)* (Lee Yong-soo ) .jpg; 
07140013_57865a7fccee4.jpg; d20167-5-163603-2.jpg; 09261439_5424fc295ae41.jpg; 
09261441 _5424fc7fd3081.jpg; 8995ec65c2e 7b9f7b162d935544c3ca4--fromage-cheese-goat
cheese.jpg 

member of a municipal assembly, park 
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executive committee 

Dear Board of Supervisors, 

I strongly protest against the "Comfort Women monument" and " 

n" in . ( ) 

nci ff 

will open the fl g others seeki a r in 

rred 

*I expect reconsideration about the comfort woman image setting from the 

people of the n n municipal assembly. 

r The suspension China consulate general sends "a threat sentence" of criticism 

resolution voting in China Americas assembly ( California ) ] 

( September 13, 2017 ) 

*The lifornia ate Comm on Judiciary, .S. ap 

tenth resolution (SJ 10) unanimously and criticized opp 

ng by the Chinese government strictly. 

it in a 

a 

a , a a 

n of 

ion to the lun 

I 

Joel Sen. Anderson of the state Republican Party proposed the association of 

California Upper House tenth resolution. 

The resolution objects to the oppression for the Falun Gong learner for 18 

years, and demands it to stop oppression promptly for the Chinese government 
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and calls an assembly with U.S. President to perform an investigation about the 

oppression. 

n 

n gu u 

The Chinese living-in-San Francisco consulate general threatened diplomatic 

relations and economic profit on a shield in a telephone and a document to the 

chairperson and all members of the Upper House in a House on September 1 

when I was going to vote of the above-mentioned idea. 

n ( ) 

n n 

n n 

Kevin Chairperson Leon of the Upper H where the Democratic 

rty occupied many on that day where the ~Chi nsulate general sent a 

letter to moved the bill from the Committee on the Judiciary to rule Committee 

ly. 

This is equal to virtual suspension. 

Representative Anderson was awfully surprised at this decision and stated that 

it was unacceptable that the Chinese government which disturbed freedom of 

speech had an influence on the Representative Democratic Party leadership of 

the Upper House of the state. 
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Associated Press, "Voice of America," the international media including "radio 

free Asia" reports this problem one after another. 

in 

( E E ) !I a 

an a I is on 

Falun Gong human rights representative Mr. ~.* Bill~ ( Mr.Chen ) "It a 

lous . In b 

an a u I u 

it an , I do n n. a n " 

The Chinese consulate general emphasizes how consumption of China is 

important to the state in a document and threatens you saying " 

and ons if lun 

( Is uncovered organ hunting of China; and the resolution for ten years "instant 

stop" ] ( June 27, 2013 ) 

*A 281 resolution is brought up in the U.S. assembly on June 27, 2013; is 

organ strong .from Falun Gong learner for the Chinese authorities It is stop ... 

in ffiH~tH Bill ... which criticizes the organ plundering by the whole nation to 

extract an organ forcibly from the prisoner of conscience which is valid as a 

purpose. Having received a letter from the consulate and a staff of consulate 

visited it and made an announcement on having been going to interfere with 

the passage of this bill. 

( China, cheese import ban reason ignorance, perplexity in Europe spread ] 

( September 16, 2017 ) 

* 
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The Chinese side does not clarify a clear reason, and the European company 

demands repulsion, import resumption. 

According to the European Union (EU) chamber of commerce of Beijing, it is 

cheese such as Camembert or Roquefort of the product in France to have been 

prohibited. 

When there was the notice of prohibition measures as a story of the Chinese 

food importer from the authorities in June, U.S. CNN TV (electronic edition) told. 

Although the Chinese authorities published the list of bacteria available for 

food in 2010, the thing which had been used for production processing of the 

food traditionally admitted even bacteria out of the list, and, according to EU 

Chamber of Commerce, they imported cheese. 

it a Ii un 

n it it. 

EU mber of Commerce rebels saying "a problem has not occurred to 

the which I exported to China until now". 

*Is it okay for the Ontario government to be secretly influenced and misled by 

Chinese political maneuvering in your multicultural society? 

* II d ge a , a Ja n allia 

II a uni 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

Susumu Hikoyama 

and o p 
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